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INTRODUCTION TO VOLUME 21 AND RELATION OF VOLUME 2 TO

THE ROYAL COMMISSION'S RESEARCH PROGRAM

Volume 2 is organized as a set of Notes to Chapters 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9

and 18 of Volume 1 . The primary purpose of these notes is to explain
more fully, and to document, the estimates of the amounts and costs
of intercity passenger travel that were developed for this report and
are used in Volume 1 . Such estimates figure prominently in the anal-
ysis of current and potential future passenger transportation cost s

in Chapters 3 and 18 of Volume 1, in the discussion of environm ental
impacts of transportation in Chapter 7, and in the discussion of the
accident records of the different modes of transportation and of acci-
dent costs in Chapter 8 . Estimates developed by Royal Commission
staff are also used in the reference to total resources devoted to
transportation in Chapter 1, and, in Chapter 2, to the amounts of
intercity travel by various modes, currently and historically in
Canada and in other countries .

In addition, Volume 2 provides supporting material for the section
on rail infrastructure in Volume 1, Chapter 6, and for the discussion
of legislation, regulations and other developments relevant to the
provision of transportation for people with disabilities in Volume 1,
Chapter 9 .

Many of the estimates developed for this report and used in Volume 1
are inevitably quite rough, and in some cases are based on particular
assumptions where alternative assumptions would also have been
defensible . The relevant sections of Volume 2 do not quantify the mar-
gins of uncertainty to which the various estimates are subject . It is

hoped, however, that the presentation and discussion of the approaches
used in developing the estimates will allow the reader to form a gen-
eral impression of the margin of uncertainty, and of the sensitivity

of the estimates to key assumptions .



In some cases the notes to a chapter are presented as an integrated
discussion of the development of the quantitative estimates in that
chapter. In other cases, the notes deal with a series of relatively inde-
pendent points in the chapter. A detailed table of contents precedes
each of the sets of chapter notes .

A substantial part of the contracted research, and of the staff research
work, carried out for the Royal Commission contributed to the devel-
opment of the estimates, particularly the comprehensive cost esti-
mates for the different modes of intercity transportation . Volumes 3
and 4 contain 22 of the research papers prepared for the Royal
Commission that were judged to be particularly relevant to the issues
discussed in Volume 1 and/or to be of interest to a significant num-
ber of readers in the transportation field . In some cases, sections of
Volume 2 build on material from papers in Volumes 3 and 4. Some
research papers in Volumes 3 and 4 provide a self-contained devel-
opment of certain estimates and analyses referred to in Volume 1,
particularly in Chapters 11, 12 and 13 . No further supporting material
is provided for these chapters in Volume 2 . Several of the papers in
Volumes 3 and 4 are summaries of historical, analytical or empirical
work that provide a general discussion of issues of interest to the
Royal Commission, and are relevant to one or more chapters in
Volume 1 .

These papers are listed below in the order in which they appear in
Volumes 3 and 4 .

VOLUME 3

Historical Overview

D. R . 0wrarn Icons and Albatrosses : Passenger
Transportation as Policy and Symbol in
Canada

George W. Wilson U .S. Intercity Passenger Transportation Policy,
1930-1991 : An Interpretive Essay



General Surveys

Objectives

Robin Boadway The Role of Equity Considerations in the
Provision and Pricing of Passenger
Transportation Service s

David W. Slater Transportation - and Economic Development :

A Survey of the Literatur e

SubsidieslPricinglCompetition

Trevor D . Heaver Subsidies in Canadian Passenger
Transportation

David Gillen and Transportation Infrastructure Policy : Pricing,
Tae Hoon Oum Investment and Cost Recovery

John Blakney Competition Policy and Canadian Passenger
Transportatio n

Keith Acheson and Controlling Market Power in Weakly
Don McFetridge Contestable Canadian Airline Market s

Federal-Provincial Institutional Issues

Patrick J . Monahan Constitutional Jurisdiction over
Transportation : Recent Developments and
Proposals for Chang e

Patrick J. Monahan Transportation Obligations and the Canadian
Constitution



VOLUME 4

Applied Analyses

Costing

Ashish Lall Transportation Infrastructure Costs in Canad a

Fred P. Nix, Road Costs
Michel Boucher and
Bruce Hutchinso n

VHB Research & 'Environmental Damage from Transportation

Consulting Inc .

Industry Studies

Steven A . Morrison Deregulation and Competition in the
Canadian Airline Industry

Ron Hirshhorn The Effects of U.S . Airline Deregulation :
A Review of the Literature

Richard Lake, An Analysis of the Canadian Intercity
L. Ross Jacobs and Scheduled Bus Industry
S. T. Byerley

Charles Schwier and VIA Rail Services : Economic Analysis
Richard Lake

A. Cubukgil, Airport Investment and Pricing Policies
S . Borins an d
M . Hoen



Other

Eric ) . Miller and Travel Demand Behaviour : Survey of Intercity
Kai-Sheng Fan Mode-Split Models in Canada and Elsewhere

Richard Laferri6re Price Elasticities of Intercity Passenger Travel
Deman d

Ken McKenzie, Differential Taxation of Canadian and

Jack
'
Mintz and U .S . Passenger Transportatio n

Kim Scharf

Richard Lake Notes on Intercity Passenger Transportation
Technology

Several other research papers prepared for the Royal Commission,
judged to contain material potentially of use to a more limited num-
ber of readers with specialized transportation interests, are being
made available in an unpublished research report series that will be
distributed to libraries specializing in transportation and to large
university and public libraries . These reports are :

Author Title

RR-01 Hickling Corporation Transportation for People with
Disabilities : A Policy Review and
Analysi s

RR-02 Peat Marwick Intercity Passenger Bus Regulation
Stevenson & Kellogg in Canada

RR-03 Michael K . Berkowitz The Potential for Competition in
Rail Carriage

RR-04 Sypher : Mueller Air Infrastructure Costing
International Inc .



RR-05 Pilorusso Research
& Consulting Inc .

RR-06 Hickling Corporatio n

RR-07 William A . Sims

RR-08 Tae Hoon Oum and
Chunyan Yu

RR-09 Geoplan
Consultants Inc .

RR-10 Richard J . Schult z

RR-11 M . Brenckman n

RR-12 ADI Limited

RR-13 Ron Hirshhorn

RR-14 Robert Leore

The Cost of Inter-City Travel by
Private Motor Vehicl e

Regulatory Reform in the Intercity
Bus Industry : An International
Comparison

Externality Pricin g

An International Comparison of the
Economic Efficiency of Passenger
Railway Systems

Canadian Ferry Costs and Industry
Analysi s

Airline Subsidies : Three Case Studies

Technological Innovation in
Transportation R&D Funding Policy
and Approac h

Analysis of National Highway System
Proposal s

The Ownership and Organization of
Transportation Infrastructure
Roads and Airports

Intercity Passenger Transportation
Data Compendiu m

A number of additional reports were prepared by contractors and
Research Division staff. These are included in the Royal Commission
material transferred to the National Archives . Several of these papers
were prepared relatively early in the Royal Commission's work
program and were used as inputs in subsequent work .
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INTRODUCTIO N

Chapter 1 of Volume 1 states that in 1989 Canadians devoted resources
equal to about 16% of the gross domestic product (GDP) to transpor-
tation, of which about 5% to 7% of GDP - depending on how broadly
intercity travel is defined - was for intercity travel . These Notes to
Chapter 1 introduce the concept of resources devoted to transportation,
and sketch the way in which the estimates were derived .

The concept - total resources devoted to the transportation func-
tion or activity - is a very broad, and somewhat unconventional,
measure of the size of transportation in the economy . It is used
by the United States Department of Transportation (National Trans-
portation Statistics, 1990, figure 1, p . 4) and the Eno Foundation
(Transportation in America, 8th edition, May 1990, pp. 5-6) in discus-
sions of transportation in the United States economy . A very similar
concept was recently used in an article by Pierre Zalatan and Jean-
Pierre Roy of Transport Canada ("The Importance of Transportation
in the Canadian Economy," Evolution in Transportation; Proceedings
of the 26th Annual Meeting of the Canadian Transportation Research
Forum, Quebec City, May 1991, pp . 422-435) .

The concept is somewhat unconventional because it includes resources
devoted to production both of transportation services that are com-
ponents of final demand, and transportation services (especially
freight) that are intermediate inputs used in the production of other
goods and services . Although the concept of total resources devoted
to the function of transportation is of interest in arraying information
on transportation resource use, it is important to recognize the
consequences of including both final and intermediate activity .

If parallel estimates were made of the total resources devoted to a
range of other major functions or activities in the economy - for
example, to manufacturing, distribution, health care, education, pub-
lic administration and so on - as well as to transportation, the total
resources devoted to all these functions could well exceed the con-
ventional measure of the total use of resources in the economy -



the GDR This is because transportation, as well as being a final prod-
uct, is an input in most of the other functions including manufacturing,

education and health care. Similarly, goods or services produced by
several of the other functions are used in carrying out the transporta-

tion function . The notion of total resources devoted to an economic
function or activity departs from standard national income an d

expenditure accounts concepts, which generally focus either on
final uses (rather than final plus intermediate uses) of goods and
services, or on value added by (rather than total resources devoted
to) economic activities or "industries ." The National Accounts thus

avoid counting use of resources more than once when displaying
data on the full range of economic activities .

I. THEEsTimms

The special nature of the estimates of total resources devoted to
transportation having been acknowledged, their derivation will be

sketched . The objective is to obtain rough estimates of resources
devoted to transportation ; thus approximate procedures are used at .

a number of stages. In addition, to the extent possible, the estimates
in this section use published data directly . In this they differ from
some of the cost estimates in Chapter 3 of Volume 1 where attempts
are made to quantify concepts that are judged to be important when
comparing comprehensive costs of the different modes of trans-
portation, but-for which standard published data are not currently
available .

Because individuals, businesses and governments are all involved
both in purchasing transportation services and in directly using
resources for transportation purposes, it is necessary to assemble
data and estimates from a variety of sources to obtain an estimate of
total resources devoted to transportation . Table 10-11 shows four
broad components of use of resources for transportation purposes :

1 . Transportation services produced by business for sale (carrier

revenues);



11 . Transportation services produced by businesses for their own
account - excluding business use of cars ;

111 . Own account car expenditures ; an d

IV. Government capital and operating expenditures to support
transportation .

Table 10- 1
RESOURCES DEVOTED TO TR410SPORTATION, 1980-1989
($ BIWONS, CURRENT DOLL4RS)

1980 1 1981 1 1982 1 1983
1

1984 1 1985 1 1986 1 1987 1 1988
1

198 9

1 . Transportation services produced by businesses for sale (carrier revenues including
government payments to carriers )

1 . Air 4 .0 4 .6 4 .7 4 .7 5 .1 5 .6 6 .0 6 .4 7 .1 7 . 9
2 . Rail 5 .3 6 .1 6 .3 7 .0 7 .6 7 .7 7 .6 7 .9 8 .0 7 . 4
3 . Marine 1 .8 2 .1 1 .9 2 .0 1 .9 1 .8 1 .9 1 .8 1 .9 2 . 0
4 . Trucking 5 .6 6 .0 5 .9 6 .1 7 .1 8 .2 8 .6 9 .3 9 .6 10 . 2
5 . Intercity bus/

urban transit 1 .8 2 .1 2 .4 2 .6 2 .7 3 .0 3 .4 3 .7 3.8 4 . 3
6 . Taxicabs 0 .4 0 .5 0 .5 0.5 0 .6 0 .6 0 .7 0 .7 0.8 0 . 8
7 . Pipelines 0 .7 0 .8 1 .1 1 .3 1 .4 1 .5 1 .6 1 .9 1 .9 1 . 8

8. Total
1

19 .6 j 22.3 j 22 .8 j 24.2
1
26.4

1
28 .5 1 29 .8 1 31 .7

1

II . Transportation services produced on an own account basis - excluding car

Private truckin g
9 . Based o n

published data 3 .8 3 .9 4 .0 4 .4 4 .1 4 .2 4 .1 4.3 4 .6 4. 8
10 . Adjustment fo r

incomplet e
coverage 3 .1 1 3 .6 3 .7 4 .1 1 4 .4 4 .8 5.1 5.5 6 .1 6. 5

11 . Private marine 0.3 0 .4 0 .3 0 .4 0 .6 0 .5 0.3 0.4 0 .4 0 . 3

12 . Pipelines - own
account 0 .8 1 .2 1 .3 1 .2 1 .3 1 .'4 1 .3 1 .3 1 .1 1 . 1

13 . Allowance fo r
private air 0 .3 0 .4 0 .4 0 .4 0 .4 0.5 0 .5 0 .6 0 .6 0 . 6

14 . Total 8 .4 9 .4 9 .8 10 .5 1 10 .8 11 .4 11 .3 12 .1 12 .8 13 .3



Table 10-1 (contd)
RESOURCES DEVOTED TO TMPORTA170N, 1980-1989
($ BIWONS, CURRENT DOLLMS)

1 1980 1981 1 1982 1 1983 1984
1

1985 1 1986 1 1987 1 1988 1 1989

Ill . Car- own acc unt

A . Expenditures on new and used (net) car s

15 . Personal 8 .4 9 .0 7 .8 9 .8 12 .1 15 .2 16.6 17 .9 19 .9 20 . 4

16. Residua l
(business an d
government) 3 .0 3 .2 2 .4 3 .3 4 .5 5 .6 6.3 7 .5 7 .9 7 . 7

17 . Subtotal 11 .4 12 .2 10 .2 13 .2 16 .6 20 .8 22 .9 25.5 27 .8 28 . 2

B . Expenditures on gasoline

18 . Personal 5 .9 7 .8 8.6 9.0 9 .6 10 .4 9 .5 10 .2 10 .6 11 . 5

19 . Residua l
(business an d
government) 3 .0 4 .1 4 .2 4 .2 4 .2 4 .0 3 .4 3 .6 3.5 3 . 5

20 . Subtotal 8 . 9

L

11 . 8

L

12 .9 13 .2 13 .8 14 .4 13 .0 13 .8 14 .0 15.0

C . Other expenditure, on car operatio n

21 . Personal 4 .8 5 .5 6 .0 6 .5 6.8 7 .3 8 .4 9 .8 10 .9 11 .6

22 . Residua l
(business an d
government) 2 .1 2 .3 2 .5 2 .6 2 .7 2 .7 3 .1 3 .9 4 .1 4 . 1

23 . Subtotal 6 .9 7 .8 8 .5 9 .1 9.5 10 .0 11 .5 13 .6 15 .0 15 .7

24. Total (17+20+23) 27 .2 1 31 .8 1 31 .6 135 .5 139 .9 145 .2 1 4T3 52.87 56 .

IV. Government capital and operating expenditures to support transportatio n

A . Total transportation expenditure s

25. Federal 2 .4 2 .1 2 .6 3 .0 3 .5 3 .3 3 .4 3 .5 3 .5 3 . 4

26. Provincial/local 6 .6 7 .4 8 .4 8 .2 8 .1 9 .1 8.9 9 .2 9 .4 10 . 8

27 . Road policin g
and safety 0 .5 0.5 0 .6 0 .6 0 .7 0 .7 0 .8 0.9 0 .9 1 . 0

28. Subtotal 9 .5 10.0 11 .6 11 .8 12 .4 13 .1 13.1 13.6 13 .8 15 .1 j

29. Subsidies t o
common carriers 1 .3 1 .7 2 .0 2 .1 1 .8 2 .0 2 .2 2 .4 1 2 .5 2 . 7

30. Total (28-29) 8 .2 1 8 .4 9.5 1 9.7 1 10 .6 11 .2 10 .9 11 .2 11 .3 12 .5



Table 10-1 (contd)
Ruouas DEvoTED To Tmpomnog 1980-1
(S BILLIONS, CURRENT DOLLARS)

N

1980 1 1981 1 1982 1 1983
1

1984 1 1985 1986 1987 1 9

V. Deductions to eliminate double countin g

A . Government transportation revenue s

31 . Motive fuel taxes 1 .7 2 .3 2 .6 2 .7 2 .7 3 .0 3 .6 4 .9 5 .0 4. 9
32 . Air transportatio n

tax 0 .2 0 .2 0 .2 0 .2 0.2 0 .3 0 .3 0 .4 0 .5 0. 5
33 . Motor vehicl e

permits 1 .2 1 .3 1 .3 1 .3 1 .5 1 .5 1 .6 1 .8 1 .9 2 . 0
34 . Other ai r

revenues 0 .2 0 .2 0 .2 0 .2 0 .3 0 .3 0 .4 0.4 0.5 0 . 5

35 . S u btota I
1

3 .3 j 4 .0 j 4 .3 j 4.5 j 4 .7 j 5.2 j 5 .9 j 7.5 j 7 .9 j 8 . 0

B . Transport inter-industry requirements and transport margin s

36 . Carriers 2 .3 2 .5 2 .4 2 .6 3 .1 3 .4 3 .5 3.7 3.9 4 . 1
37 . Business - own

account 1 .1 1 .0 0 .9 1 .0 1 .1 1 .2 1 .3 1 .5 1 .5 1 . 5
38 . Consumers -

own account 1 .2 1 .2 1 .1 1 .2 1 .4 1 .7 1 .9 2.0 2 .2 2 . 3

39 . Subtotal 4 . 4.4
1

4.8
1

5 .6 6 .8 7 .2 7 .6 8 . 0

40 . Total deduction s
(35+39) 7 .9 8 .7 8.7 9 .3 10 .3 11 .5 12 .7 14.7 15 .5 15 . 9

V1 . Total resources devoted to transportatio n

41 . Grand tota l
(8+14+24+30-40) 55 .6 63.2 65.0 70 .5 77 .4 84.7 86.6 93 .1 98 .4 103 . 1

42 . GDP at market
prices 309 .9 356.0 374 .4 405 .7 444 .7 478.0 505 .7 551 .6 605 .9 649 . 9

Notes and Sources to Table 1(2)- l

L Transportation services produced by businesses for sale (carrier revenues including
government subsidies)

1. Air. 1980-1989. Statistics Canada, Air Carrier Financial StaternentslCanadian Civil
Aviation, Catalogue No . 51-206, Table 1 (1980-1981), Table 3 (1982-1987), and
Table 3 .1 (1988--1989) .

2. Rail. 1980-1987.- Statistics Canada, Rail in Canada 1987, Catalogue No . 52-216,
November 1989, Figure 1 .2, page 28; 1988-19R9. Statistics Canada, Rail in Canada 1989,
Catalogue No. 52-216, October 1991, Figure 2 .1, page 26 .



3. Marine : 1980-1989. Statistics Canada, Shipping in Canada, Catalogue No . 54-205,

Table 2, line 14 (1980-1984), Figure 8 .5 (1985), and Figure 8 .3 (1986-1989) .

4. Trucking: 1980-1983. Statistics Canada, Trucking in Canada, Catalogue No . 53-222,

Table 7, line 4 (Freight Movers), and Text Table XIV, line 8 (1980-1981), and Text

Table 1, line 8 (1982-1983) (Household Goods Movers) ; 1984-1989. Statistics Canada,
Trucking in Canada, Catalogue No. 53-222, Figure 2.8, line 4 (1984-1988), Figure 2 .26,

line 4 (1989) .

5 Intercity buslurban transit. 1980-1989.- Statistics Canada, Passenger Bus and Urban
Statistics, Catalogue No . 53-215 .

6. Taxicabs: 1980-1987. Statistics Canada, The Input-Output Structure of the Canadian

Economy 1987, Catalogue No . 15-201, February 1991, Table A ; 1988. Statistics
Canada, The Input-Output Structure of the Canadian Economy 1988, Catalogue
No . 15-201, January 1992, Table A .
Note: The figure shown is for GDP in current dollars at factor cost rather than total
revenues . However, most purchased inputs for the taxi industry are in principle
included in component Ill .

7. Pipelines : 1980-1987. Statistics Canada, Corporation Financial Statistics, Catalogue
No . 61-207, Table 213; 1988-1989 : Estimates based on unpublished material from
Statistics Canada .

IL Transportation services produced on an own account basis - excluding ca r

9. Private trucking - based on published data : 1982-1983., Unpublished data from
Statistics Canada ; 1984-1988. Statistics Canada, Trucking in Canada, Catalogue
No . 53-222.
Data extrapolated to 1989 (given reduced coverage of 1989 published data) and to
1980 and 1981 .

11 . Private marine: 1980-1989. Statistics Canada, Shipping in Canada, Catalogue
. No. 54-205, Table 2, line 14 (1980-1984), Figure 8 .5 (1985), and Figure 8.3 11986-1989) .

12. Pipelines - own account., 1960-1987. Statistics Canada, Corporation Financial
Statistics, Catalogue No . 61-207, Table 213; 1988-1989. Estimates based on
unpublished material from Statistics Canada .
Estimate is based on difference between value of sales of products and value of raw
materials purchases .

13. Allowance for private air . See text- estimate for United States private air is fro m
F. Smith, Transportatfon in America (Eno Foundation, Westport, Conn ., May 1990), p. 6 .

/it. Car- own account

A. EKpenditures on new and used (not) motor vehicles

15. Personal. 1980-1989. Statistics Canada, National Income and Expenditure Accounts,
Annual Estimates, 1980-1991, Catalogue No . 13-201, August 1992, Table 52, pp. 66-67 .

16. Residual. The difference between 17 and 15.



17. Subtotal: 1980-1989. Statistics Canada, New Motor Vehicle Sales, Catalogue
No . 63-007, Vol . 63, No . 10, August 1992, Table 9 .
Adjusted to include an allowance for dealer margins on used cars which would be
included in 15 - assumed to be 10% of line 15.

B. Expenditures on gasoline

18. Personal. See item 15 .

19. Residual. The difference between 20 and 18 .

20. Subtotal. Quantities of gasoline sold - 1980-1989: Statistics Canada, Road Motor
Vehicles, Fuel Sales, Catalogue No . 53-218, Table 1 .
Average fuel prices - 1980-1989. Unpublished data from Energy, Mines and
Resources. The price of regular unleaded gasoline was used to estimate the total
valu a of gasoline sold .
Gasoline for car use is assumed to be 95% of total road gasoline sales less an
allowance for share of light truck use not related to passenger transportation
(20% of estimated light truck use) .

C. Other expenditures on car operation

21. Personal. See item 15 .

,22. Residual. The ratio of residual to personal spending for vehicles and fuel combined
multiplied by line 21 .

IV. Government capital and operating expenditures to support transportatio n

25. Federal government expenditures: 1980-1986. Statistics Canada, Federal Government
Finance, Revenue and Expenditure, Assets and Liabilities, Catalogue No. 68-211,
Table 2; 1987-1989. Unpublished data from Public Institutions Division, Statistics
Canada .

26. Provincial/local expenditures:
Residual derived from total consolidated government expenditures on transporta-
tion less federal government expenditures . (Thus, the provincial/local expenditures
figure is a consolidation of provincial/local expenditures less transfers from federal
government tied to transportation programs . )
Total Consolidated Government Expenditures - 1980-1982.- Statistics Canada,
Consolidated Government Finance, Catalogue No . 68-202, Table 2; 1983-1989.
Unpublished data from Public Institutions Division, Statistics Canada .

27. Road policing and safety:
Royal Commission staff estimates - road policing estimate (see section 5 .1 .4 of
Notes to Chapter 3 in this Volume) approximately doubled to allow for other related
spending by non-transport departments on motor vehicle registrations, contro l
and safety .



V. Deductions to eliminate double counting

A. Consolidated government transportation revenue s

31. Motive fuel taxes : 1980-1989 : Statistics Canada, Public Finance Historical Data,
1965166-1991192, Catalogue No. 68-512, March 1992, Table H1 (Federal) and H3
(Provincial) .
With provincial revenues adjusted approximately to remove revenues that would
have been generated if standard provincial sales tax rates were applied to motive
fuels (since such fuels are generally exempt from provincial retail sales tax) .

32. Air transportation tax. 1980-1983. Statistics Canada, Consolidated Government
Finance, Catalogue No. 68-202, Table 1 and unpublished material from Public
Institutions Division, Statistics Canada ; 1984-1989. Supply and Services Canada,
Public Accounts, Volume 2, Transport Canada section .

33. Motor vehicle permits : 1980-1985 : Statistics Canada, Consolidated Government
Finance, Catalogue No. 68-202, Table 1 and unpublished material from Statistics
Canada; 1986-1990. Statistics Canada, National Income and Expenditure Accounts,
Annual Estimates, 1980-1991, Catalogue No . 13-201, August 1992, Table 44, line 15,
and Table 45, line 2 .

.34. Other air revenues : 1980-1989: Supply and Services Canada, Public Accounts,
Volume 2, Transport Canada section .

B. Transport inter-industrV requirements and transport margin s

1980-1989.- Statistics Canada, The Input-Output Structure of the Canadian EconomV,
Catalogue No . 15-201 .

36. Carriers: Based on the ratio of "transportation and storage" and of "transportation
margins" used by transport industry to the total output of the transport industry
(use Matrix, aggregation "11/1") .

37. Business and consumer - own account. Based on the ratio of transport margins to
and 38. total values of final sales for "motor vehicles and parts" and "motor fuels and lubri-

cants" (final demand matrix, aggregation "M"), multiplied by 2 as a rough allowance
for own account transportation inputs (not counted in transportation margins) into
these commodities .

42. GDP at market prices : 1980-1989. Department of Finance, Economic Reference
Tables, August 1992, p . 5 .

1 . Transportation services produced by business for sale (carrier

revenues including direct government subsidies)

The table shows revenues for the major categories of carriers .
Sales revenues are used as a measure of total resources devoted to
producing these transportation services .

Revenues of travel and ticket agents, and of car and truck rental opera-
tions, might also be considered for inclusion in a broad measure of
transportation. The data on carrier revenues, however, are generally



reported before deducting commission charges of agents ; thus a con-

siderable portion of agent commissions is already included in carrier

revenues. Much of the revenues of car and truck rental operations,

which totalled about $3 billion in 1989, will in principle be captured
in the estimate of resources devoted to private trucking and car use

in components 11 and 111 .

11 . Transportation services produced by businesses for their own

account - excluding business use of car s

Businesses and governments devote substantial "in-house" resources
to transportation in addition to being major customers for the ser-
vices of transportation carriers (the latter purchases are included in

component 1) .

These in-house transportation activities are divided into :

• private trucking ;

- based on published data ; and

- adjustment for incomplete coverage

• own account marine transport ;

• own account pipeline use; and

• allowance for business aircraft .

As set out in the note on sources to Table 10-1, some data are
available for Canada on the first three categories of own account

transportation activity. The reported data seem very likely, however,
to underestimate substantially the total resources devoted to private

trucking. An allowance for incomplete coverage of private trucking is

thus added, which is equal to 1% of GDP for all years . This adds an

amount somewhat higher than the published data for expenditures

on private trucking in the later years covered by the table; it is believed

to be a conservative allowance . Road diesel sales not accounted for

in the published statistics on diesel fuel use by for-hire truck, private



truck, and bus are roughly equal to the amount that is accounted for
by such sales, and are more than twice the level of reported sales to
private trucking alone . This suggests that private trucking activity
not covered in the official statistics is likely to be larger than private
trucking activity which is covered .

There are no comprehensive data on business use of company-
owned aircraft. Aviation gasoline sales data coupled with data on
fuel consumption by carriers, suggest a substantial level of aviation
activity by other than carriers. The allowance made is .1% of GDP,
a level somewhat lower than estimates for the United States .

Data on business and government use of cars are not readily available .
This category has been dealt with on the basis of overall data on
cars, and is included as part of component 111 .

Ill . Own account car expenditures

Travel by car is the predominant means of urban and intercity travel
in Canada . (As is the practice throughout this report, car refers to
both passenger automobiles and light trucks used for passenger
transportation purposes.) Data are available for total consumer
expenditure on car purchase and operation including maintenance
and repairs, fuel, insurance and licence fees . Data are also .available
which permit estimates of the total value of new car sales, and of
gasoline sales.

The residuals, when one deducts the value of car sales (including net
sales of used cars) to consumers from the total value of car sales and
deducts gasoline sales for car use to consumers from total gasoline
sales for car use, provide estimates of business (including car rental
operations) and government expenditures on car purchase and fuel .
The "residual" for other car operating expenditures is calculated by
applying the average ratio of the residual to consumer expenditure
for car purchases and fuel purchases, to consumer expenditures for
other car operating costs .



The estimates in the table count investment in new cars in the year
of purchase, rather than amortizing the price of the car over its life
and include an allowance for cost of capital . The latter approach is

followed in deriving the cost estimates of car use in Chapter 3 of

Volume 1 . The two approaches, however, can be expected to pro-
duce quite similar results on average although they could diverge
substantially in years of cyclically high or low car sales .

No allowance is made in these estimates (or in the cost analysis in

Chapter 3 of Volume 1) for any cost of the driver's time .

IV. Government capital and operating expenditures to support

transportation

Governments use resources to build and maintain transportation
infrastructure including roads and airports, to provide air and marine
navigation and traffic control services, and to control and police road
traff ic .

For purposes of the table, an estimate of total government investment

and operating expenditures related to the provision of transportation
is required . This estimate is derived using data on total recorded gov-
ernment spending on transportation, plus an estimate of spending on
road policing and related government enforcement and safety activi-

ties occurring outside of transport departments . Direct government
subsidies to transportation carriers are then subtracted from total
government expenditure on transportation . (The subsidies have been
included in the value of sales of carrier services in component 1 .)
Component IV does not include expenditures by government to
purchase or provide transportation for use by government ; such
expenditures should be covered in components I and 111 .

Intergovernmental transfers relating to transportation programs are
excluded to avoid double counting . The treatment of government
transportation investment follows the practice of public accounts,
that is, investment is recorded in the year the expenditure is made



rather than amortized over the life of the asset as in the cost
estimates of Chapter 3 of Volume 1 .

The estimates of expenditures in components I to IV involve some

double counting that should be eliminated in order to calculate total
resources devoted to transportation .

V. Adjustments to eliminate double countin g

The charges, fees and special taxes that governments levy on users
of some govern ment-provided transportation facilities, and that
cover some of the costs of government transportation services (IV),
are included in the prices paid for transportation in components 1, 11

and Ill . Thus, to add total expenditures on transportation in com-

ponents 1, 11 and Ill to government transportation expenditures in
component IV, would result in double counting . The table subtracts

charges, fees and special taxes that governments levy for use of
transportation facilities . These are the infrastructure charges and
the special transportation taxes and fees discussed in Chapter 3 of

Volume 1, and in Notes to Chapter 3 in this Volume. As in Chapter 3,
the amounts of provincial gasoline and other motive fuel taxes in
excess of standard rates of general provincial sales taxes are con-
sidered to be equivalent to user charges for govern ment-provided
transportation facilities for purposes of this table .

A second source of double counting arises because the expenditures
in components I to IV include, directly and indirectly, some inputs
that are already counted in the sales revenues of common carriers (1) .
For example, the cost of common carrier services (1) and of own

account (11 and 111) activity includes the cost of gasoline and other
fuels, some part of which is the cost of transporting the fuel to
where it is sold . Such transportation costs for fuel will already be

reflected in (freight) carrier sales revenues . The table thus includes

an approximate adjustment, based on Statistics Canada Input-
Output Accounts data, to eliminate inter-transportation-industry
transportation requirements and transportation margins .



Estimated total resources devoted to transportation (VI) are then
calculated as the sum of components I through IV, less adjustments
to eliminate double counting M.

Table 110-2 expresses the dollar estimates from Table 10-1 as per-
centages of GDR The 15.9% shown for 1989 in the final line of the
table is the basis for the statement in Chapter 1 of Volume 1 that
resources equal to about 16% of GDP were devoted to all forms of
transportation in that year .

The estimation procedures are viewed as adequate to support the
conclusion that a substantial portion of the economy's resources is
devoted to providing transportation . For several types of carrier,
however, the data used in Table 1(2)-l and Table 1(2)-2 do not cover
small operators and thus tend to under-estimate total transportation
provided in the sector. The allowances for lack of coverage of much
of private trucking, and of own account aircraft operation, are proba-
bly on the low side. The approach would need to be refined before
the estimates could be used to draw strong conclusions as to changes

in the share of resources devoted to transportation over time, or be
used to make precise international comparisons .

Table 1(2)-2
RESOURCES DEVOTED TO TRANSPORTATION AS A PERCENTAGE OF GOP AT N4RXET PRICES, 1980-1989
(PERCENT)

1980 1 1981 1 1982 1 1983 1 1984 1 1985 1 1986 1 1987 1 1988
1

1989

1 . Transportation services produced by businesses for sale (carrier revenues including
government payments to carriers)

1 . Air 1 .3 1 .3 1 .2 1 .2 1 .1 1 .2 1 .2 1 .2 1 .2 1 . 2
2 . Rail 1 .7 1 .7 1 .7 1 .7 1 .7 1 .6 1 .5 1 .4 1 .3 1 . 1
3 . Marine 0 .6 0 .6 0.5 0 .5 0 .4 0 .4 0.4 0 .3 0 .3 0 . 3
4. Trucking 1 .8 1 .7 1 .6 1 .5 1 .6 1 .7 1 .7 1 .7 1 .6 1 . 6
5. Intercity bus/

urban transit 0 .6 0.6 0 .6 0 .6 0 .6 0 .6 0.7 0.7 0 .6 0 . 7
6. Taxicabs 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0.1 0 .1 0 . 1
7 . Pipelines 0 .2 0 .2 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0 . 3

8. Total 6.3 6.3 6 .1 6 .0 5 .9 6 .0 5 .9 5 .7 5 .5 i 5 .3



Tabk 10-2 (contd )
REams DEvorED To TRANSPOUAWN AS A PEwwAGE oF GDPAr WRKFr MCES, 19WI90

IPERCENr)

1 19801
1981

1
1982 1 1983 1 1984 1985 1 1;;; 1987 1988 1 1989

11. Transportation services produced an an own account basis - excluding ca r

Private truckin g
9 . Based o n

published data 1 .2 1 .1 1 .1 1 .1 0 .9 0 .9 0 .8 0 .8 0 .8 0- 7

10. Adjustment fo r
incomplete
coverage 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 . 0

11 . Private marine 0 .1 1 0 .1 0 .1 0.1 0 .1 0.1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0 . 0

12 . Pipelines - own
account 0 .3 1 0 .3 0 .4 0 .3 0 .3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0 .2

13 . Allowance fo r
private air 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0.1 0. 1

14. Total 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.6 2.4 2 .4 2 .2 2 .2 2 .1 1 2 .0

Ill. Car- own accoun t

A . Expenditures on now and used (net) car s

15 . Personal 2 .7 2 .5 2 .1 ~ 2 .4 2 .7 3 .2 3 .3 3 .3 3 .3 3 . 1

16 . Residua l
(business an d
government) 1 .0 0 .9 0 .7 0 .8 1 .0 1 .2 1 .2 1 .4 1 .3 1 .2

17 . Subtotal 3.7 3 .4 2 .7 3 .2 3 .7 4 .3 4 .5 4 .6 4 .6 4 .3

B . Expenditures on gasoline

18 . Personal 1 .9 2.2 2 .3 2.2 2 .2 2 .2 1 , 9 1 .8 1 .7 1 . 8

19 . Residua l
(business an d
government) 1 .0 1 .1 1 .1 1 .0 0 .9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0 .6 0.5

20 . Subtotal 2 .9 3 .3 3 .4 3 .3 3 .1 3 .0 2 .6 2.5 2 .3 2.3

C . Other expenditures on car operatio n

21 . Personal 1 .6 1 .5 1 .6 1 .6 1 .5 1 .5 1 .7 1 .U 1 .8 1 . 8

22. Residua l
(business an d
government) 0 .7 0 .7 0 .7 0.6 0.6 0 .6 0 .6 0 .7 0 .7 0 . 6

23 . Subtotal 2 .2 2 .2 2 .3 2 .2 2.1 2 .1 2 .3 2 .5 2 .5 2 . 4

24 . Total (17+20+23) 8 .8 1 8 .9 8 .4 8 .7 9.0 9.5 9.4 9.6 9.4

~

9 .0



Table 10-2 (contd)
ftouws Dwom To TRANSPORTA70 AS A PEnaTAGE oF GDP AT MANT PWS, 19WI
(ftw)

N

1980 1 1981
1

1982 1 1983
1

1984 1 1985 1 1986 1 1987 1988 198 9

IV . Government capital and operating expenditures to support transportation

A. Total transportation expenditure s

25. Federa 1 0 .8 0 .6 0 .7 0 .7 0 .8 0.7 0 .7 0 .6 0 .6 0 .5
26. Provincialllocal 2 .1 2 .1 2 .2 2.0 1 .8 1 .9 1 .8 1 .7 1 .6 1 . 7
27 . Road policin g

and safety 0 .2 0 .2 0 .2 0.2 0.2 0 .2 0 .2 0 .2 0.2 0 . 2

28 . Subtotal 3 .1 2.8 3 .7 2 .9 2 .8 2 .7 2 .6 2.5 2 .3 2 . 3
29 . Subsidies t o

commo n
carriers 0.4 0.5 0 .5 0 .5 0 .4 0 .4 0.4 0.4 0 .4 0 . 4

30 . Total (28-29) 2.6 2.3 2 .6 2 .4 2.4 2.3 2 .2 1 .9

V. Deductions to eliminate double countin g

A. Government transportation revenue s

31 . Motive fuel taxes 0 .6 0 .6 0 .7 0 .7 0 .6 0 .6 0 .7 0 .9 0 .8 0.8
32 . Air transportation

tax 0 .1 0 .1 0.1 0.1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0.1 0 . 1
33 . Motor vehicl e

permits 0.4 0 .4 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0 . 3
34 . Other ai r

revenues 0.1 0.1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0.1 0.1 0 .1 0 . 1
35 . Subtotal 1 .1 1 .1 1 .1 1 .1 1 .1 1 .1 1 .2 1 .4 1 .3 1 . 2
B . Transport inter-industry requirements and transport margin s

36. Carriers 0 .7 0 .7 0 .7 0 .6 0.7 0 .7 0 .7 0 .7 0 .6 0 .6
37 . Business - own

account 0 .3 0 .3 0 .2 0.2 0 .2 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0.3 0.2
38. Consumers-

own account 0 .4 0 .3 0.3 0.3 0 .3 0 .4 0 .4 0 .4 0.4 0 . 4
39 . Subtotal 1 1 .5 1 .3 1 . 1 .2 1 .2 1 .3 1 .3 1 .3 1 .3 1 . 2
40 . Total deduction i

(35+39) r2 j_5 2.4 2 .3 2 .3 2 .3 2 .4 2.5 2.7 2 .6 2 . 4

VII . Total resources devoted to transportatio n

41 . Grand tota l
(8+14*24+30-40)

1
17 .9 1 17 .8 1 17 .4 1 17 .4 1 17.4 1 17 .7 17 .1 1 16 .9 ~ 16 .2 1 15.9



2, COMPARISON WITH RESOURCES DEVOTED To HEALTH CAR E

The discussion of resources devoted to transportation in Chapter 1 of

Volume 1 also notes that resources equal to 9% of GDP were devoted

to health care in Canada. Health and Welfare Canada has estimated

that total public and private expenditures, on capital and operating
costs of hospitals and other health care institutions, on physicians'
and other health professionals' services, and on pharmaceuticals,
equalled 8.7% of GDP in 1989 and 9 .2% in 1990 (Policy, Planning and
Information Branch, "Canadian Health Care Expenditures" by source

of funds and by category, unpublished tables, March 1992) . These
appear to be conceptually comparable with the estimates of total
resources devoted to transportation in Tables 1(2)-l and 10-2 . Vir-

tually all health care expenditures, however, would be classified as
final expenditures in the National Income and Expenditure Accounts,
unlike the case for transportation where, especially for freight trans-
portation, a substantial portion would be classified as intermediate
(an input into the production of other goods and services) .

IVALUEADDED BYTRANSPORTATION CARRIER S

As noted, the estimate of total resources devoted to transportation
presented in Table 1(2)-l is a broad measure of the size of transporta-

tion in the economy . A very different measure, to which reference is
more frequently made, is the "share of transportation industries in

GDR" "Transportation industries," as defined by Statistics Canada, are

basically the transportation carriers plus industries producing certain
related services . The GDP of these industries is the value added by
firms in the industries ; that is, the value of their sales less the value
of goods and services purchased from firms in other industries . This

essentially represents the value of their wages, depreciation, interest

and profits .

Table 10-3 shows Statistics Canada data on GDP (at factor cost in

constant 1986 dollars) in the transportation sector as percentages of

total GDP (at factor cost in 1986 dollars) . The percentage for total



transportation, 4 .8% in 1989, is much less than the Table 1(2)-2 esti-
mate for total resources devoted to transportation . The difference
reflects both the fact that the latter estimate included own account
transportation activity by businesses, governments and, most impor-
tantly, consumers in the form of car travel, and the fact that it included
total resources used including resources (for example, fuel) purchased
from firms in other industries, as well as resources provided directly
by transportation firms.

TaMe 10-3
GR= Dwsnc AmucT ATFAcToR Car FoR TRANwom Mum, igoa-iggg

1980 1981 1 1982 1 1983 1 1984 1 1985 19iTF17987

1 . GDP at factor cost Millions of dollars art 1986 prices)

Air 2 .3 2 .2 2 .1 2 .3 2 .6 2 .0 2 .9 3.0 3 .3 3 . 3
Rail 3 .4 3 .4 2 .7 2 .9 3 .7 3 .7 3 .9 4.1 4 .3 4 . 1
Water 1 .2 1 .1 1 .1 1 .3 1 .3 1 .3 1 .3 1 .4 1 .5 1 . 5
Truck 4.2 4.3 4 .2 4 .5 5 .3 5.3 5.4 6.0 6 .4 6 . 6
Urban transit 1 .7 1 .8 1 .7 1 .7 1 .5 1 .6 1 .6 1 .5 1 .5 1 . 5
Interurba n
bus 0 .3 0 .2 0 .2 0 .2 0 .2 0 .2 0 .2 0 .2 0.2 0.2

Othe r
transport
industries' 1 .7 1 .6 1 .5 1 .8 2 .1 2 .2 2 .2 2 .3 2 .3 2 .3

Tota l
business
secto r
industries 14 .6 14 .5 13 .6 14 .8 16 .7 17 .0 17 .5 18.4 19 .5 19 . 5

Pipeline
transport 2 .0 1 .9 1 .9 1 .9 2 .1 2 .1 2 .1 2 .4 2 .8 3 . 0

Non-business
secto r
industries b 2 .1 2 .1 1 2 .0 2 .0 1 2 .0 2 .1 1 .9 2 .0 1 2.0 2 . 0

Grand tota l
transport 18 .8 18 .5 1 17 .5 18.6 20.7 21 .2 1 21 .6 22 .8 24.3 24 . 5

Tota l
economy

1
382 .0 397 .1 1 382.6 395.0 418 .7 438 .5 451 .8 470.9 491 .0 506 .1



Table 10.3 (conrd)
GRoss DowsTic PRoDucT AT FAcToR COST FOR TRWINATIM 11MUSTRES, ISO- 190

1980
1

1981 1982 1 19133 1 1984 1985 1986 F~T71988 1989

II . Percentage shares of GDP for the total economy

Air 0.6 0 .6 0 .6 0 .6 0 .6 0 .6 0 .6 0 .6 0 .7 0 .7
Rail 0.9 0 .8 0 .7 0 .7 0 .9 0 .8 0 .9 0 .9 0 .9 0 .8
Water 0.3 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3
Truck 1 .1 1 .1 1 .1 1 .1 1 .3 1 .2 1 .2 1 .3 1 .3 1 .3
Urban transit 0.4 0.5 0 .4 0 .4 0 .4 0 .4 0 .4 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3
Interurba n

bus 0.1 0.1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0
Othe r

transport
industri@sa 0.4 0.4 0 .4 0 .5 0 .5 0 .5 0 .5 0 .5 0 .5 0 . 5

Tota I
business
secto r
industries .3 .8 3 .7 3.6 3 .7 4.0 3 .9 3 .9 3 .9 1 4 .0 3 . 9

Pipelin e
transport 0 .5 0 .5 0.5 0 .5 0.5 0 .5 0 .5 0 .5 0 .6 0 . 6

Non-business
secto r
industriesb 0 .6 1 0 .5 1 0

.5 0 .5 0.5 0 .5 0 .4 0 .4 0 .4 0 . 4

Grand total
transport 4 .9 4 .7 1 4.6 1 4.7 1 4.9 4 .8

1
4 .9 4 . 8

Source : Statistics Canada, CANSIM, matrix 4671 .

a . Other transport industries include taxicab, other transportation, and highway and
bridge maintenance industries. This component was calculated residually given the
preceding components and the tortal for business sector industries .

b. Non-business sector industries include establishments, primarily government-
owned, which provide services used by transportation carriers, including airport and
port operation, and - where carried out by government departments- highway,
street and bridge maintenance.

Note, Components may not add exactly to totals due to rounding .

4. ESTIMATE OF RESOURCES DEVOTED TO INTERICITY PASSENGER

TRANSPORTATIO N

Part A of Table 10-4 shows estimates of the intercity passenger

transportation share of the total carrier revenues in component I of

Table 1(2)A and repeats from Table 1(2)-l the allowance for use of
company-owned aircraft- all of which is assumed to be for intercity



passenger purposes. Also shown are two estimates of the intercity

share of car use . These shares are intended to correspond to a
broad definition of intercity car travel - (a) - all car travel on pro-
vincial highways, and a narrower definition - (b) - use of highways
for trips extending beyond a single metropolitan or urban area.

The share corresponding to the broad definition (a) is defined using
the ratio of estimated car vehicle-kilometres on provincial highways
to total car vehicle-kilometres from Table 20-Al, in the Annex to
Notes to Chapter 2 in this volume . This ratio - 54.2% - is applied to
total own account car expenditures (line 24) from Table 1(2)-l . The
estimate for the narrower definition (b) is simply two thirds of the
broad estimate - the same ratio as used in Notes to Chapter 2 in
estimating car passe nger-ki lo m etres corresponding to the narrower
definition of intercity travel .

Finally, Table 1(2)-4 includes an approximate allowance for the inter-
city passenger travel share of government transportation expenditures .
For the purposes of this table, the estimate of relevant government
transportation expenditures is defined using the ratio of non-govern-
ment expenditures on intercity passenger travel (the sum of lines 5, 6
and 7 in Table 1(2)-4, or of lines 5, 6 and the value corresponding to

line 7 for narrow intercity car use) to total non-government expendi-
tures on transportation ~the sum of lines 8, 14 and 24 in Table 'IM-1) .
This ratio is applied to government capital and operating expenditures
to support transportation net of government transportation charges
(line 30 less line 35 from Table 'IM-1) .

A more painstaking, although still approximate, allocation of total
government transportation expenditures to intercity passenger
transportation was used to estimate government infrastructure
costs for purposes of the modal cost comparisons in Chapter 3 of
Volume 1 (further discussed in Notes to Chapter 3 in this Volume) .
However, to estimate an approximate overall share of resources
devoted to intercity passenger transportation, the above procedure

was considered adequate .



Table 104
Rows DEvoTED To lmcn PAssENGER TRANsPoRTAroN, 1980-1989

1 1980 1 1981 1 1982 1 1983
1

1984
1

1985 1 1986 1987
1

1 9

A. $ billions, current dollars

Carrier intercity passenger services (including government payments to carriers )

1 . Air 3.2 3 .8 3 .9 3 .8 4 .2 4 .6 5.0 5 .3 6 .0 6 . 6
2 . Rail 0.6 0 .8 0 .7 0 .8 0 .7 0 .9 0.8 0 .8 0 .9 0 . 8
3 . Ferries 0.2 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0.3 0 .3 0 .3 0 . 3
4 . Intercity bus 0.2 0 .2 0 .2 0 .2 0 .2 0 .2 0.2 0 .2 0 .2 0 . 2

5 . Total 4.3 5 .1 5 .1 5 .1 5 .4 6.0 6.3 6 .7 7 .5 8 . 0

6 . Allowance fo r
private air 0.3 0 .4 0 .4 0 .4 0 .4 0 .5 0 .5 0 .6 0 .6 0 . 6

Own account intercity car

7 . Broad measure (a)
1

14.7 17 .3 17 .1 19 .2 21 .6 24.5 25 .7 28 .6 30 . 8

Government capital and operating expenditures to support intercity passenge r
transportation not of transportation taxes/charges

8 . Correspondin g
to broad measure
of intercity car (a) 1 .7 1 .6 1 .9 1 .8 2 .1 2 .2 1 .8 1 .4 1 .3 1 . 7

Total expenditures in intercity passenger transportation

9 . Carrier, air, plu s
broad intercity
car (a) 21 .1 24 .2 24 .5 26 .6 29.5 33 .2 34 .3 37 .2 40 .1 42 . 2

10 . Carrier, air, plu s
narrow intercity
car (b) 15 .6 18 .0 18 .1 19 .6 21 .6 24 .3 25 .1 27 .2 29.5 31 .0

11 . GDP at market
prices 309 .9 356 .0 374 .4 405 .7 444 .7 478.0 505 .7 551 .6 605 .9 649 .9



P,

Table 112H (conrd)
Anus DEvoTED To IwRaTy PAssENGER Awpomnojv, 1980-1989

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

B . Percentages of GDP at market prices

Carrier intercity passenger services (including government payments to carriers )

1 . Air 1 .0 1 .1 1 .0 0.9 0 .9 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 . 0
2 . Rail 0 .2 0 .2 0 .2 0.2 0 .2 0 .2 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0 . 1
3 . Ferries 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0.1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0 . 1
4 . Intercity bus 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0.1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 . 0

5 . Total 1 .4 1 .4 1 .4 1 .3 1 .2 1 .3 1 .2 1 .2 1 .2 1 . 2

6 . Allowance fo r
private air 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0.1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0 .1 0 . 1

Own account intercity ca r

7 . Broad mea 4 .8 4 .6 4.7 4 .9 5 .1 5 .1 5 .2 5 .1 4 . 9

Government capital and operating expenditures to support intercity passenge r
transportation net of transportation taxes/charges

8 . Correspondin g
to broad measure
of intercity car (a) 0 .6 0 .4 0 .5 0.5 0 .5 0 .5 0 .4 0 .2 0 .2 0 . 3

Total expenditures on intercity passenger transportatio n

9 . Carrier, air, plu s
broad intercity
car(a) 6 .8 6 .8 6 .5 6 .6 6 .6 6 .9 6 .8 6 .7 6.6 6. 5

10 . Carrier, air, plu s
narrow intercity
car(b) 5 .0

1 5
.0 1 4 .8

1
4 .8

1
4 .9

1 5
.1 5 .0

1
4 .9

1
4.9

1
4. 8

Notes and Sources to Table 10- 4

Carrier intercity passenger services plus car renta l

1. Air. 1980-1987.- Unpublished data from Statistics Canada ; 198&-1989. Statistics
Canada, Canadian Civil Aviation, Catalogue No . 51-206, Table 3 . 1 .

2. Rail: 1980-1981 : Statistics Canada, Railway'Transport. Part I/ Financial Statistics,
Catalogue No. 52-208, Table 2 ; 1982-1986. Statistics Canada, Railway Transport in
Canada: General Statistics, Catalogue No. 52-215, Table 2; 1987-1989: Unpublished
data from Statistics Canada .
Passenger revenues of VIA Rail and other intercity rail carriers plus VIA Rail operating
subsidy from above sources . Adjusted to include government capital grants to
VIA Rail, and to assume that ratio of subsidy (including capital grants) for other
intercity passenger operations to passenger revenues is the same as for VIA Rail .



3. Ferries : 1980-1989., Unpublished material from Statistics Canada, and carrier annual
reports .
Revenues from transportation of passengers and passenger vehicles, plus a pro rata
share of subsidies .

4. Intercity Bus:Where possible, intercity revenues from all sources, and not just inter-
city bus establishments, have been collected . Intercity data are found in the operat-
ing and income accounts of the four types of bus establishment (i .e. Intercity, Urban,
School Bus, Other) in Catalogue No . 53-215 from 1980-1989 .

6. Allowance for private air ., See text.

7. Own account intercity car. 54.2% of line 24 from Table 1(2)-l . See text .

Government capital and operating expenditures to support intercity passenger transportation
net of transportation taxesIcharges

Net government expenditures (i .e . line 30 to line 35 of Table 1(2)-l) times the ratio of
intercity private expenditures from Table 1(2)-4 to total private expenditures from
Table 1(2)-l . See text.

Part B of Table 1(2)-4 shows the Part A dollar estimates expressed as
percentages of GDP. The 1989 shares, rounded, are 5% for the nar-
rower definition of intercity passenger transportation (b) and 7% for the
broad definition (a) . This is the basis for the percentages in Chapter 1 .

An alternative broad estimate of total costs of domestic intercity pas-
senger transportation may be obtained in Table 3-1 (b) in Chapter 3 .
For 1991, this estimate- $43 billion - is 6.4% of GDP. The basis for
this alternative estimate differs in a number of respects from that for
the estimate in Table 10-4. The alternative includes an estimate of
environmental costs associated with intercity passenger transporta-
tion, but excludes the costs of international air travel . The alternative
uses an annual stream of costs for capital used in transportatio n
by consumers and governments, rather than expenditures on new
capital in the year in question .
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INTRODUCTIO N

In describing the current situation of Canadian domestic intercity
passenger transportation, and in briefly putting this situation in
historical and international perspective, the text, charts and tables in
Chapter 2 of Volume 1 present estimates for a number of aspects of

passenger transportation, particularly when comparing the roles of
the different means of transportation . In many cases, it is unfortu-

nately not a question of simply reproducing data from official sources .

Rather, Royal Commission staff have developed estimates for various
aspects of passenger travel from a variety of sources . Development

of the estimates often involves making assumptions that are based
in part on judgement rather than solid evidence, and may involve a
substantial element of approximation . The sections of these Notes to
Chapter 2 are intended to set out the bases for the estimates use d
in Chapter 2, to report the estimates in fuller detail in a number of
the cases, and to provide some additional discussion of conclusions

to be drawn from the estimates .

Section 1 - Measures of the Shares of Different Means of Transpor-

tation in "Intercity Travel" - deals with the estimates of the current

(1990) levels of Canadian domestic intercity passenger transportation

provided by car, air, bus, train and ferry. The section refers briefly to

charter/tour/cruise travel by bus and ship, which are not included in

the basic estimates. Annex 1, at the end of these Notes to Chapter 2,
provides a fuller explanation and reporting of estimates of tota l

travel and total highway travel, by car.

Section 2 - Estimates of Domestic Intercity Passenger Transportation

Modal Shares, 1930-1990 - explains the basis for, and comments
on, the historical estimates of passenger-kilometres of domestic

intercity travel by car, air, bus and rail for the period from 1930 to 1990 .

Section 3 - International Comparisons of Modal Shares in Passenger

Transportation - explains the basis for and comments on compara-

tive estimates of distance travelled by car, airplane, bus and train for
Canada, the United States, Japan, France, West Germany and the



United Kingdom . These estimates are for total domestic travel, not
just domestic intercity travel, as reasonably comparable international
information is only available for total domestic travel .

Sections 2 and 3 do not include travel by ferry. While it can be an

important link in intercity travel, it generally accounts for only a frac-

tion of 1% of total intercity distance travelled (passe nge r-ki I om etres) .

Section 4 - Importance of Long and Short Trips in Domestic Intercity

Travel - like Section 1, this section deals with current Canadian

domestic intercity passenger transportation . It briefly presents some

further information on the relative importance in total domestic
travel of trips of different lengths .

1 . MEASURES OF THE SHARES OFDIFFERENT MEANS OFTRANSPORTATION

iN INTERcry TRAVEL
"

Chapter 2 states that Canadians took over 150 million intercity trips

in 1990, of which 134 million were in Canada . The chapter mentions
the shares of trips and of total distance travelled for which the differ-

ent means of passenger transportation account . This section provides

a more detailed discussion of data on domestic intercity travel and
describes the development of estimates of some aspects of intercity

. travel for which direct data are not available .

Information on the amount of intercity travel by the different means

of passenger transportation helps provide a general understanding
of the relative roles of the different means, of changes in these roles
over time, and of differences across countries in the roles played by
the different means. As is often the case with general descriptive sta-

tistics, however, a number of somewhat arbitrary choices have to be
made regarding the basis on which to assernble the data . It is not

always possible to find a single basis that is fully appropriate fo r
the different purposes for which the statistics may be used . As well,
basic data on some aspects of intercity travel, especially travel by

car, are scarce. While estimates of total travel by each means are



provided, in some cases the estimates are no more than informed
guesses . They should be viewed as providing an indication of the
broad picture, not as precise measures .

"Intercity" travel may be defined either in terms of characteristics of
the trip, typically trips in excess of a specified length, or in term s
of the means of travel used - air, train (or train other than specified
commuter trains), intercity bus (as opposed to urban and suburban
transit), specified types of ferries, and car travel involving specified
classes of roads. The amount of intercity travel by any means of
transportation can be measured in terms of number of trips, in terms
of distance travelled (for example, passe n ger-ki Iometres), or conceiv-
ably in terms of total spending on travel by the means. With respect
to both the definitions and the measures, it is often difficult to fin d
an approach that treats the different means of transportation in a
reasonably comparable manner .

There are further definitional issues to be resolved. Should travel
include "cruise" or "tour" type trips? The main estimates generally
exclude boat cruises, charter bus trips and "tourist trains" ; in other
words, the focus is on travel whose main purpose is to get from
point A to point B . Supplementary information is provided, however, on
some elements of cruise travel in subsection 1 .5 . If one is assembling
data on domestic travel, which is the subject of this section, a further
issue is the treatment of the domestic portion of international trips .

As discussed in the section entitled "A Data Detour" of Getting
There: The Interim Report of the Royal Commission on National
Passenger Transportation (pages 56-61), there are two basic sources
of data on domestic travel in Canada : Statistics Canada's Canadian
Travel Survey (CTS), which asks a sample of Canadians about the
intercity trips they have taken over the previous three months, and
data reported by carriers on passengers carried. For travel by car,
the CTS provides some data, but car data that correspond directly
to the carrier data for the public means of travel do not exist . For
private car use, information on volume of traffic on highways or,
failing that, on fuel consumption and on motor vehicle registrations



provides a partial parallel to the carrier data for the public means of
passenger transportation .

The CTS provides an estimate of domestic (and international) trips

taken in excess of 80 kilometres in one-way distance . The trip is

identified by the primary means used . Thus, as noted in the Interim
Report, a trip from Victoria to Kingston that involves travel-by bus

and ferry from Victoria to Vancouver, by airplane from Vancouver to

Toronto, and by train from Toronto to Kingston would be recorded as
one air trip . Estimates are provided of both numbers of trips and

total passenger-kilometres travelled .

The estimates of total travel by the different means of transportation
are certainly of interest, but they give an incomplete view of intercity

travel in Canada for a number of ireasons :

As illustrated by the Victoria to Kingston example, information on
the role of any secondary modes used in the course of a trip is not

provided .

• Travel within Canada by residents of other countries is not included .

• Respondents to the CTS may fail to recall some trips, especially

shorter car and bus trips .

• Finally, information on trips under 80 kilometres in length would

be useful for some purposes . Such trips likely account for a sig-
nificant portion of the business of the ferry and intercity bus indus-
tries, some of the business of the passenger rail industry, and a
substantial portion of use of highways by cars .

Table 20-11, which is an update of Table 111-1 of the Royal Commission's

Interim Report, shows 1990 estimates of domestic intercity trips or of

passengers carried, and of passenger-kilometres travelled., from the

Canadian Travel Survey and from carrier data or other sources . As

indicated earlier, the carrier data, and the alternative car passenger-
kilometre estimate, are more inclusive . They are attempts to measure
all domestic travel excluding travel within a single urban or metro-

politan area and short car trips on secondary rural roads .



Table 20-1
lwownm ON Domsir INTERaTy TWEL
(FROM ALTERIWITIVE SOURCES, 1990)

Rai l
(excludin g

Intercity com- Intercit y
Car Air bus muters) ferries Tota l

1 . Trips (one-way) or passengers carrie d

CTS-based estimates
one-way trips
millions 243 13 .1 7 .5 1 .6 0 .7 266a

percentage 91% 5% 3% 1% 0% 100 %

Carrier-based estimates
passengers carrie d
millions n/a

1
14 .1 1 18 .2

1 3
.8 1 23 .5 1 n/a

II . Passenger-kilometre s

CTS-based estimates
billions 56 .7 20 .8 2 .4 0 .6 0 .2 80 . 7
percentage 70% 26% 3% 1% 0.3% 100 %

Carrier plus alternative
car estimates
billions 135 25 .0 3 .4 1 .4 0.8 166
percentage 82% 15% 2% 1% 0 .5% 100%

Ill . Implicit Average Trip Length

CTS-based estimates
kilometres 234 1,580 325 403 298 304

Alternative estimates
kilometres n/a 1,774 187 368 34 n/ a

a . This figure is slightly less than twice the estimate of 134 million domestic round trips
referred to in Chapter 2. The latter figure includes travel by other and unspecified
means .

1 .1 CANADIAN TRAVEL SURVEY ESTIMATES OF TRIPS AND
PASSENGER-KILOMETRE S

CTS-based estimates of trips are the CTS survey figures for round
trips (Statistics Canada, Catalogue No . 87-504) multiplied by two to
obtain one-way equivalent figures for comparison with the carrier-
based estimates of passengers carried . The CTS-based estimate of
passe n ge r-ki lometres is taken from unpublished CTS survey results .



1 .2 CARRIER-BASED ESTIMATES - PASSENGERS CARRIED

1 .2.1 Ai r

Statistics Canada, Air Passenger Origin and Destination, Domestic

Report 1990, Catalogue No . 51-204, August 1991, Table 3, report s

13 million domestic origin-destination (O-D) trips in 1990. This report,

based on data from the "Scheduled Air Passenger O-D Survey," records

the total number of trips flown between city-pairs on a subset of
large domestic carriers . Since it only includes passenger trips on the
scheduled services of nine major airlines, the report underestimates

the number of total trips . Data on domestic charter activity an d

O-D trips entirely on smaller airlines should also be considered .

Statistics Canada, Air Charter Statistics 1990, Catalogue No . 51-207

reports that in 1990 almost 330,000 trips were taken aboard domestic

charters .

In addition, Statistics -Canada's unpublished "System Passenger
Origin and Destination Survey" showed that in 1990 almost 3 million

O-D trips were taken on the smaller regional and local air carriers in

Canada. Only a portion of these trips, however, can be considered as
additional trips since many of these smaller airlines interline with the

carriers counted by the "Scheduled Air Passenger O-D Survey." I n

an interline arrangement, passengers from one carrier transfer to
another carrier and continue their journey. For example, a. passenger

flying First Air from lqaluit, N .W.T., to Ottawa then transferring to

Air Canada in Ottawa and continuing to Toronto would be counted as

a Scheduled O-D Survey passenger from lqaluit to Toronto because
the itinerary includes a flight stage aboard Air Canada's system . A
passenger flying First Air from lqaluit to Yellowknife would not appear

in the Scheduled Air Passenger O-D Survey but would be counted by

the System O-D Survey, which measures the scheduled O-D traffic

within route systems of all Levels 2 to 5 airlines . There are no data on

how many trips recorded by the Scheduled Air Passenger O-D Survey

involve smaller carriers . Following the approach of an unpublished



Statistics Canada study, one quarter of the System O-D trips for
carriers not included in the Scheduled O-D Survey are counted as
separate trips . This amounted to over 700,000 trips in 1990.

Adding the domestic charter O-D trips and the allowance for trips on
smaller carriers to the reported 13 million O-D trips yields an overall
estimate of 14.1 million trips.

1 .2.2 Intercity Bus

Bus trips for 1990 were estimated by reducing the 1989 passenger
level for the intercity passenger bus industry (Statistics Canada,
Passenger Bus and Urban Transit Statistics, Catalogue No . 53-215) by
7%, the average annual rate at which passengers carried fell between
1984 and 1989 . This results in an estimate of 16 million passengers .
In addition, bus operators classified as school bus operators, and as
charter and sightseeing bus operators also offer some scheduled
intercity bus services . Unfortunately, only vehicle-kilometres are
recorded for these firms. In order to derive an estimate of passengers
carried by these firms, an assumed occupancy rate of 21 passengers
per bus was used. Secondly, passengers were assumed to have an
average trip length of 100 km - half that estimated for the intercity
passenger bus industry . This yields an estimate of 2 million pas-
sengers carried on other scheduled services or 14% of the intercity
bus industry figure . The overall estimate of intercity bus passengers
is 18.2 million .

1 .2.3 Rai l

The rail passengers figure is the sum of VIA Rail passengers (Statistics
Canada, Rail in Canada 1990, Catalogue No . 52-216, Figure 3.10), and
unpublished statistics for other intercity railways . Commuter services
are excluded . In 1990, about 3.8 million passengers were carried, a
significant reduction from 1988, reflecting the elimination of about
half of the VIA Rail network .



1 .2.4 Intercity Ferries

Intercity ferry passengers carried include all domestic passengers on
BC Ferries, Marine Atlantic, Northumberland Ferries, other Atlantic
region ferries, Ontario Northland, and the longer St . Lawrence River
crossings, primarily those of the Socidtd des Traversiers du Qu6bec .
Data were obtained either from annual reports or directly from the
carriers. In 1990, these services together transported about 23.5 million
passengers .

1 .3 CARRIER-BASED ESTIMATES - PASSENGER-KILOMETRES

1 .3 .1 Air

Domestic air passenger-kilometres are taken from Statistics Canada,
Canadian CivilAviation 1990, Catalogue No . 51-206, November 1991,
Table 2 .2. Data include both scheduled and charter domestic passenger-
kilometres of Levels 1 to 4 .

1 .3.2 Intercity Bus

The bus passe n ger-ki Iometres figure is an estimate derived using
1989 data on bus-kilometres for intercity passenger bus operators
and for other passenger bus operators that offer scheduled intercity
services (for example, school bus, and charter and sightseeing
establishments), together with an assumed average occupancy rate
(passengers per bus) . In 1989, intercity services produced almos t
170 million bus-kilometres . Assuming an occupancy of 21 passengers
per bus,' yields an estimate of over 3.5 billion passenger-kilometres .
Bus passenger-kilometres have been falling steadily at about 3% per
annum since the mid-1980s; the estimate for 1990 is thus about
3 .4 billion passenger-kilometres .

1 .3.3 Rai l

The rail passenger-kilometres figure is the sum of statistics fo r
VIA Rail (Statistics Canada, Rail in Canada 1990, Catalogue No. 52-216,
Figure 3.10) and unpublished data on the other intercity railways .



Commuter services are again excluded . In 1990, about 1 .4 billion
passenger-kilometres were recorded, a significant reduction
from 1988 .

1 .3 .4 Intercity Ferries

Ferry passenger-kilometres are calculated using the number of
passengers carried on each route and an estimate of the average
distance sailed on the route . This yields an estimate for 1990 of
about 0 .8 billion passenger-kilometres .

1 .4 ALTERNATIVE ESTIMATE OF CAR PASSENGER-KILOMETRE S

The estimate is simply two thirds of the Royal Commission staff
estimate of 205 billion passenger-kilometres for total car travel on
highways (including use of small vans and light trucks for passenger
transportation purposes) . The basis for the total highway travel
estimate is described in Annex 1 . The estimate of total car travel on
highways is itself subject to a considerable range of uncertainty, par-
ticularly in the assumption as to the average number of people occu-
pying a car during highway travel . Multiplication by the two-thirds
factor makes a very rough allowance for the fact that provincial high-
ways that pass through metropolitan areas are often heavily used for
urban travel . Thus, a considerable fraction of total highway use con-
sists of trips that are not intercity but are entirely within metropolitan

areas .

The carrier and alternative car estimates are considerably higher
than the CTS estimates for all modes except air . Because they give a
more complete - although in some cases very approximate - view
of the role of the different modes, they receive primary emphasis in
most of the following sections of these Notes to Chapter 2 .

The 70% estimate from the CTS of the share of the car in intercity

passenger-kilometres should be considered a minimum estimate . It

seems very likely that a larger fraction of car trips than of trips by
other modes, especially air, are missed from the survey due to failure



of the respondent to recall all trips taken . Further, as noted earlier, for

some purposes there is interest in trips under 80 kilometres in one-

way distance, of which the car would be expected to have an over-
whelming share, followed by bus. The rough alternative estimates

of intercity car passe nger-ki lometres, when combined with the other
carrier-based estimates, result in a car share of 82% . The very approxi-

mate nature of the allowance for the intercity share of total highway
travel is reflected in the reference in the section "How Canadians
Travel," in Chapter 2 of Volume 1, to car travel as accounting for

"around 80 percent of all domestic intercity passenger-kilometres
travelled in Canada . "

1 .5 TOUR/CRUISE TRAVEL

As noted, Table 20-1 is intended to cover intercity travel, rather than
specialized sightseeing tours or cruises . In part this is because sight-

seeing tours do not generally provide an effective alternative for
people whose main objective is to travel from point A to point B .
Some bus group charters, however, may be a substitute for use of

public carriers . Data on numbers of tour/cruise passengers and

passenger-kilometres tend to be even sketchier than other travel data .

The "carrier-based," and presumably the "CTS-based," estimates in
Table 20-11 do include domestic air travel by "charter services" -
where charter in this case refers to aircraft operators who sell indivi-

dual seats in an aircraft flying at times specified by the operator. (The

table does not include air travel on small chartered aircraft wher e

the aircraft itself is chartered to take the travellers to a destination
on a schedule specified by the travellers. )

The carrier-based estimates in Table 2(2)-l include little if any travel

by "tour trains." Until recently, tour trains have generally been
confined to short day trips, but with the Rocky Mountaineer service,
and potentially other services in the future, this type of train travel

may become more important .,



The bus and boat estimates are more substantially affected by the
treatment of charter/tour/cruise travel . Some charter/tour/cruise
travel by bus and boat is presumably included in the CTS-based esti-
mates (the "ferries" heading should read "boat" as far as the CTS
estimates are concerned) . For bus, as shown later, the number of
bus-kilometres of service provided by operators that specialize in
charter services is more than one third the level of bus-kilometre s
in intercity service by intercity bus operators. As charter services
almost certainly operate with higher average occupancy rates, in
passenger-kilometre terms they may well equal half or more of the
scheduled intercity level . The table shows a set of estimates of non-
urban charter activity, together with the assumptions on which
the estimates are based .

With about 200,000 passengers,2 cruise ship operations in Canadian
waters may well generate revenues of the same order as intercity
ferry operations ($300 million a year) . The number of cruise passengers
is divided about 90% west coast and 10% inland and east coast . The
cruise industry includes excursion boats, with no overnight accommo-
dation, and cruise ships . The passenger and rough revenue estimates
given earlier, however, do not include day excursion operations .

Cruise, as opposed to excursion, ships are mainly foreign registered
(foreign flag), built and crewed. Most of them are operated by foreign
companies although some may be under charter to Canadian com-
panies. The Canadian registered ships are the smaller ones and gen-
erally sail on the Great Lakes, St . Lawrence and east coast . Recent
changes to legislation permit foreign registered ships above 250 berths
to engage in international cruise service but reserve to Canadian
registry service by vessels of 250 berths or less .



Table 20-2
INTERalry ScHEDuLED AND CHARTER Bus PAssENGER-KxomETREs Eslwm, 10
(MIWONS)

Intercity scheduled service Charter (non-urban) a

Operator bus-km pass-km b bus-km pass-kml

Intercity bus class 1 and 2 156 3,276 20d 692
Other passenger bus' 6 126 49 1,71 1
Schoolbus' 5 105 f

Intercity bus class 39 2 42

Total 169 3,549h 69

Source : Derived from data from Statistics Canada, Passenger Bus and Urban Transit
Statistics, Catalogue No . 53-215, 1989 .

a. The charter total is reduced by 25% as a rough allowance for local (urban) activity .
b. Assuming an average load of 21 passengers .
C . Assuming an average load of 35 passengers .
d. Calculated from the proportion of charter revenues to unit toll revenues.
a . School busing not included .
f. Although school bus charters do on occasion range beyond the 80 km threshold, this

class of operators has been excluded as constituting primarily local activity .

9 . Estimated from 1988 data (Class 3 data were dropped in 1989) .
h. This figure, reduced by the recent average annual rate of decrease, is the basis for

the estimate of 1990 intercity bus passenger-kilometres in Table 2(2)-l .

2. Enmms OF DOMESTIC INTERcrry PASSENGER TRANspwraON

MODAL SHARES, 1930-1990

Chart 2-5, in Chapter 2, shows rough estimates of the car, bus, rail
and air shares, measured in passe ng er-ki lometres, of Canadian inter-
city transportation over the last 60 years. As discussed in Section 1
of Notes to Chapter 2, the estimate of passenger-kilometres of inter-
city travel by car is very rough. The widest margins of uncertainty
arise due to lack of good information on the average number of per-
sons occupying cars when they are used for intercity travel, and on
the fraction of car travel on highways that is intercity in nature . The
estimate of passenger-kilometres of intercity travel by bus is also
subject to significant uncertainty . Thus Chart 2-5 and the tables in
this section only provide a very general indication of past trends -
not precise estimates .

9N



2.1 BASIS FOR ESTIMATES

As will be set out in more detail later, reasonably good data on air and
rail passenger-kilometres of travel exist for most or all of the histori-
cal period under consideration . For car and bus, however, there are
no data that directly measure travel . In these latter cases, the extra-
polation backwards from the present is based on other statistical
series, such as fuel consumption, which shed some light on the way
the total amount of travel by these means has changed over time .

2.1 .1 Car

The very approximate backwards extrapolation of the level of inter-
city car travel in effect makes use of historical data on gasoline sales,
estimates of the fraction used in cars, and estimates of average fuel
economy, to produce estimates of changes in car vehicle-kilometres .
Then, multiplying by an index of assumed occupancy rates provides
estimates of changes in passenger-kilometres of travel . The derivation
of the estimates for passenger automobiles is set out in more detail
later. Component historical series used are shown in Table 2(2)-3 . (The
explanation is organized in terms of the columns in the table . )

1 . Data on sales of gasoline in Canada taxed for use by road motor
vehicles are available for the full period covered. For the period
1977 to 1989, however, the source data do not include gasoline sales
in Alberta and/or Saskatchewan for years in which no gasoline
taxes were levied . The series shown in the table, however, has
been adjusted to include an approximate allowance for sales in
these provinces over the periods in which taxes were not levied .

2 . In the absence of extended Canadian historical data series on the
fraction of gasoline sales for use in automobiles, it is assumed that
the Canadian fraction changed in proportion to the corresponding
fraction for the United States . Data on total gasoline sales for road
motor vehicles, and for automobiles, for the United States are
available from 1948 to 1990 . As well, closely related data are
available for earlier years ; this allows an approximate series t o
be produced for the years prior to 1948 .



Table 20-3
SERfEs UsED To ExnwLATE BAcKwms THE 1990 EsiuTE oF AuTomow PmENGER-KiLomEms

ar

(1 )
Not

sales of
gasolin e
forroad
moto r

vehicles -
Canada

(billions of
litres)

(2 )
Auto

gasolin e
sales as
share o f

road
gasolin e
sales-

U .S.
M

(3 )

Auto
fue l

effi -
ciency-

U .S.
(11tres/

100 km/per
vehicle)

(4 )

ndex of
vehicle -

kilometres
((1 x 2) + 3 )

(1990 =
100)

(5)

Populatio n
per

registered
auto-
Canada
(person s
per car)

(6)

Index of
occu -
pancy
rate-
Canada
(1990=
100)

(7 )

ndex of
passenger -
kilometres

R x 6)
(1990 =
100 )

1930 2 .1 77.2 15 .4 5 .7 9 .6 148.3 8 . 4
1932 2 .1 76 .7 15 .4 5 .6 11 .1 148.3 8 . 3
1934 2 .2 76 .2 15 .4 5 .8 11 .2 149 .7 8 . 6
1936 2 .4 75 .7 15 .4 6 .4 10.5 149 .0 9 . 5
1938 2 .9 75 .1 15 .4 7 .5 9.6 148.3 11 . 2
1940 3 .2 74 .6 15 .4 8 .3 9 .2 147 .0 12 . 2
1942 2 .8 72 .9 15 .5 7 .0 9.6 146.3 10 . 3
1944 2 .6 68 .2 15 .7 6 .1 10 .1 147 .0 9 . 0
1946 4 .5 73 .8 15 .8 11 .5 10.0 147 .7 16 . 9
1948 5 .2 71 .0 15 .8 12 .5 8 .6 145 .6 18 . 2
1950 6 .3 69 .1 15 .8 14 .9 7 .2 143 .6 21 . 4
1952 7 .8 70 .3 16 .1 18 .4 6 .3 140 .3 25 . 8
1954 9 .2 71 .3 16 .2 21 .8 5 .6 138.3 30 . 2
1956 11 .2 72 .3 16 .4 26 .5 5.0 136.2 36 . 1
1958 12 .4 73 .8 16 .5 30 .0 4 .7 134.2 40 . 2

1960 13 .7 74 .2 16 .5 33 .2 4 .4 132 .9 44 . 1
1962 14 .8 74 .4 16 .4 36 .2 4.1 131 .5 47 . 6

1964 16 .8 74 .0 16 .5 40.5 3 .8 129 .5 52 . 4

1966 19 .4 78 .5 16 .7 49.3 3.7 127 .5 62 . 8
1968 21 .6 79 .1 17 .0 54 .4 3.4 125 .5 68 . 2

1970 24 .1 79 .2 17 .4 59 .1 3.2 122 .8 72 . 5
1972 26 .9 79 .0 17 .6 65 .2 2 .9 120 .1 78 . 4
1974 30 .3 77 .8 17 .5 72 .5 2 .6 116.8 84 . 6

1976 32 .4 75 .9 17 .4 76 .3 2 .6 112 .8 86 . 0
1978 34 .7 72 .8 16 .8 81 .2 2 .4 109 .4 88 . 8
1980 35 .7 71 .0 15 .2 89 .9 2 .3 107 .4 96 . 5
1982 31 .2 71 .1 14 .1 84 .6 2 .3 106 .0 89 . 7
1984 30.4 67.8 13 .2 84 .0 2 .3 104 .0 87 . 3
1986 30 .5 66 .7 12 .9 85 .2 2 .2 104 .0 88 . 6
1988 32 .1 65 .5 11 .8 95 .6 2 .1 102 .0 97 . 5
1990 31 .8 65 .7 11 .2 100 .0 2 .1 100 .0 100 .0



Sources : Fuel sales- Canada : 1930-1944: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Highway and the Motor
Vehicle in Canada, Catalogue No . 53-201,1938 and 19" editions . 1945-1955 : D .B .S .,
Motor Vehicle, Catalogue No . 53-203,1950 and 1955 editions . 1956-1990 : Statistics
Canada, Road Motor Vehicles- Fuel Sales, Catalogue No . 53-218, various issues .

Auto gasoline share and fuel efficiency - US. : 1936-1985 : Federal Highway Admin-
istration, Highway Statistics, Summary to 1985, p. 9 and pp . 229-32 . 1986-1990 :
FHWA, Highway Statistics, 1987-1990 editions, Tables MF-21 A and VM-1 .

Vehicle registrations- Canada: 1930-1975 : Statistics Canada, Historical Statistics
of Canada, 2nd ad ., ad. F . H . Leacy (Ottawa : Supply and Services Canada, 1983),
Series T147-T150 .1976-1990 : Statistics Canada, RoadMotor Vehicle- Registrations,
Catalogue No . 53-219, various issue years.

Population- Canada: 1930-1990 : Statistics Canada, Canadian Economic Observer,
Historical Statistical Supplement 199011991, Catalogue No . 11-210, July 1991, pp . 96-97 .

Occupancy rate: Royal Commission staff estimates .

3 . In the absence of extended Canadian historical data series on aver-
age fuel economy for passenger automobiles, it is also assumed
that average fuel economy in Canada varied in line with fuel econ-
omy in the United States . Data were available from 1936 to 1990
for the United States; the 1936 value was assumed to apply from
1930 to 1935 .

In deriving an estimate of the change over time in intercity vehicle-
kilometres, it would be desirable also to allow for any change in
the intercity share of total car travel . There are no directly relevant
data for Canada or the United States . U .S . data, however, show an
approximately constant share for vehicle-miles on interstate high-
ways and main rural roads relative to total automobile vehicle-
miles. The estimate makes no allowance for any possible change
in the share of intercity driving in total car travel .

4. Column 4 is the product of columns 1 and 2, divided by column 3,
and indexed to 1990. It shows automobile vehicle-kilometres over

this period .

5 . and 6 .
There is also little direct information on average occupancy, but
there is reason to believe that the average occupancy rate has
fallen as car ownership has become more widespread . Canadian
data do exist on the ratio of car passengers to car drivers killed
in car accidents for the period 1942 to the present . This ratio has



declined fairly steadily since 1942, suggesting that the average
occupancy ratio has also declined . While the ratio of car occupant .
fatalities to car driver fatalities is not necessarily a good indicator
of the average level of car occupancy, it seems reasonable to assume
that, over time, these two series would tend to move in step . The
automobile passenger-kilometre estimates assume that, over the
historical period, the occupancy rate maintained a constant propor-
tionate relation to the ratio of total passenger and driver fatalities to
driver fatalities . A simple statistical relation between the occupancy
rate from car fatalities and the ratio of population to registered
automobiles was estimated for the period from 1942 to 1990.
Together with information on the ratio of population to registered
automobiles for the full historical period (column 5), this was used
to create an occupancy index (column 6) for the full historical period .

7 . Multiplying the index of vehicle-kilometres (column 4) by the index

of occupancy rates provides an overall index of automobil e
passe nger-ki I o m etres . Given the further assumption of no change

in the ratio of intercity automobile travel to total automobile travel,
this is also an index of intercity passenger-kilometres . Column 7
shows this overall index with 1990 = 100 as the base value .

The overall index in column 7 is used to extrapolate backwards from
the estimated level of intercity automobile travel for 1990 (Annex 1)
to produce the very rough historical estimates of intercity automobile
passenger-kilometres in Table 20-5. A parallel approach is used to

extrapolate backwards from the 1990 estimate of intercity passenger
travel in light trucks . Again, U .S. data are used to provide indexes
of changes in the share of gasoline consumed by light trucks, and of
changes in light-truck fuel economy . A number of additional adjust-
ments were made to the published U .S. historical series to produce
the estimate for light trucks shown in Table 20-5.

2.1 .2 Bus

Intercity bus passenger-kilometres were extrapolated backwards
from 1990 using the series shown in Table 2(2)-4 .



Table 20-4
SERs UsED To ExmwLATE Bmwws THE 1990 EsiuTE oF IwRaTy Bus PAssENGER-MLomETRE s

ear
Bus-km

(millions)

(2 )
Averag e

bus capacity
(seats)

(3 )
Index of bu s

pass-km
(1990=100 )

1930 8 . 1
1932 6 .9
1934 7 . 5
1936 10 .3
1938 9 . 4
1940 16 .9

1942 82 .4 24 .6 31 .7
1944 84 .3 24 .9 32 . 8
1946 136.9 26 .9 57 . 6
1948 173 .3 29 .1 78 . 9
1950 168.2 29 .4 77 . 3
1952 165.7 30 .3 78 . 4
1954 150.4 31 .2 73 . 2
1956 142 .7 32 .7 72 . 9
1958 130.2 34 .3 69 . 7
1960 137 .9 34 .9 75 . 2

1962 142.6 36 .3 80 . 9
1964 148.0 36 .8 85 . 0
1966 170.3 38 .1 101 . 4

1968 177.7 38 .7 107 . 4
1970 173.3 39 .3 106. 3
1972 172 .7 39 .5 106. 7
1974 172 .1 39 .8 107 . 1
1976 181 .4 40 .1 113. 7
1978 189 .7 40 .4 119. 7
1980 201 .5 40 .7 128. 1
1982 196 .0 41 .0 125. 4
1984 180 .3 41 .3 116 .2
1986 172 .2 41 .6 111 .8
1988 156 .8 41 .9 102 .5
1990 152 .4 42 .0 100 .0

Sources : Bus-km and capacity to 1970:1941-1955 : Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Motor
Carriers- Freight- Passenger, Catalogue No. 53-D-20 . 1956-1970: Statistics
Canada, Passenger Bus Statistics, Catalogue No. 53-215 . 1974-1989: Statistics
Canada, Passenger Bus and Urban Transit Statistics, Catalogue No. 53-215.

Notes: Index for 1930-1940 based on linkage to statistics compiled by Gordon D . Campbell,
"An Analysis of Highway Finance and Road User Imposts in Canada," lPh .D . thesis,
Purdue University, 1956), Table 32, p . 258.

A constant load factor of 50% of average capacity was assumed throughout the period.



1 . Published data on vehicle-kilometres by buses operated by the

intercity bus industry were available for the period 1941 to 1990 .
Data are available for bus operators with annual revenues in

excess of $20,000 for years up to 1970 and for bus operators with

annual revenues in excess of $100,000 for 1974 and later years .

These two series were used without adjustment, in spite of the
reduction in coverage at the time of the shift from $20,000 to

$100,000 and in spite of the tendency to relative underestimation

for the earlier years in each series . Due to inflation, the exclusion

of operators with revenues under $20,000 or $100,000 presumably

involves the exclusion of relatively more, and relatively larger,
operators in the early years of the series than in the later years .

As data were not published for 1972, the figure for that year is the

average of the 1970 and 1974 values .

No allowance is made for any possible change in the relative impor-
tance of scheduled intercity bus service provided by school and

charter bus operators not classified in the intercity bus industry .

As indicated in Section 1 of these Notes to Chapter 2, in 1990

such operators were estimated to provide 7% of total intercity bus

passenger-kilometres .

2. The size of the average bus has tended to become Iairger over the

historical period . Column 2 shows a rough estimate of the average

size of intercity buses in use . This was derived from information on

the number of buses by number of seats, which is available for

certain years over the period .

3 . The index of changes in the amount of bus travel (column 3) is

the product of columns 1 and 2, with 1990 = 100 as the base. It is

assumed that average occupancy as a percent of seating capacity
has remained constant over the period (50%) .

For the years from 1930 to 1940, for which there are no published

data on intercity bus vehicle-kilometres, the index has been extrapo-
lated backwards from 1941 on the basis of estimates of intercity bus

passenger-kilometres in a study by Gordon Campbell .3



The resulting index for 1930 to 1990 is applied to the 1990 estimate
of intercity bus passenger-kilometres (Table 2(2)-1) to produce the
rough historical estimate of intercity bus passenger-kilometres in
Table 20-5.

2.1 .3 Air

Published passe nger-ki Io metre data are available for domestic sched-
uled air services for the years 1936 to 1990 . These data were adjusted
by adding an estimate of passenger-kilometres on domestic charter
services to produce the series in Table 2(2)-5 . Estimated passenger-
kilometres on domestic charter services were equal to 8%, o n
average, of total domestic passenger-kilometres from 1964 to 1990 .

Published data on total passenger-kilometres provided by Canadian
air carriers are available for 1930 to 1935; the domestic portion was
assumed to be equal to 85% for this period based on the portion in
the immediately following years .

2 .1 .4 Rai l

Published data exist on total rail passenger-kilometres back to 1910.
Unpublished data from Statistics Canada on passenger-kilometres
on commuter services from 1970 onwards were used to produce
estimates of intercity rail passenger-kilometres . The commuter
share pre-1970 was assumed to equal the 9% average share of the
early 1970s.

2.2 SUMMARY TABLES ON INTERCITY PASSENGER TRAVEL

The estimates of passenger-kilometres of domestic intercity travel by
the different means of intercity passenger transportation, derived as
discussed earlier, are presented in Table 2(2)-5 . The next three tables
present the same information in alternative forms to facilitate various
types of analysis . Table 2(2)-6 shows the average annual growth rates
for the series by decade and for certain longer intervals . Table 20-7
expresses the estimates as percentage shares of total domestic



intercity travel ; these percentage shares are also displayed in Chart 2-5
of Chapter 2, Volume 1 . Table 20-8 presents the estimates in terms
of passenger-kilometres of travel per capita . This per capita table is
intended to provide an impression of changes in amount of travel
abstracting from overall growth in population . The per capita fig-
ures - that is, the estimates of total amounts of domestic intercity
travel in Table 20-5 divided by total population - obviously are not
estimates of total annual travel or the change in total annual travel,
by the average user of the mode in question . Only a fraction of the
population uses any given mode and this fraction has almost certainly
changed substantially over the historical period considered, although
there are few direct data on this point . The fraction of the population
using the air mode in a year will have risen very substantially . The
fraction using cars for intercity travel probably rose somewhat, espe-
cially over the first three or four decades of the period ; the fraction
using intercity rail has almost certainly declined substantially since
World War 11 ; and the fraction using intercity bus may well have
declined since the 1950s .

Given the very rough nature of the estimates of intercity travel by
car and bus, the tables only serve to provide a general sense of the
trends in intercity travel over time . They do, however, provide an
adequate basis for the following general observations :

Car travel already accounted for a large share of intercity travel by
the 1930s. The absolute amount of car travel, and even more so its
share of total travel, fell during World War 11 . Presumably this was
primarily a result of the rationing of gasoline and the fact that the
government used rail and bus for very large movements of military
personnel . Car rapidly returned to a dominant position after the
war, and its share appears to have been relatively stable since -
possibly increasing modestly into the 1960s and then declining
modestly over the last two decades as air travel has increased
dramatically.



Table 20-5
Daum lmcu TWEL nv CANADA, 1930-1990
(SWONS OF PASSENGER4ULOMETRES)

"Car"

Light Schad ./ Tota l
trucks/ charter Intercity Intercity intercity

Year Total Auto . vans air rail bus trave l

1930 10 .2 9 .7 0 .5 0 .007 3 .3 0.4 13.9
1932 10 .1 9 .6 0 .5 0 .004 2 .0 0.3 12. 4
1934 10 .5 10 .0 0 .5 0 .009 2 .1 0.3 13.0
1936 11 .7 11 .1 0 .6 0 .012 2 .4 0.5 14 . 5
1938 13 .7 13 .0 0 .7 0 .014 2 .4 0.4 16 . 5
1940 15 .0 14.2 0 .8 0 .059 3 .0 0.8 18 .8
1942 12 .6 11 .9 0 .7 0 .104 6 .8 1 .1 20 . 6
1944 11 .2 10.4 0 .8 0 .2 9 .4 1 .1 21 .9
1946 20.8 19 .6 1 .2 0 .3 6 .4 2.0 29 . 3
1948 22 .5 21 .1 1 .5 0 .4 4 .8 2.7 30 . 4
1950 26.7 24.9 1 .9 0 .6 3 .8 2.6 33 . 8
1952 32 .1 29.9 2 .2 0 .9 4 .3 2 .7 40 . 0
1954 37 .5 34 .9 2 .6 1 .2 3 .9 2.5 45 . 1
1956 44 .9 41 .8 3 .0 1 .6 4 .0 2 .5 52 . 9
1958 49 .8 46 .6 3 .2 2 .0 3 .4 2 .4 57 . 5
1960 54 .7 51 .1 3 .6 2 .7 3 .1 2 .6 63 . 0
1962 59 .0 55 .2 3 .9 3 .4 2 .8 2 .8 68 . 0
1964 65 .7 60 .8 5 .0 3 .7 3 .7 2 .9 76 . 0
1966 77 .4 72 .8 4.6 5 .1 3 .5 3 .4 89 . 5
1968 84 .2 79 .1 5.1 6 .5 3 .5 3 .7 97 . 8
1970 90 .1 84 .1 6.0 8 .8 3 .1 3 .6 105 . 7
1972 98 .3 90 .9 7 .5 9 .9 2 .8 3 .6 114 . 6
1974 107 .6 98 .1 9 .5 13 .9 2 .5 3 .6 127 . 6
1976 110 .8 99 .7 11 .2 14 .5 2 .4 3 .9 131 . 6
1978 116 .3 102 .9 13 .4 16 .3 2 .5 4 .1 139 . 2
1980 127 .5 111 .9 15 .7 21 .0 2 .7 4 .4 155 . 5
1982 118 .5 103 .9 14 .6 18 .9 2 .1 4 .3 143 . 8
1984 117 .1 101 .2 15 .8 19 .4 2 .3 4 .0 142 . 8
1986 119 .2 102 .7 16 .4 21 .9 2 .2 3 .8 147 . 0
1988 131 .6 113 .0 18 .6 24.6 2 .3 3 .5 162 . 0
1990 135 .0 115 .9 19 .1 25 .0 1 .4 3 .4 164 . 8

Sources : Car and light truck: Index of automobile passenger-kilometres (Table 2(2)-3) applied to
1990 level from Annex 1 . Similar approach for light trucks . See subsection 2 .1 .1 of text .

Air.- 1930 : Canada Year Book 1931, p . 698. 1931-1935 : Canada Year Book 1936, p . 702 .
1936-1945 : M . C . Urquhart and K . Buckley, Historical Statistics of Canada, 1st ad .
(Toronto : Macmillan, 1965), p. 551, Series 241 . 1946-1975: Statistics Canada, Historical
Statistics of Canada, 2nd ed., ed. F. H . Leacy (Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada,
1983), series T200 . 1976-1987 : Statistics Canada, Air Carrier Operations in Canada,
Catalogue No. 51-002, October-December issues. 1988-1990 : Statistics Canada,
Canadian Civil Aviation, Catalogue No . 51-206, Table 2 .3, and text.



Total rail passenger-kilometres: 1930-1945 : M . C . Urquhart and K. Buckley, Historical

Statistics of Canada, Ist ed. (Toronto : Macmillan, 1965), p . 535, Series 118 .1946-1975 :

Statistics Canada, Historical Statistics of Canada, 2nd ed ., ed . F. H . Leacy (Ottawa :
Supply and Services Canada, 1983), series T45. 1976-1987 : Statistics Canada, Rail in

Canada 1987, Catalogue No . 52-216, November 1989, p. 32 .1988-1990 : Statistics
Canada, Rail in Canada 1990, Catalogue No. 52-216, July 1992, Figure 1 .6 .

Intercity rail passenger-kilometres: 1970-1981 : Statistics Canada, Railway Transport:
Part IV, Operating and Traffic Statistics, Catalogue No . 52-210, Table 1 . 1982-1990:
Unpublished data from Transportation Division, Statistics Canada, and text .

Bus: See Table 2(2)-4 and text.

Note : Due to rounding, components may not total exactly .

Table 212)-6
AVERAGE ANNuAL GRowm RATEs PER DECADE AND FoR LoNGER hws - Domsir Imam TRAVEL iN
CANADA, 1930-7990
(PERCENT PER ANNUM)

.Car"

Light Sched ./ Tota l
trucks/ "Car" charter Intercity Intercity intercity

Auto. vans subtotal air rail bus trave l

1930-1940 3 .9 4 .9 3 .9 23 .1 -1 .1 7 .6 3 . 1
1940-1950 5.8 8.9 6 .0 26 .4 2.6 13 .0 6 . 1
1950-1960 7.5 6.7 7 .4 15 .9 -2.2 -0 .3 6 . 4
1960-1970 5 .1 5 .4 5 .1 12 .6 0.0 3 .5 5 .3
1970-1980 2.9 10.0 3 .5 9 .0 -1 .4 1 .9 3 .9
1980-1990 0.4 2.0 0 .6 1 .8 -6 .3 -2 .4 0 .6

1930-1960 5.7 6.8 5 .8 21 .7 -0 .2 6. 5 . 2
1960-1990 2.8 5.7 3 .1 7 .7 -2 .6 1 .0 3 .3

1930-1990 4.2 6.3 4 .4 14 .5 -1 .4 3 .8 4 . 2

Source : Table 2(2)-5.



Table 20-7
DomEsir INTERmy TWEL a CMADA, 1930-1990
(PERMVTAGE SHARES OF TOTAL PASSENGER-MLOMETRES )

"Car "

Light Sched ./ Tota l
trucks/ "Car" charter Intercity Intercity intercity

Auto. vans subtotal air rail bus trave l

1930 69.9 3.6 73 .4 0 .05 23 .8 2 .7 100 .0
1932 77 .5 4 .0 81 .6 0.03 15 .8 2 .5 100 .0
1934 77 .1 4 .1 81 .2 0.07 16 .1 2 .6 100 .0
1936 76 .3 4 .1 80 .4 0.08 16 .3 3 .3 100 .0
1938 78 .3 4 .3 82 .6 0.08 14 .7 2 .6 100 .0
1940 75 .5 4 .3 79 .7 0 .3 15 .8 4 .1 100. 0
1942 57.8 3.5 61 .2 0 .5 33 .0 5 .2 100. 0
1944 47.7 3.5 51 .2 0 .7 43 .0 5 .1 100. 0
1946 66.8 3.9 70 .8 0 .9 21 .7 6 .7 100 . 0
1948 69.4 4.8 74 .2 1 .4 15 .6 8 .8 100 . 0
1950 73.5 5.6 79 .0 1 .8 11 .4 7 .8 100 . 0
1952 74.8 5.6 80 .3 2 .2 10 .8 6 .7 100 . 0
1954 77.5 5.7 83 .2 2 .6 8 .7 5 .5 100 . 0
1956 79.1 5.7 84 .8 3 .0 7 .5 4 .7 100 . 0
1958 81 .0 5.5 86 .5 3 .5 5 .9 4 .1 100 . 0
1960 81 .1 5.7 86 .7 4 .3 4 .9 4 .1 100 . 0
1962 81 .2 5.7 86 .9 5 .0 4 .1 4 .0 100 . 0
1964 80.0 6.5 86 .5 4 .8 4 .8 3 .8 100 . 0
1966 81 .4 5 .1 86 .5 5 .7 4 .0 3 .9 100 . 0
1968 80.8 5.2 86 .1 6 .6 3 .6 3 .7 100 . 0
1970 79.5 5.7 85 .3 8 .4 2 .9 3 .4 100 . 0
1972 79.3 6.5 85 .8 8 .6 2 .4 3 .2 100 . 0
1974 76.9 7.5 84 .3 10 .9 1 .9 2 .9 100 .0
1976 75.7 8.5 84 .2 11 .0 1 .8 2 .9 100 .0
1978 74.0 9 .6 83 .6 11 .7 1 .8 2 .9 100 .0
1980 71.9 10.1 82 .0 13 .5 1 .7 2 .8 100 .0
1982 72.3 10.1 82 .4 13 .2 1 .5 3 .0 100 .0
1984 70.9 11 .1 82 .0 13.6 1 .6 2 .8 100 .0
1986 69 .9 11 .2 81 .0 14.9 1 .5 2 .6 100 .0
1988 69.8 11 .5 81 .2 15.2 1 .4 2 .2 100.0
1990 70.3 11 .6 81 .9 15.2 0 .8 2 .1 100 .0

Source : Table 20-5.



Tabk 214-8
DomEsTic INTERaTy ThAva PER COTA uw CANADA, 1930-1990
(FASSENGER-RNMES PER MWN)

"Car"

Ught Schad ./ Total Popu-

trucks/ -Car" charter Intercity Intercity intercity lation
Auto. vans - subtotal air rail bus travel 1,0005)

1930 952 48 1,000 0.7 324 37 1,362 10,208
1932 914 47 961 0 .4 187 30 1,178 10,51 0

1934 932 49 981 0 .8 195 32 1,209 10,74 1

1936 1,010 54 1,064 1 .1 215 43 1,324 10,950
1938 1,162 64 1,226 1 .2 219 39 1,484 11,15 2
1940 1,246 70 1,316 5 261 68 1,651 11,38 1
1942 1,023 61 1,085 9 585 92 1,771 11,65 4
1944 873 63 936 13 786 93 1,830 11,94 6
1946 1,596 94 1,690 21 517 159 2,387 12,29 2
1948 1,644 114 1,758 33 371 209 2,370 12,82 3
1950 1,813 137 1,949 45 281 192 2,467 13,71 2
1952 2,068 154 2,221 62 298 184 2,765 14,459
1954 2,286 168 2,454 76 256 163 2,949 15,287
1956 2,601 189 2,790 97 247 154 3,288 16rO8 l
1958 2,728 186 2,914 117 199 139 3,369 17,080
1960 2,859 201 3,060 151 173 143 3,527 17,B70
1962 2,968 208 3,177 184 148 148 3,657 18,583
1964 3,151 257 3,407 190 190 150 3,937 19,29 1
1966 3,637 229 3,866 254 177 172 4,469 20,01 5
1968 3,819 248 4,067 313 169 176 4,725 20,70 1
1970 3,948 284 4,232 415 146 170 4,963 21,297

1972 4,167 342 4,509 454 127 166 5,256 21,80 2
1974 4,386 426 4,812 621 ill 163 5,706 22,36 4
1976 4,334 486 4,820 632 102 168 5,722 22,99 3

1978 4,377 571 4,947 693 105 173 5,918 23,51 7
1980 4,663 652 5,305 872 112 181 6,470 24,043
1982 4,228 594 4,822 770 86 174 5,851 24,583
1984 4,052 634 4.686 778 94 158 5,716 24,97 8
1986 4,052 648 4,700 862 88 150 5,800 25,353

1988 4,363 717 5,080 951 87 135 6,252 25,909
1990 4,357 718 5,075 940 53 128 6,195 26,603

Source : Table 20-5.



Rail was the dominant intercity public carrier in the 1930s, although

it was almost certainly much less important than private use of car
even then . During World War 11, rail's share may have approached
the share of the car, but by the 1950s rail's share was almost cer-
tainly below its share in the 1930s, and by the 1960s air had over-
taken rail as the public carrier with the largest share of domestic
passenger-kilometres . Rail's share fell below that of intercity bus by
the 1970s, and has continued to decline with a further sharp drop
in 1990 reflecting the reductions in VIA Rail routes . The level of rail
passenger-kilometres has shown a declining trend throughout the
post-war period .

Domestic intercity travel by air has grown in a manner typical of a
successful new technology (or series of new technologies) . It showed
high growth rates from a very small base in the early decades and
growth rates only moderately higher than the growth of intercity
travel as a whole in the most recent period .

Abstracting from the bulge in domestic intercity bus travel during
the special conditions of World War 11, the bus share in domestic
intercity travel appears to have increased substantially from the
1930s to around 1950. The share has subsequently displayed a
downward trend, although the rate of decline has been more grad-
ual than for the rail share . For the 1950s through the 1970s, the
decline in the bus share reflected slower growth in travel by inter-
city bus than in total intercity travel, rather than an absolute decline
in the amount of bus travel . During the 1980s, however, there was
a decline in total bus passe nge r-ki lo metres .

The total and per capita amounts of domestic intercity travel, taking
all modes together, have increased very substantially over the last
60 years - more than quadrupling in per capita terms according to
the estimates used here . The increase in per capita travel, however,
appears to have slowed markedly in recent years .



2.3 EARLIER ESTIMATE .OF HISTORICAL TRENDS IN INTERCITY

PASSENGER-KILOMETRE SHARES

A set of reasonably comprehensive estimates of intercity modal

shares is contained in Canadian Transportation Economics by
A. W. Currie, published in 1967 . These estimates apparently apply to

a definition of intercity travel that is similar to that which underlies
the estimates presented in these Notes . Little detail on methodology

or data sources is provided . Table 2(2)-9 compares Currie's estimates
of intercity modal shares with those in Table 2(2)-7 .

Table 20-9
CoArmisay oF Eswas oF HismucAL MoDAL SnAREs ay Dmsnc Immm TRAYEL
(PASENGEMOMETES)

Currie
Table
2(2)-7 Currie

Tabl e
2(2)-7 Currie

Tabl e
2121 .7 Currie

Tabl e
2121- 7

Year 1928 1930 1951 1952 1957 1958 1964 1964

Car 60 73 72 so 83 86 85 86

Airplane - - 3 2 4 4 5 5

Bus 2 3 11 7 5 4 5 4

Train 38 24 15 11 a 6 5 5

Sources: A.W. Currie, Canadian Transportation Economics (Toronto : University of Toronto
Press, 19671, p. 299 and Table 2(2)-7 .

The two sets of estimates show broadly similar trends, although
Currie does estimate a smaller share for car and a higher share for
rail, with the differences relative to the estimates developed here
diminishing from the 1930s through the 1960s . Given the lack of

information on Currie's assumptions, it is not possible to identify
the source of the differences . It is possible that the assumption used
here, that the intercity share in total car travel was approximately
constant over the period at the 1990 level, results in an upward bias
in the estimates of the car share for the earlier part of the period .

This assumption does receive some support from the fact that U.S.
data show little change in the ratio of car travel on highways to total

car travel over the historical period considered . It is quite possible,
however, especially given the rather rudimentary state of the intercity



highway network in much of Canada prior to the 1950s, that use of

cars for intercity travel, as a fraction of total car travel, in fact increased
over the first three decades of the period covered by our historical
estimates . If so, the share of car travel in the estimates in this section
is somewhat high for those decades and especially at the beginning
of the period .

3 . INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS OF MODAL SHARES IN PASSENGER

TRANSPORTATIO N

Chart 2-6 and Table 2-2 in Chapter 2 of Volume I present approxi-
mate comparisons of the shares of car, bus, train and airplane in
total domestic travel by these means for Canada, the United States,
Japan, France, West Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom for
selected years from 1965 to 1988. The comparative material is used
to draw general conclusions as to the prevalence of the dominant
role of the car, of the decline in the share of train, and of the rise in
the share of air travel in countries whose geography is such that
airplanes are attractive as a means of domestic travel .

The footnotes to Table 2-2 warn the reader that the data presented

may not be fully comparable across the countries, and thus that small
differences in the shares of a mode between two countries may

reflect differences in definitions or in data estimation procedures
rather than genuine differences in travel patterns . Further, while for
purposes of this Royal Commission it would have been preferable to
compare shares in domestic intercity travel, reasonably comparable
data are only available for total domestic travel, which is the tota l
of urban commuting, other shor-t urban and rural trips, and intercity
travel . Thus, the table and chart deal with total domestic travel by
these modes. The chief difficulty in measuring domestic intercity
travel is to identify the intercity portion of car travel ; there is also a
grey area in the definition and measurement of urban or rural travel
versus intercity travel by bus and train. In Sections 1 and 2 of these
Notes to Chapter 2, the rough assumption is made that intercity car



travel amounts to two thirds of total car travel on provincial highways .

It was judged, however, that there was not sufficient information to
make even a rough assumption for the non-North American countries .

This section first sets out the data sources and, where necessary, the
assumptions used in developing the estimates. It then briefly discusses

the overall results and provides some supplementary information .

3 .1 THE ESTIMATES

3.1 .1 Canada

Car

The estimates for car (passenger automobiles plus light trucks used

for passenger transportation purposes) are based on the estimate
for 1990 of total passenger-kilometres of travel by car in Annex 1,

Table 2(2)-Al . This estimate is extrapolated backwards using the

index of total intercity travel in Table 2(2)-3 .

That index was constructed for use as an index of total car travel ;

it was used earlier as an index of intercity travel by car, given the

assu m ption that the intercity share of total car travel has been

constant over time .

Urban and Intercity Bus

An estimate of urban bus travel was added to the estimate of -
passenger-kilometres of intercity bus travel (Table 2(2)-5) . Data on
vehicle-kilometres of travel by urban buses are available in Statistics
Canada's Urban Transit, Catalogue No. 53-216, for 1965 and 1970, and
Passenger Bus and Urban Transit Statistics, Catalogue No. 53-215, for
the later years .

For urban buses, an average occupancy rate of 25% was assumed -
approximately the same average occupancy rate as is implicit i n
the U .S. estimates of urban bus passenger-kilometres . Allowing for



some increase in the size of an average bus, this implied an average
number of passengers per urban bus of 10.5 in 1965, rising to 1 2
by 1988 .

Note that urban rail transit - subways, light rail systems - have
been excluded because of difficulties in obtaining data on rail transit
systems for some countries. Obviously, for purposes of comparing
total travel, it would be preferable to include this means of transpor-
tation. The concluding discussion will refer to supplementary data
for certain countries .

Intercity and Commuter Rail

This series includes all train travel for intercity and commuter
purposes; it thus includes the separate commuter train system s
in Toronto and Montreal . The data for 1965 through 1975 are from
Statistics Canada, Historical Statistics of Canada, 2nd edition, edited
by F H. Leacy, Supply and Services Canada, Ottawa, 1983, series T45,
and for the later years are from Statistics Canada, Rail in Canada,
1987, Catalogue No . 52-216 .

Domestic Scheduled Air

To enhance international comparability, the data on domestic air in

Canada and the other countries are taken from a common source -
the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) . For 1965 and
1970, they are available in the United Nations Statistical Yearbook,
1970, and for the later years are available in ICAO, CivilAviation
Statistics of the World, using the latest editions in which data for the
year in question are shown . The ICAO data for Canada are slightly
lower than the series shown in Table 2(2)-5, because the ICAO does
not include data on small airlines .



3.1 .2 United State s

Car

Estimates of total vehicle-kilometres of travel by passenger automo-
biles and light trucks in the United States are made by the U .S. Federal

Highways Administration (FHWA), and published in U .S. Department

of Transportation, FHWA, Highway Statistics (for 1988), and Summary

to 1985 (for 1985 and earlier years) . Average occupancy rates for pas-

senger automobiles of 2 .1 for 1965, 2.0 for 1970, 1 .9 for 1975, 1 .8 for

1980, 1 .7 for 1985, and 1 .5 for 1988 have been used . (Estimates from

U.S . Nationwide Personal Transportation Study in U .S. Department

of Transportation, National Transportation Statistics, July 1990 .) For

light trucks, occupancy of 1 .3 was assumed for all years .

Bus

Estimates of intercity bus passenger-kilometres are available for all
the years of interest (ENO Foundation, Transportation in America,
8th edition, 1990) . Estimates of urban bus passenger-kilometres are
available for 1980 and later years (U .S . Department of Transportation,
National Transportation Statistics, 1988, for 1988; and American

Public Transit Association, Transiffact Book, 1988 edition, for 1980
and 1985) . Urban bus passenger-kilometres were extrapolated to
earlier years using data on number of passengers (APTA, Transit

Fact Book) .

Intercity and Commuter Rail

Estimates of rail passenger-kilometres were taken from the ENO
Foundation's Transportation in America, 8th edition, 1990.

Air

ICAO data, sources as for Canada .



3 .1 .3 Japan

Car

Japanese official statistics contain estimates of car travel based on a
sample survey of vehicle users . The data for 1965 through 1980 were
taken from Historical Statistics of Japan, 1987, Vol. 2, Chapter 8, and
for later years from the Japan Statistical Yearbook, 1991, Chapter 8.

Bus

Data on passenger-kilometres are published in the same sources
used for car; they are derived from a Ministry of Transport survey
of bus operators .

Rail

Passe nge r-kilom etres of travel are measured directly and published
in the same sources as the car data .

Air

ICAO data, sources as for Canada .

3 .1 .4 France, West Germany, Italy and the United Kingdo m

Car

Data on passe nge r-ki lo metres of travel within the country's territory
by vehicles registered in the countrV are published in European
Conference of Ministers of Transport, Statistical Trends in Transport
1965-1988, Paris, 1992, page 51 . The definition of "car" is believed to
be similar to that for Canada and the United States, that is, to include
passenger automobiles, vans and light trucks used for passenger
transportation .



Bus

Same source as for cars (page 52) . The average occupancy rates for
bus differ sharply among the European countries, ranging from 11 in
the United Kingdom to 20 in France . Given the lack of good data on
bus occupancy and on bus passenger-kilometres, in most countries,
it may be appropriate to treat these passenger-kilometre estimates
with some caution .

Rail

Same source as for cars (page 31) . The data refer to all traffic (both
residents and non-residents) on the national rail networks of the

countries in question . Independent urban railways, and some other

small railways, are not included .

Air

ICAO data, sources as for Canada .

3.2 SUMMARY TABLES AND GENERAL OBSERVATION S

Estimates of passenger-kilometres for the different means of
transportation are shown in Table 20-10 . Table 20-11 shows these
same data expressed as modal shares for each country (this table is
included as Table 2-2 in Volume 1, and was the basis for Chart 2-6) .
Table 20-12 shows the data in per capita terms . Overall generali-
zations regarding the dominant role of the car, the declining role of
rail, and the increasing role of air have already been noted . Certain
further points may be mentioned, some of which also draw on
supplementary data available for some of the countries .

Car

In terms of per capita travel by car, by air, and in total, Canada

occupies an intermediate position between the United States, and
western Europe and Japan .



TaNe 2121- 10
Downc PAsaGER-KiLomEmEs Thawo By EAcH AW, SELEcTED CoujYmEs, 1965-1988
JAUONS OF PASSENO-RIMNS )

Year 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 198 8

1 . Car lautas, light trucks, and vansl

Canada 198 .2 253 .9 300 .9 337 .9 310 .7 341 . 3
United States 2,619 .1 3,208 .5 3,581 .5 3,828 .8 4,229 .3 4,600 . 6
Japan 54 .6 211 .6 264 .5 328 .3 398 .0 556 . 0
France 19B .0 304 .7 374 .8 452 .5 494.4 554 . 3
West Germany 262 .5 349 .6 403 .3 466 .5 475 .8 550 . 5
Italy 81 .2 211 .9 279 .3 324 .0 373 .7 465 . 4
United Kingdom 199 .0 263 .0 294.0 361 .0 402 .7 471 . 3

2 . Urban and intercity bu s

Canada 6.2 7 .2 8 .4 10 .4 10.5 10 . 5
Un ited States 74.2 71 .8 72 .3 80 .1 74.1 73 . 2
Jepan 83.9 100 .8 98 .7 108 .8 102-0 109 . 0
France 25.3 25 .2 28 .9 38.0 37 .0 43 . 2
West Germany 39.4 48 .6 58 .7 65.6 54 .0 53 . 2
Italy 28.6 32 .5 42 .8 58 .2 66 .7 77 . 2
United Kingdom 59.0 53 .0 55 .0 45.0 42 .0 41 . 0

3 . Intercity and commuter rai l

Canada 4 .3 3 .7 2 .9 3 .3 3 .0 3 . 2
United States 28 .3 17 .5 16 .3 17 .7 18 .2 20 . 3
Japan 258 .7 290 .0 319 .6 316 .2 334.7 368 . 8
France 38 .3 41 .0 50 .7 54 .7 62 .1 63 . 3
West Germany 39 .7 38.5 38 .6 40 .5 42 .7 41 . 0
Italy 26 .5 32 .5 36 .3 39 .6 37 .4 43 . 3
United Kingdom 30 . 1

1
30 .4

1 1
30 .3 30 . 3

1
29 .7

1 1
34 . 3

4. Air (domestic scheduled services )

Canada 4 .2 8.0 13 .9 19 .9 10.7 22 . 2
United States 93 .6 171 .8 218 .6 326 .4 424.3 521 . 3
Japan 3 .6 8.4 18 .0 29 .0 32 .8 39 . 5
France 0 .8 2 .6 6 .0 8 .2 11 .3 16 . 8
West Germany 0 .4 1 .1 1 .6 2 .1 2 .4 2 . 8
Italy 0 .6 1 .4 2 .2 2 .9 4.7 5 . 3
United Kingdom 1 .8 2 .1 2 .1 2 .7 3.4 4 . 4

5 . Tota l

Canada 212 .9 272 .8 326 .1 371 .5 342 .9 378 . 7
United States 2,815 .3 3,469 .7 3,888 .6 4,253 .1 4r745 .9 .5,215 . 4
Japan 400 .9 610 .9 700 .7 782 .2 867 .6 1,073 . 3
France 262 .4 373 .5 460 .4 553 .3 604 .8 676 . 6
West Germany 341 .9 437 .8 502 .1 574 .7 574 .9 647 . 6
Italy 136 .9 278.3 360 .6 424 .7 482.5 591 . 3
United Kingdom 289 .9 348.5 381 .4 439 .0 477 .8 551 . 0

Royal Commission staff calculations based on data from Statistics Canada, the European Confer-
ence of Ministers of Transport JECMT), and a number of U.S . and Japanese sources, see text .



Table 20-1 1
MoDAL SHAREs oF ToTAL Dwic PAswER TRAYEL w PAMGER .Kwffm,
SELECTED COUNTRIES, 795-199
10MU)

Year 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 198 8

1 . Car lautos, light trucks, and vans)

Canada 93 93 92 91 91 9 0
United States 93 92 92 90 89 88
Japan 14 35 38 42 46 52
France 75 82 81 B2 82 82
West Germany 77 80 80 81 83 85
Italy 59 76 77 76 77 7 9
United Kingdom 69 75 77 82 84 86

2 . Intercity bus and urban transit

Canada 3 3 3 3 3 3
United States 3 2 2 2 2 1
Japan 21 17 14 14 12 1 0
France 10 7 6 7 6 6
West Germany 12 11 12 11 9 8
Italy 21 12 12 14 14 1 3
United Kingdom 2 0

1
15

1
14

I
10

1
9

1
7

---

3 . Intercity and commuter rai l

Canada 2 1 1 1 1 1
United States 1 1
Japan 65 47 46 40 39 3 4
France 15 11 11 10 10 9
West Germany 12 9 8 7 7 6
Italy 19 12 10 9 8 7
United Kingdom 10 9 8 7 6 6

4. Air (domestic scheduled services)

Canada 2 3 4 5 5 6
United States 3 5 6 8 9 1 0
Japan 1 1 3 4 4 4
France 1 1 1 2 2
West Germany
Italy 1 1 1 1
United Kingdom 1 1 1 1 1

Source: Table 2(2)-10 .

indicates a share of less than 0 .5% .



Tabk 20- 12
DOMESTIC TRAVEL BYft PER CAPITA, 7965-1988
(THOUSAWS OF PASSENGER-KILOA06 PER CAPITA )

Year 1 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985

1 . Car lautos, light trucks, and vans)

Canada 10 .1 11 .9 13 .3 14 .1 12 .3 13 . 2
United States 13 .5 15 .6 16 .6 16 .8 17 .7 18 . 8
Japan 0.6 2 .0 2 .4 2 .8 3 .3 4 . 5
France 4.1 6.0 7 .1 8 .4 9 .0 9 . 9
West Germany 4.5 5 .8 6 .5 7 .6 7 .8 9 . 0
Italy 1 .6 3 .9 5 .0 5.7 6 .5 8 . 1
United Kingdom

-
3 .7

1
4 .7 5 .3 6.4 7 .1 8 . 3

1
2 . Urban and intercity bu s

Canada 0 .32 0 .34 0,37 0 .43 0 .42 0 .40
United States 0 .38 0 .35 0.33 0 .35 0 .31 0 .3 0
Japan 0 .85 0 .97 0.88 0 .93 0 .84 0 .8 9
France 0 .52 0 .50 0.55 0 .71 0 .67 0 .7 7
West Germany 0 .67 0 .80 0 .95 1 .07 0 .88 0.8 7
Italy 0 .55 0 .60 0 .77 1 .03 1 .17 1 .3 4
United Kingdom 1 .09 0 .96 0 .98 0 .80 0 .74 0.7 2

3 . Intercity and commuter rai l

Canada 0.22 0.17 0 .13 0 .14 0 .12 0 .1 2
United States 0.15 0 .09 0 .08 0 .08 0 .08 0 .08
Japan 2 .63 2 .80 2 .86 2 .70 2 .77 3 .00
France 0.79 0 .81 0 .96 1 .01 1 .13 1 .1 3
West Germany 0 .68 0 .63 0 .62 0 .66 0.70 0 .67
Italy 0 .51 0 .60 0 .65 0.70 1 0.65 0 .7 5
United Kingdom

1
0 .56 0 .55 0 .54 0 .54 0 .52

1
0 .60

4 . Air (domestic scheduled services)

Canada, 0 .21 0 .38 0 .61 0.83 0 .74 0 .86
United States 0 .48 0 .84 1 .01 1 .43 1 .78 2 .1 3
Japan 0 .04 0 .08 0 .16 0.25 0 .27 0 .32
France 0 .02 0 .05 0 .11 0 .15 0 .21 0 .2 8
West Germany 0 .01 0 .02 0 .03 0 .03 0 .04 0 .0 5
Italy 0 .01 0 .03 0.04 0 .05 0 .08 0.0 9
United Kingdom 0 .03 0 .04 0.04 0 .05 0 .06 0.0 8

S . Tota l

Canada 10 .8 12 .8 14.4 15 .4 13 .6 14 . 6
United States 14 .5 16,9 18 .0 18 .7 19 .9 21 . 3
Japan 4 .1 5.9 6 .3 6 .7 7 .2 8 . 7
France 5 .4 7 .4 8 .7 10 .3 11 .0 12 . 1
West Germany 5 .8 7 .2 8 .1 9 .3 9.4 10 . 5
Italy 2 .6 5.2 6 .5 7 .5 8.4 10 . 3
United Kingdom 5 .3 6.3 6 .8 7 .8 8.4 9 .7



Tabk 20-12 (contd)
DomEsTic ThAva By WDE, PER CAPITA, 1965-19,
(TROUSAWS OF RMENGER-IROMETRES PER CAPITA)

9

Year 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1988

Population (thousands)

Canada 19,644 21,297 22,697 24,043 25,165 25,909

United States 194,303 205,052 215,973 227,722 238,492 245,05 7

Japan 98,275 103,720 111,940 117,060 121,049 122,78 3

France 48,758 50,772 52,705 53,880 55,170 55,88 4

West Germany 58,619 60,651 61,829 61,566 61,024 61,41 8

Italy 51,987 53,661 55,830 56,434 57,141 57,45 2

United Kingdom 54,210 56,421 55,901 56,330 56r618 57,065

Source: Table 2(2)-10.

Estimated car travel per capita is substantially higher in the United

States than in Canada (18,800 pass-km as compared with 13,200 pass-

km, in 1988) . However, per capita travel by all Means in the United
States exceeds per capita travel in Canada by an even larger propor-

tional amount ; thus the share of car travel in Canada is slightly higher

than in the United States in recent years (90% versus 88%, in 1988) .

While the error range in the car figures is such that one cannot be
certain that the Canadian car share really is slightly larger, it seems

likely that this is the case . This is the counterpart of the fact tha t

the U.S. domestic air travel share is clearly very much larger than

in Canada .

As noted in Chapter 2, Volume 1, the car share in the western
European countries is now approaching the share in North America,
but the dominant position of the car is much more recent in western

Europe. Japan has the smallest car share, but it is growing rapidly

and surpassed rail in the 1980s.

Bus

The larger share of bus in Canada than in the United States appears
to be due mainly to a larger share of urban bus travel . Intercity bus

travel is estimated to account for 0.9% of total domestic travel in



Canada compared with 0 .7% in the United States in 1988. (Estimated
intercity bus passenger-kilometres per capita are actually slightly
higher in the United States (150 pass-km) than in Canada (135 pass-
km), although this difference is probably within the error margins of
the estimates.) However, using similar bus occupancy assumptions
for the two countries, the estimated share of urban bus passenger-
kilometres in total travel for Canada is more than twice the share
for the United States (1 .9% versus 0.7%), and per capita urban bus
passe nger-ki lo m etres are about 75% higher (270 pass-km versus
150 pass-km). There is reason to believe that Canadian urban bus
average occupancy ratio may be substantially higher than U .S.
occupanCy.4 If this is the case, the Canadian bus share could be
one percentage point or more higher, and of course the contrast
with the United States would be even more striking .

Inclusion of estimates of passenger-kilometres for subway and light
rail system travel in the urban transit estimates does not change the
conclusion that there is much greater use of urban transit in Canada
than in the United States . Again, in the absence of official estimates of
occupancy rates (or of passe ng e r-ki iom etres) for Canada, occupancy
rates in Canada equal to those implied in U.S . passe nger-ki I om etre
data are assumed and applied to Canadian subway and light rail
vehicle-kilometre data (Statistics Canada, Passenger Bus and Urban
Transit Statistics, Catalogue No . 53-215) . This yields an estimate of
3.7 billion pass-km of subway/light rail travel for Canada, or roughly
half the urban bus passenger-kilometre estimate of 7 billion in 1988.
In the United States, subway and light rail passenger-kilometres of
18.9 billion are also equal to roughly half the 36 billion U .S. urban
bus passenger-kilometres .

In the United Kingdom, subway and light rail passenger-kilometres
are estimated to equal 16% of total bus passe nger-ki lom etres, or
1 .2% of total domestic passe nger-kilometres (U .K. Department of
Transport, Transport'Statistics Great Britain 1979-1989, London,
HMSO, 1990) . If this figure is typical of the other western European
countries, it suggests that exclusion of subway and light rail urban
transit from the tables, while a significant omission in terms of



covering the role of urban public transit, does not result in any
very significant distortion of the estimated share of the car in total
domestic travel .

Train

While train travel has decreased substantially as a share of total travel
in all the countries considered, there are also major differences in its
role among the countries . Whether considered in terms of share, or in
passenger-kilometres per capita, train is clearly much more important
in Japan than in the other countries. It is somewhat more important in

France than in West Germany, Italy or the United Kingdom. In turn,
train travel is several times as important in these west European

countries as in Canada and, in 1988, was 50% higher - in passenger-

kilometres per capita - in Canada than in the United States . Commuter

rail accounts for somewhat more than half of the U .S . rail passenger-

kilometres in these estimates (45 pass-km compared with 37 pass-km

for intercity rail in 1988) . In 1988, commuter rail passenger-kilometres

in Canada were 22 per capita, while after the VIA Rail cuts intercity
rail in Canada is estimated to be 52 passenger-kilometres per capita .

Air

The differences among countries in air travel's share of total domestic
travel appear to reflect, most importantly, differences in geography-

with air travel having higher shares in the less compact countries .

Including international air travel provides a useful additional per-
spective on the role of air. Table 2(2)-13 repeats, for 1988, the esti-

mates of domestic scheduled air passenger-kilometres in total and in
per capita terms, and the domestic modal shares from Tables 2(2)-10
to 20-12. It also shows ICAO data on international air travel, both
scheduled and non-scheduled ("charter"), and the sum of domestic

and international air travel . The international air travel passenger-
kilometres are added to total domestic passenger-kilometres for all
modes to produce an "alternative" measure of total travel . Finally,
modal shares are shown using the same passenger-kilometre

estimates as in the earlier tables for car, bus and train, the sum of



domestic and international travel for air, and expressing the modal
figures as percentages of the alternative measure of total travel
(including air) .

Table 20-13
lwa oFhaivow Anwmw AR TWEL wffH Domnic TWE4 1988

Canada U.S . Japan France Germany Italy U .K .

Air travel (billions of
passenger-kilometres )
Domestic schedule d

(Table 2(2)-l 1) 22.2 521 .3 39 .5 15 .8 2 .8 5 .3 4 . 4
International scheduled 24.0 153 .3 44.6 32 .0 31 .3 13.9 78 . 6
International non -

scheduled 8.1 8 .1 0 .3 0 .2 0.1 0 .8 34 . 5

Total air travel 54.4 682 .7 . 1 84 .4 48 .0 34.2 19 .9 117 .6

Total domestic travel I
(Table 2(2)-1 1) 378.2 5,215 .4 1,073 .3 676.6 647 .5 591 .3 551 Z

Alternative total travelO 410 .4 5,376 .8 1,118 .2 708.8 678 .8 605 .9 664 .2

Air travel per capita
(thousands of pass-k m
per person )
Domestic schedule d

(Table 2M-11) 0 .86 2 .13 0 .32 0.28 0.05 0.09 0 .08
International scheduled 0 .93 0 .63 0 .36 0.57 0.51 0.24 1 .38
International non -

scheduled 0 .31 0 .03 0 .00 0.00 0.00 0 .01 0 .61

Total air travel 2 .10 2 .79 0.69 0.86 1 0.56 0 .35 2 .06

Total domestic trave l
(Table 2(2)-11) 14.6 21 .3 8 .7 12 .1 10 .5 10 .3 9 . 7

Alternative total travela 15 .8 21 .9 9 .1 12.7 11 .1 10 .5 11 . 6

Shares of Total Travel
(percerrt )
Excluding international ai r

(Table 2(2)-1 1 )
Car 90 88 52 82 85 79 86
Bus 3 1 10 6 8 13 7
Rail 1 34 9 6 7 6
Air 6 10 4 2

P
1 1

Including international air
I

Car 83 86 50 78 81 77 7 1
Bus 3 1 10 6 a 13 6
Rail 1 33 9 6 7 5
Air 13 13 8 7 5 3 1 8

Sources : Tables 2(2)-10 to 212)-12 and ICAO darta .

indicates a share of less than 0 .5%.

a. domestic for all modes plus international air .



The international air travel data are not for travel by residents of the
countries in question, but rather are for international travel provided
by carriers that are resident in the country in question . These data
only provide a reasonable approximation of international air travel by
residents of the country if international air travel services provided to
residents by foreign carriers approximately equal international air

travel services provided to non-residents by carriers of the country.
For most of the countries shown, net exports or imports of passenger
air services are believed to be relatively small compared with total
international air travel by residents . It may be the case, however, that
net exports of air services result in the figure for the United Kingdom
giving a somewhat exaggerated impression of international air travel
by U .K . residents, and that net imports of air services result in the
figure for Italy being an underestimate of international air travel by
residents of Italy. Nevertheless, for the countries shown, the esti-
mates of international air travel provided by carriers of the country
give an approximate impression of international air travel by residents
of the country .

The United States has, by a substantial margin, the highest levels of
domestic air travel in terms of passe nge r-kilometres per capita and
in terms of percentage share of total domestic travel . But in per capita
terms it has a lower level of international air travel than the United
Kingdom or Canada, and a similar level to France and West Germany.
The United States has the highest level of total air travel per capita,
but Canada and the United Kingdom are not too far behind . ~

Inclusion of international air travel in total travel of course reduces
the sha res'l-ofall the other modes . Whereas, when only domestic
travel w"as considered (Table 2(2)-l 1), car travel was estimated to
account for a slightly larger share of total travel in Canada than in
the United States; car accounts for a somewhat smaller share of total
travel in Canada than in the United States if international air trave l
is included in the total .



4. IMPORTANCE OF LONG AND SHORT TRips IN DOMEs-ne INTERCITY TRAVE L

Chart 2-2 in Chapter 2, Volume 1, shows the number of trips in Canada
in 1990 by categories of one-way distance from 80-159 kilometres to
over 1,600 kilometres, as reported in the Canadian Travel Survey (CTS) .
Chapter 2 mentions that, in 1990, 76% of intercity trips taken were
between 130 and 320 kilometres in one-way distance, but also notes
that trips over 320 kilometres in one-way distance accounted for
more than 60% of intercity passe nger-ki lometres travelled .

This brief note provides estimates that compare the shares in number
of trips, and in passenger-kilometres, for trips in the different length
categories (Table 20-14) . Both the shares of trips, and the shares of
passenger-kilornetres, are based on Canadian Travel Survey data for
1990. Calculation of the shares of passenger-kilometres requires use
of unpublished data from the survey on average trip length in the
different length categories. Estimates of both types of share are of
course subject to the limitations of the CTS data discussed in Section 1
of these notes; in particular it is quite possible that recall problems by
respondents result in some relative underestimation of shorter trips .

The total number of trips, and total passe nger-ki lometres of travel,
are consistent with the numbers reported in the "CTS-based" esti-
mates in Table 20-1, allowing for the fact that Table 20-1 counts
one-way trips while Table 20-114 (and Chart 2-2) count round trips,
and for the fact that Table 20-1 excludes trips by means other than
car, air, bus, rail and ferries .

Longer trips of course account for a much larger share of total
passenger-kilometres than of numbers of trips . In particular, trips over
800 kilometres in one-way distance account for 39.2% of passenger-
kilometres but only 6.3% of total trips, and trips over 1,600 kilometres
in one-way distance account for 26.5% of passenger-kilometres of

intercity travel but only 2 .6% of the number of trips .



TaW 214-14
Domm INTERoTy TWEL ay LENGTH oF Thp, 19N
IRMS INNUARR OFPMM-7W AM iN PASSENW-KILOWTRES OFTRAVE)

Average Passenger-
Person-trips round-trip kilometres

di ts ance
('0005) (km) (millions)

Trips- one-way distanc e
80-159 km 62,278 46 .5 219 13,650 16. 8
160-319 km 39,587 29 .6 427 16,897 20. 8
320-799 km 20,420 15 .3 930 18,984 23. 3
800-1,599 km 4,954 3 .7 2,079 10,297 12 . 7
1,600-3,199 km 2,192 1 .6 4,299 9,424 11 . 6
3,200 km or more 1,401 1 .0 8,656 12,127 14. 9
Not stated 2,999 2. 2

Total 133,831 1 100.0 608 81,375 1 100. 0

Source : Statistics Canada, Touriscope. Domestic Traval 7990, Catalogue No. 87-504, October
1991, p . 27, and unpublished Canadian Travel Survey data .

Note : Component percentage shares may not sum exactly to 100% due to rounding .



ENDNOTES
1 . The occupancy rate is based on information from D. Ward's Profile of the Intercity Bus

Industry (Transport Canada, May 1990), p . 5, and material provided to the Royal Commis-
sion by several large intercity bus firms. Ward judges typical occupancies to be abou t
18 passengers per bus in Canada, but, based on the occupancies recorded by the large
firms, we judge that a somewhat higher assumption is appropriate . In our estimate, the
system average number of passengers has been assumed to be 21, which is an occupancy
rate of 500/9 or an average of 42 seats per bus.

2 . Derived from Dennis Ward, "The Cruise Industry," Transport Canada, TP9163, April 1988 .
The estimate in this source of 157,000 passengers for 1987 is extrapolated forward at a
4% annual growth rate, and an allowance of 20,000 for inland waters cruise passengers
is added .

3. Gordon D . Campbell, "An Analysis of Highway Finance and Road User Imposts in
Canada," (Ph .D . thesis, Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana, 1956) .

4. Personal communication with officials of the Canadian Urban Transit Association .



ANNEX 1

CARTRAVEL- TOTAL ANDHIGHWA Y

No direct data on total vehicle-kilometres or passenger-kilometres of

travel by car exist, but approximate estimates of vehicle-kilometres

may be derived in two ways :

using statistics on sales of gasoline for road use coupled with
estimates of average fuel consumption per kilometre ; or

using statistics on the total stock of passenger motor vehicles coupled
with estimates of average annual distance travelled per vehicle.

Using both approaches, this Annex first develops estimates of
vehicle-kilometres of travel for both "passenger automobiles" and
for "light trucks" (four-wheel vehicles, other than passenger auto-

mobiles, under 4,500 kg in laden weight, such as, pickups, minivans

and 4-wheel drive vehicles) used for passenger transport . Separate

data on the amount of travel on provincial highways by these classes

of vehicle are then considered . Finally, assumptions as to the number

of occupants per vehicle are introduced in order to arrive at rough
estimates of the number of passenger-kilometres of travel by car in

total and on highways.

A1 .1 TOTAL TRAVEL - VEHICLE-KILOMETRES

Gasoline Sales Plus Fuel Economy

Sales of gasoline taxed for use in road motor vehicles totalled

31 .8 billion litres in 1990 (Statistics Canada, Road Motor Vehicles -

Fuel Sales, 1990, Catalogue No . 53-218) . Unpublished National Energy

Board studies for the mid-1980s suggest that 65% of sales are for

passenger automobiles, with the remainder being consumed in other
vehicles, such as light trucks, non-diesel heavier trucks and buses,

and motorcycles . Fragmentary evidence suggests that about 80% of

this remaining 35% of sales, or 8.9 billion litres, is for light trucks.



Statistics Canada's Fuel Consumption Survey, Catalogue No . 53-226,
which was last conducted for 1988, provides what are believed to be
quite reliable estimates of average fuel economy for passenger auto-
mobiles and light trucks for the period covered by the survey. These
estimates are 12 .0 litres per 100 kilometres for passenger automobiles
in 1988, and 16.6 litres per 100 km for light trucks in 1987. While
there may have been some improvement in average fuel economy
since 1988, these estimates are used. Applied to the gasoline sales
estimates, they suggest total travel in 1990 of 172.5 billion vehicle-
kilometres for passenger automobiles, and 55 billion vehicle-kilometres
for light trucks .

Stock of Cars Plus Average Annual Us e

Personal-use passenger automobiles sampled by the Fuel Consump-
tion Survey were driven an average of 17,400 kilometres in 1988,
while light trucks were driven an average of 18,200 kilometres. The
stock of vehicles to which these average distances should be applied
is less than the figures appearing in Statistics Canada's Road Motor
Vehicles - Registrations (Catalogue No . 53-219) . During sampling
for the fuel consumption surveys it was found, for 1983, that about
8% of registered passenger automobiles had been scrapped, 2% of
registrations were duplications, and another 10% were in existence
and operable but out of service in dealers' hands, in storage or
under repair.' Passenger automobile registrations for 1990 were
12.6 million. Applying the estimate of average annual kilometres
driven (17,400 for passenger automobiles) to 80% of the registrations
level (or 10 .1 million vehicles) suggests 175.6 billion vehicle-kilometres
of travel by passenger automobiles in 1990, compared with the esti-
mate of 172 .5 billion vehicle-kilometres derived using gasoline sales .
A rounded estimate of 175 billion vehicle-kilometres of travel for
1990 is used.

Motor vehicle registration figures are believed to include most light
trucks, as defined earlier, in the "trucks " sub-category of "commercia l

1 . E. Lawrence, Fuel Consumption Data Book, Technical Memorandum TMSE 9102,
Transport Canada, March 1991, pp . 111-15 .



vehicles." There were 3.9 million "trucks" registered in 1990, of

which 500,000 are estimated to be heavy trucks,2 suggesting

3,400,000 light trucks. Assuming that, as for passenger automobiles,

the number of light trucks in use is only about 80% of the number of

light truck registrations, suggests that the 18,200 average annual

kilometres of use figures should be applied to about 2,700,000 light

trucks in use, yielding an estimate of 49 billion vehicle-kilometres . This

compares with the estimate of 55 billion vehicle-kilometres derived

using fuel sales data . A rounded estimate of 50 billion vehicle-

kilometres for 1990 is used . Further, it is assumed that 80% of this

amount, or 40 billion vehicle-kilometres, were for private passenger
transport, with the remainder for freight use.

A1 .2 HIGHWAY TRAVEL - VEHICLE-KILOMETRES

The estimates are based on the study for the Royal Commission by
Nix, Boucher and Hutchinson in Volume 4 of this Report, which uses
provincial highway traffic count data . With the modification discussed

in Notes to Chapter 3, subsection 5.1 .1 of this Volume, it is estimated

that travel on provincial highways by passenger automobiles was

about 97.5 billion vehicle-kilometres in 1990 and 100 billion vehicle-

kilometres in 1991 . Travel by light trucks in use for passenger trans-

portation purposes is estimated to be 19 billion vehicle-kilometres in

1990 and 20 billion in 1991 .

A1 .3 PASSENGER-KILOMETRES OF TRAVE L

There is very little information on the average number of occupants
per passenger automobile or light truck overall or in different types

of use. Estimates for the United States from the Nationwide Personal

Transportation Survey (NPTS) indicate an overall occupancy rate of

1 .5 for 1990, with average occupancy ranging from 1 .1 for work trips,

through 1 .5 for shopping trips, 1 .7 for other family/personal trips ,

to 1 .8 for social/recreational trips . Canadian vehicle ownership pe r

2 . See Appendix A of Fred P . Nix, Michel Boucher and Bruce Hutchinson, "Road Costs," in
Volume 4 of this Report.



capita or per household is somewhat lower than in the United States,
and it is reasonable to assume that average occupancy is somewhat

higher. Average occupancies for passenger automobiles of 1 .8 per-
sons in highway driving, and 1 .5 persons in other (primarily urban)

driving, are assumed . For light trucks, given the predominance of

pickup trucks with fewer seats than cars, average highway occupancy
of 1 .5 persons and average other occupancy of 1 .2 are assumed.

These occupancy assumptions, when combined with the vehicle-
kilometre estimates, yield the estimates of passenger-kilometres of
highway and total travel in 1990 shown in Table 20-Al .

Table 20-A I
EsTmEs oF Vma& AND NssavGER-Kxomms. CAR, 1990

Veh-km Pass-k m
(billion) (billion )

Passenger automobil e
Highway 97 .5 17 6
Other 77 .5 11 6
Total 175 292

Light truck in passenger transportation us e
Highway 19 2 9
Other 21 2 5
Total 40 5 4

Both ("car" )
Highway 116 .5 205
Other 98 .5 14 1
Total 215 346

These estimates are used as the basis for a number of other esti-
mates in Sections 1, 2 and 3 of the Notes to Chapter 2. In Section 1,
two thirds of the highway total of 205 billion passenger-kilometres, or a

rounded 135 billion passe nger-ki lom etres, is used as a rough estimate

of intercity car travel . In Chapter 3 of Volume 1, 210 billion passenger-

kilometres is shown as the estimate of total passenger-kilometres of
car highway travel for 1991 . In Section 3, the 346 billion estimat e

of total car travel for 1990 (rounded to 350 billion) is used in calculating

the 1988 Canadian figure for the international comparison of total
travel by the different means of transportation .
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INTRODUCTIO N

Chapter 3 presents estimates of -Canadian (average and total) domes-
tic intercity passenger modal costs and average modal costs fo r
four illustrative routes . Chapter 18 includes projections of system
total and illustrative route-specific average costs to the year 2000 .

These modal estimates encompass :

• inf rastructu re ;

• environmental costs;

• accident costs ;

• transportation taxes and fees; and

• vehicle and carrier operations .

The cost estimates are split into the portion of the cost paid by the
users or travellers and the portion of average cost paid by the tax-
payer, by other travellers on other routes and by society in other
than financial terms, for example, through suffering the effect s
of pollution .

I, UNDERSTANDING THE TABLES

The tables in Volume 1, Chapters 3 and 18 are intended to portray
the costs of domestic passenger transportation in Canada including
environmental and accident "costs," currently borne by the public,
and the cost and financial implications, to users and taxpayers, of the
Royal Commission's recommendations . Table 3(2)-l reproduces the
illustrative system-average costs from Table 3-1 of Volume 1 .

To help the reader understand what the estimates in Table 3(2)-l
cover, Table 3(2)-2 provides a hypothetical expansion of the portion
of a table showing results for a particular means of travel . This table
could illustrate average costs per passe nger-ki Io metre, total costs in



millions of dollars, or current and projected costs per trip on a spe-

cific route . It could apply to the 1991 cost estimates of Volume 1,
Chapter 3 or it could apply to the scenario projections of Volume 1,
Chapter 18 . The numbers used have no significance ; they are intended
purely to help explain the meaning of the table components .

Table 30- 1
ILLusmum Symm-&E AvERAGE ANNuAL Com oF lhum DomEsTic TWEL
(CEIM PER PASSENGER-ROMEME)

Car Bu s

Type of cost Users Others Total Users Others Tota l

Infrastructure 0.0 2 .1 2 .1 0.0 0.3 0 . 3
Environmental 0.0 0.6 0 .6 0 .0 0 .2 0 . 2
Accident 3.7 0.1 3 .8 0 .4 0 .0 0 . 4
Special trans. tax/fee 1.2 -1.2 0 .0 0.3 -0.3 0 . 0
Vehicle/Carrier 10.9 0.0 10 .9 8.4 0.2 8 . 6

Total 15.8 1 .6 17 .4 9 .1 0.4 9 . 5

Airplane Train

Type of cost Users Others Total Users Others Tota l

Infrastructure 2.2 3.4 5 .6 2.9 0.0 2 . 9
Environmental 0.0 1.0 1 .0 0.0 0.6 0. 6
Accident 0.1 0.0 0 .1 0 .2 0 .0 0. 2
Special trans. tax/fee 0.6 -0.6 0 .0 0.4 -0.4 0. 0
Vehicle/Carrier 14 .4 0.0 14.4 7 .4 32 .8 40. 2

Total 17 .3 3.8 21 .1 10.9 33.0 43 . 9

Ferry All intercity trave l

Type of cost Users Others Total Users Others Total

Infrastructure 0 .0 4 .7 4.7 0.2 2.2 2 . 4
Environmental 0 .0 2 .0 2 .0 0.0 0.6 0. 6
Accident 0.1 0.0 0 .1 3.3 0.1 3 .4
Special trans. tax/fee 0.9 -0.9 0 .0 1 .1 -1 .1 0 .0
Vehicle/Carrier 24 .1 11 .6 35.7 11 .2 0.2 11 .4

Total
1

25 .1 17 .4 j 42.5 j 15 .8 2 .

Note : In order to illustrate smaller components, averages are shown to the nearest tenth
of a cent . In general, cost estimates are approximate and are not accurate to this
level of precision . See text .



Table 30-2
COST TABLES IdusTRAnom HYPOWCAL ExAmPLE
(DOLLARS)

Costs borne by:

Others

Government
Tota l

Type of Cost Users Travellers vincial Public costs

Infrastructure
Links
Terminal s
Control

2 5
15

-6
3
2

1 9
18
2

Environmental 24 2 4

Accident 4 1 5

Special trans. tax/fee
Fueltaxes
Licence fees

1 6
i

-9 -7
1 -1

0
0

Vehicle/Carrier 333 -35 3 301

Total 394 -35 -11 -3 24 369

The key element of the sample expansion is the column "others,"
which identifies four categories of cost sustainers and funds providers
or recipients : travellers, federal government, provincial government
and the public . Also, the infrastructure row is subdivided in this
example into links, terminals and control ; and the special transpor-
tation tax/fee row, into fuel taxes and licence fees . Of course, other
categories might apply .

Starting with infrastructure, in terms of airplane travel, the $25 shown
for links in the users column-could indicate a traveller payment of
Air Transportation Tax . This exceeds, by $6, the $19 total cost of air
navigation support paid by the federal government as shown in the
total column . Thus, the $6 is shown as negative, being a net revenue
gain to the federal government. For terminals, $15 in landing fees
represents an under-recovery of airport costs by $3 . In the column
others/government/federal, the traffic control cost of $2 is show n
as not recovered, by a specifically designated payment .



In the environmental row, a cost to the public of $24 is shown . This
represents a valuation estimate of the physical effects of environ-
mental damage experienced by members of the public. At present,
no transactions related to these costs occur .

The treatment of accident costs is more interesting analytically . The
traveller, through her or his fare via the carrier's insurance cost, is
shown as paying $4 and the provincial government pays $1, in medi-

care. Were this means of travel a road vehicle, the accident cost
imposed on the occupants of other vehicles and not fully compen-
sated by the travellers and their insurance would be included under
users. This is based on the view that incurring the risk of such costs
is part of the "price" paid when one travels by road. An alternative
approach would be to separate out accident costs to other travellers
and include them as a further "others" sub-category .

Special transportation taxes and fees, from the point of View of others,
are government revenues, and are represented by negative costs
of $9 in fuel taxes and $1 in licence fees paid by the traveller to the
federal government (actually paid by the carrier from the traveller's
fare) . The $7 under provincial fuel taxes, a negative cost to provin-
cial governments, represents the traveller's share of this tax ; this is
an estimate of the amount that exceeds the provincial sales tax that
applies generally.

The vehicle/carrier cost of $333 under users may be viewed as the
balance (on average) of what a traveller pays toward his or her total
fare that is attributable to cost items other than those represented
in the rows above it in the matrix .

Viewing the other elements of the vehicle/carrier row, travellers are
shown as receiving a $35 "cross subsidy,"' and the provincial gov-

ernment is shown as paying a subsidy of $3, presumably direct, toward
vehicle/ca rrier . costs .



I

The total row indicates that travellers pay an average fare of $394 .
Because the average total cost of the hypothetical trip is $369,
the average traveller appears to pay $25 more than the costs con-
cerned - if one does not subtract the $35 cross subsidy to other
travellers . Although the federal and provincial governments have
net financial gains of $11 and $3 respectively, this does not balance
a $24 cost to the public for environmental damage.

As mentioned, Table 30-1 and the tables of Chapters 3 and 18 use a
more condensed format in which the "others" columns, the "infra-
structure" and "special transportation tax/fee" rows are not subdivided .
The expanded, illustrative table shows the possible components of

a single entry in the condensed format .

2. COSTING BASI S

Among the modes, the consistency of costing basis was limited by
the structure of the data available for each mode . With the exception
of the car, and with it vans and light trucks, costing and cost estimates
were confined to public unit toll travel . Private airplane and boat
transportation were not included . Chartered aircraft (true charters
where the aircraft is leased generally with crew, fuel and supplies -
not low priced travel, with tickets, that may be advertised as charter),
bus and boat travel were also excluded where the data allowed .

In the case of bus, this was an important exclusion . It is estimated
that 2.6 billion bus passenger-kilometreS2 were on domestic-origin,
non-urban, non-school chartered service. This compares with the esti-
mated 3.3 billion passenger-kilometres for scheduled domestic inter-
city bus services, which are the subject of the cost and other bus
references of Volume 1 .

Where possible, the costs presented are for domestic origin and
destination travel . In some cases the domestic portion of interna-
tional trips have been included ; for the automobile, rail and bus, all
travel within Canada was included . For air, international flights that



originate or terminate in Canada and overflights of Canadian air-
space were excluded; however, it was not possible to exclude domestic
flights (separate ticket coupon) that were part of what was essentially
an international trip .

ICOSTING PRINCIPLE S

In general, the analysis is intended to produce an estimate of long-
run average costs for the industry. Thus, all costs, including those
of head office, were attributed to services they presumably support .
Unless there was evidence that joint costs were attributable to less
than the total product mix, these costs (for example, for VIA Rail
stations) were allocated or attributed to services primarily on the
basis of volume of use .

The ways in which density, speed, stage or journey length affected
costs were considered and incorporated in developing cost estimates

for types of routes .

An opportunity-cost-of-capital rate of 10% real (10% plus inflation)

was used for all operators and modes. This figure is recommended
for use throughout the federal government3 as a social discount rate,
and, when adjusted for inflation, is very close to the cost-of-capital

rate for CP as calculated by the National Transportation Agency.

Wherever practical, capital costs of equipment and infrastructure
(depreciation and cost of capital) were treated on a current value
basiS.4 For most equipment and infrastructure this amounted to
replacement value costing . Essentially, depreciation and the 10% real
cost of capital, applied to the replacement cost of the remaining capi-
tal investment, were taken as representative of the full opportunity

cost of invested capital . Also included as a capital charge was the
opportunity cost of capital invested in the land occupied by road,
track, airport and port infrastructure wherever the magnitude of this
cost was believed to be substantial - primarily airport property.



Applying a common rate of capital cost to estimates of the replace-
ment value of the capital stock in use helps make cost estimates for
the different modes comparable. In particular, these cost estimates

are not affected by differences in the extent to which a given entity is
debt financed or may have received what might be viewed as equity
capital at no charge from governments .

4. DATA AND 'W'-S-T DEVELOPMENT

The system average or typical cost estimates that follow were
developed from the data available, with gaps filled on the basis of
engineering costing, essentially aggregating the costs of the inputs,
and on quoted ticket prices .

Statistics Canada publications were the primary sources of data
for the system-wide costs . For costing purposes, Statistics Canada
provided special aggregations of data . Data were also obtained from
provincial authorities ; Transport Canada; the Transportation Associa-
tion of Canada ; Canadian air, bus, ferry and railway carriers ; and
published studies . The key source of data for the carrier costs o n
the illustrative routes provided in Volume 1 was the industry. The
response of .the airline, railway, ferry and bus companies to requests
for detailed cost, revenue, traffic and market data was most gratifying .
In some cases, however, data were provided on a confidential basis .
Respecting this confidentiality limits the specificity or extent of detail
that can be reported for some of the cost estimates .

Most of the costs were estimated for 1989 or the organizations' fiscal
year 1989-90, but some 1990 and 1991 data were used, and in some
cases it was necessary to use pre-1989 data . The estimates were

adjusted approximately to 1991 cost and price levels ,

Costs were intended to represent normal 1991 conditions, but many
of the input data were, as has been noted, from other recent years .

Where there were reasonable grounds to suggest changes that had
occurred to 1991, such changes were incorporated, and all estimates
were converted to 1991 prices .



The illustrative 1991 costs used are not an estimate of actual 1991
levels ; 1991 was an unusual year with some major carriers suffering

large losses . The 1991 year carried surprises and anomalies tha t

are not expected to persist . An attempt was made to represent

the longer-term trend . All costs are in 1991 prices, but essentially

represent a "normal" recent year .

The system-average costs by mode in Chapter 3 were estimated in cents

per passe nger-kil o metre (0/pass-km) . The estimates of total costs by
mode for 1991 were obtained by multiplying these system-average

costs by the Royal Commission's estimates of total passenger-
kilometres in that year.

5. INFRASTRucruRE COSTS

5.1 CAR

5.1 .1 Costs of Highway Construction and Maintenance

Estimates are based on the report to the Royal Commission by Nix,

Boucher and Hutc
'
hinson,5 in Volume 4 of this report . The study esti-

mates the total costs for deterioration and maintenance of the pro-
vincial paved highway system, based on estimates published by the

Transportation Association of Canada as well as Canadian models of
highway-lifecycle costs. The study's estimates, by necessity, are very

approximate . This is due primarily to uncertainty in the causes and
attribution of road wear, but also in part to uncertainty in the spending

estimates . The absence in .Canada of data on highway traffic by
vehicle weights and axle configurations particularly contributes to

these uncertainties .

An important unresolved technical question is the extent of interaction
between pavement deterioration due to climate and deterioration due
to wear. The report effectively assumes there is no such interaction,
as do these notes .



It is possible that deterioration identified by Nix et al . as being sepa-
rately caused by climatic conditions is in fact the joint result of climate
and traffic, and that the traffic contribution is therefore underesti-
mated. Research to date has not adequately explored this relationship,

and it remains an important issue for research into the design of a
correct cost attribution and pricing regime .

The tentative allocation of costs to vehicle classes in the Nix et al .
report provides the basis for the estimates of infrastructure costs in
Table 3(2)-1, but with two important modifications :

• Nix et al . allocated all common costs (including those parts of
pavement deterioration dependent on climate rather than wear,
common annual maintenance items, and administrative costs)
according to vehicle-kilometres by vehicle class . Royal Commission
staff calculations have instead allocated these costs according to
vehicle-kilometres weighted by " passe nge r-ca r-eq u iva lent" units

(PCEs), with an average heavy truck representing 2.5 PCEs, and an
average bus, 2 PCEs .

• The report estimated total traffic wear on the provincial highway
systems as 158 billion vehicle-kilometres, about 43 billion of which
was on the "middle 30%" of paved two-lane rural highways . This
seems high based on the evidence presented (from counting vehicles
using each class of highway in some provinces), and an annual

average daily traffic (AADT) of 2,000 vehicles instead of 3,000 has
been assumed for these highways, thereby reducing the estimate
for this sub-network to about 28 billion vehicle-kilometres and the
total for the provincial network to 144 billion vehicle-kilometres .

The resulting estimated costs by class of road are shown in Table 3(2)-3 .
While costs per route-kilometre to build highways to higher stan-
dards are greater, such highways tend to have high traffic volumes
over which those costs are spread . Therefore, costs per passenger-
kilometre are lower on the higher quality and higher traff ic density
highways .



Table 30-3
EswATED CoNmucim AND MAiNNNANcE Com By CLAss oF How
(1989 carrs PER atcLE-KiLomETRE)

Annua l
average Costs by vehicle type

d il t ffia y ra c
(number Car/ Heavy

Road class of vehicles) light truck truck Bus

Expressway 12,000 0 .47 2 .62 1 .0 6

Other paved highways :
Densest 10% 6,000 0 .71 3 .99 1 .5 6
Medium 30% 2,000 1 .77 9 .79 3 .7 1
Least dense 60% 700 4 .77 21 .38 9 .77

Average highway - 1 .46 5 .48 3 .00

Cents per pass-km 0 .83 - 0 .1 4

Cents per pass-km ,
in 1991 prices 0 .91 0 .1 5

The costs as estimated are identical for cars and light trucks . The
final two rows (in 0/pass-km) for car and light truck costs represent
averages combined in proportion to their passenger-kilometres, using
the standard assumptions of average occupancies of 1 .8 passengers
per car and 1 .5 passengers per'light truck, giving a combined aver-
age of 1 .76. The estimates of costs per passenger-kilometre for buses
assume average occupancy of 45% of 47 seats, or 21 .15 passengers
per bus .

5.1 .2 Cost of Highway Capita l

While depreciation (pavement deterioration) is included in the esti-
mates, the cost of capital for highway infrastructure must be added .
The Royal Commission staff estimates of highway cost of capita l
are quite speculative . Very little information is available to allow esti-
mation of the size of the highway capital stock. A study by Lall, in
Volume 4 of this report,6 updating earlier work for the Canadian
Transport Commission and Transport Canada'7 suggests the entire
road network stock amounted to about $52 billion in 1988 . Updated
only by inflation, this would have amounted to about $59 billio n
in 1991 . The proportion of this that is for intercity or extra-urban

highways can only be guessed .



The paved provincial highway network to which the estimates of Nix
et al . apply, consists of about 140,000 two-lane kilometres, of a total
of 880,000, or 16% . This relatively small proportion, however, includes
.all of the costly provincial expresswayS8 and highways through urban
areas, and all paved rural highways, which are of higher quality and

cost than unpaved provincial or municipal roads or than municipal
streets. For illustrative purposes, it is guessed that the paved high-
ways are 40% to 60% of the total capital stock ; that is, $24 billion to
$35 billion .

The amount of these costs that is attributable to car and light truck
traffic must be estimated next . The allocation by PCEs attributes 59%
of common highway costs to passenger cars, and 15% to light trucks.
It is assumed that about 80% of light truck use is for passenger travel,
so the total proportion of highway cost for cars and light trucks in
passenger use is estimated at 70% . Applying the same proportion to
the capital costs, the costs attributed to cars and light trucks would
amount to $16 billion to $25 billion .

Then this cost must be converted to an annual amount . The assump-
tion throughout these cost estimates has been that the appropriate

(opportunity-cost) rate with which to calculate the annual cost attrib-
utable to capital investment is 10% per year. The highway cost of
capital attributed to passenger cars would therefore amount t o
$1 .6 billion to $2.4 billion.

Finally, the cost per passenger-kilometre can be estimated by
averaging the annual capital cost over total travel of 210 billion
passenger-kilometres . These very rough computations suggest the
value is in the range of 0 .80/pass-km to 1 .120 pass-km . As this is of
the same order of magnitude as the earlier estimate of the highway
deterioration/maintenance cost per passenger-kilometre, and relies
on such rough reasoning, the capital charge is incorporated by simply
doubling the deterioration/maintenance cost for each class of vehicle
and type of highway.9



In consequence, the cost for cars of road infrastructure is estimated
as 0.91 x 2 = 1 .820/pass-km .

5.1 .3 Land Costs

A difficulty in allowing for land costs is that if they are included in the
accounts of transport authorities at all, they are likely to be based on
historical purchase prices, which do not adequately represent current
values. More particularly, they do not represent the value the land
would have if liberated for other use . This is essentially an argument
that the appropriate value to include is the "opportunity cost," that

is, the value of the land in alternative use .

An attempt to estimate the opportunity cost of highway land is
described in Annex 1 to these Notes . Using simple assumptions, it is
estimated that the 137,236 route-kilometres of provincial highways in
Canada in 1990 used some 475,000 hectares of land (or 1 .17 million
acres, about 1,800 square miles) . If valued entirely as farmland, this
had a value of some $580 million . If the alternative use included resi-
dential development of about 1% of the land, at an average value of
$370,000 per hectare, the cost amounted in 1990 to $2.4 billion.

Converting this latter amount to an annual rate, using 10% per year
as the opportunity-cost rate for capital assets, as indicated earlier, then
allocating land cost among vehicle types according to PCE-km, and
finally averaging the car cost over 210 billion passenger-kilometres,
the resulting estimate is 0 .080/pass-km . Given the uncertainty i n
this estimate, particularly in forecasting alternative use of the land,
it is incorporated in the highway infrastructure costs as a rounded
0 . 1 0/pass-km.

5.1 .4 Costs of "Control "

In addition, an amount is added for the "control" costs of infrastruc-
ture, consisting of the police enforcement costs and driver/vehicle
enforcement and control programs for cars, analogous to the air
traffic control and navigation systems in other modes . Some sparse



evidence suggests police traffic-control costs amounted in 1987 to

about $450 million per year.10 Vehicle and driver registration fees
amount to about $64 per vehicle per year," or about $850 million per

year. It is guessed for illustrative purposes that these fees just balance
the provincial expenses on police traffic services and the other relevant
program costs - that is, that the control component of infrastructure

costs amounts to about $64 per year in 1990 prices, or 0.36 cents

per vehicle-kilometre (0/veh-km) over an average 17,600 kilometres

per vehicle per year . Converted to 1991 prices, and averaged over

1 .76 passengers per vehicle, this amounts to 0 .220/pass-km .

Total infrastructure costs for cars, including construction and main-
tenance, land and control are finally estimated as 1 .82 + 0.1 + 0.22

2 .140/pass-km .

5.1 .5 Car "User-Borne" Infrastructure Costs, from Road Toll s

The only significant road tolls in Canada are those for the Coquihalla
Highway in British Columbia .12 Revenues were $18.4 million in fiscal

year 1988-89, $21 .2 million in 1989-90,13 and $32.9 million in 1990--91 .1 4

Separate estimates of revenues from passenger cars and trucks are
not available, but a rough guess is sufficient for present purposes . It
can be guessed that the total from cars and privately used light

trucks would have been about $20 million in 1991 .

Because national highway traffic in 1991 is estimated at 210 billion

passe nger-ki lom etres, these Coquihalla tolls would have amounted

to about 0.01 0/pass-km, clearly not sufficiently large to appear in the
system-average car infrastructure costs per passenger-kilometre of

Table 3(2)-l .

5 .2 BUS

5 .2 .1 Highway Construction and Maintenance Cost s

The highway infrastructure costs for buses are shown in Table 3(2)-3 .
They were obtained from the estimates of Nix et al . and modified to



allocate all common components by PCE-km with an intercity bus
comprising two PCEs . The traffic estimates for bus bytype of highway
are even more approximate than those for cars and heavy trucks .

The costs per vehicle-kilometre in Table 30-3 are divided by an aver-

age occupancy of intercity buses of about 21 passengers, obtained
from an average load factor of 45% for an average 47-seat bus, from
the investigation of bus carrier costs by Royal Commission staff

and consultants .

The weighted average cost for all road types amounts to 0 .1460/pass-

km in 1991 prices (rounded in Table 3(2)-3 to 0 .150/pass-km) .

Capital charges are added to this cost following the same reasoning

as for car infrastructure costs : that it seems legitimate as a first

approximation to double the estimated road deterioration costs to
allow for charges on the remaining capital value of the road struc-

tures. The total costs therefore become 0 .146 x 2 = 0.2920/pass-km .

5.2.2 Land Costs

Opportunity costs of highway land attributable to buses can be esti-

mated as for cars, allocating the total opportunity costs, estimated at
$240 million per year, according to PCE-km . Intercity buses contribute

only some 0.2% of total PCE-km . Their share of land costs would

then be about $0.5 million per year. Averaged over total bus travel of

3.3 billion passenger-kilometres, this would amount to 0 .020/pass-km .

Total bus infrastructure "way" costs, including land, are thus rounded

to 0 .30/pass-km . Costs of traffic control for buses are assumed to be

too unimportant to change this rounded total .

5.3 COMPARISON OF COSTS AND REVENUES FOR HEAVY TRUCKS

The procedures to identify highway infrastructure costs for cars/light
trucks and buses also produce estimates for "heavy trucks" (the
class heavy truck refers to any truck with a gross vehicle weight



rating over 4 .5 tonnes, though the maximum permitted nationally is
62.5 tonnes).15 The report for the Royal Commission on road con-
struction and maintenance costs provided its interpretations of the
relationships between costs and truck axle configurations, axle
weights and gross vehicle weights .16 It allocated common compo-
nents of costs arising from deterioration due to climate together with
central costs of administration on the basis of vehicle-kilometres
driven . Its methods provide an estimate of 1989 costs for the provin-
cial highway systems for an average heavy truck of 3 .820/veh-km ,
or about 4 .170/veh-km in 1991 prices .1 7

The Royal Commission staff modifications to those estimates included
allocating all common components of costs by PCE-kilometres, with
an average heavy truck being 2 .5 PCEs. The allocation procedure can
then be reduced to the following formula, based on gross vehicle
weight (GVW) and equ ivalent-sta ndard-axle -loads (ESALs)18 as well
as PCEs :

Cost per vehicle-kilometre in 1989 0
= 0.0235(GVW) + 1 .5602(ESALs) + 1 .037(PCEs )

The average heavy truck above consists of 23.3 tonnes GVW, with
1 .5 ESALs, and 2 .5 PCEs. Its costs then become 5 .480/veh-km, or
approximately 60/veh-km in 1991 prices. To allocate fully all highway
costs, as was done earlier for passenger cars/light trucks, a cost of
the invested capital should also be included . A preliminary approxi-
mation, in the absence of a confident estimate of the stock of highway

capital, suggests this would be of a broadly similar order to the con-
struction and maintenance cost, about 40 to 60/veh-km in 1991 prices .19
The total cost for the average truck then becomes 100 to 120/veh-km .

Average truck revenues have been estimated using schedules of
registration fees for trucks obtained from the provincial governments
of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Ontario and Saskatchewan, together
with a function relating truck fuel consumption to gross weight



obtained from a study of road user costs and revenues for Transport
Canacla .20 The fuel tax rate is the Canadian average estimated for
diesel fuel in 1991 of 13.10 (net of normal sales taxes) .

For the average heavy truck, the registration fee is approximately

$1,000 per year and the fuel tax rate approximately 60/veh-km . The

revenue from such a truck would be less than the fully-allocated

costs of 100 to 120/veh-km for a truck travelling more than about

20,000 kilometres per year ; and for such a truck travelling 100,000 kilo-

metres per year, the excess of cost over revenue would be $3,000

to $5,000 .

Similar computations can be made for some typical truck configura-
tions suggested in the report to the Royal Commission by Nix et al .,

as follows :

Gross Average Registration Average
weight cost fee per year fueltax

Configuration (tonnes) (g/veh-km) ($) (0/veh-km )

Straight

truck (T3) 25 11-14 1,000 6.1
Tractor-

semitrailer
(3-S2) 39 15-19 1,700 7.1

B-cloubl e
(3-S3-S2) 62 20-26 3,000 9. 6

Revenues would be substantially outweighed by costs for each of

these types of trucks if they are used for more than about 20,000 kilo-

metres per year. Using the upper bounds of the cost estimates, the

cost for the 25-tonne straight truck used for 50,000 kilometres per

year would outweigh revenues by about $3,200; while if the tractor-

trailer and tractor-clouble-trailer trucks were used for 100,000 kilome-

tres per year their costs would outweigh revenues by approximately

$10,000 and $13,000 respectively .21



Marginal costs would, of course, be lower than the above fully allo-
cated average costs . The research report to the Royal Commission
included an initial exploration of the manner in which costs of pave-

ment construction, reconstruction and resurfacing vary with use,
which suggests that marginal costs of heavy truck use would be
very much lower.22 Once the common cost elements allocated by
PCEs - such as the climate-induced deterioration and administration
costs - were ignored, marginal costs would also be more than pro-
portionally less for trucks with lower axle weights (for example, for the
double-trailer truck than for the straight truck in the these examples) .
Similarly, once those common elements are ignored, marginal costs
would be less on high-volume roads. A pricing regime designed both
to be efficient and to recover the fully allocated costs would need a
thorough investigation of the relationships between average and
marginal costs .

5.4 AI R

Unit costs for airport and air navigation services (ANS) were devel-
oped by Sypher : Mueller International Inc .23 from financial data for
expenditures associated with airport and aviation infrastructure .

Transport Canada expenditures are shown in Table 30-4 ; related

revenues (excluding the Air Transportation Tax) are also included . Some
of the costs for, and revenues from, airport property are not attribut-
able to the provision of airport services, and were excluded from the
present cost analysis. Costs, as calculated here, are more compre-
hensive, particularly in including the economic cost of invested capital .

Airport output statistics and cost and revenue data were provided by
Transport Canada on a site-by-site basis . The ANS costs were assem-
bled at the national level and were treated as a network, while airport
costs were developed on a site-by-site basis . Enroute ANS services
provided for the benefit of international flights that do not land in
Canada are budgeted separately by Transport Canada, and are
almost exactly recovered from specific fees .



Table 3(2)4
Now CAwA AiR Now ExPENDORES AND RmNuEs, 196-90

($ MIWONS)

Expenditures Aviation Airports Tota l

Operatin g
Capital

559
230

363
209

922
439

Total
1

789
1

572
1 -- -

1,36 1
I - I

Revenues Aviation Airports Total

Enro ute/Other ANS 30 - 30

Landing fees - 128 128

General terminal - 89 89

Airline space rental - 50 50

Other airline revenues - 18 18

Commercial/Industrial - 186 186

Total 30 471 501

Source: Data from Transport Canada, 1989-90 Estimates: Part /it, Expenditure Plan (Ottawa :
Supply and Services Canada, 1989) .

5.4.1 Airport Cost Allocatio n

The Royal Commission developed the infrastructure cost attributable

to commercial aviation at each of the 98 airport facilities in which
Transport Canada has a significant interest . The 98 airports were

divided into four groups for which data with varying degrees of cost

detail were available .2 4

Group / - Lester B. Pearson International Airport (Toronto) and

Vancouver Airport. These are the two largest airports in Canada, both

in terms of facilities and operations, and are the only sites in Canada
that are currently operating at, or near, capacity . As such they have

certain distinct asset utilization characteristics and hence cost functions .

Group // - Remaining major federal airports (MFAs) : The othe r

six MFA sites (Calgary, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Ottawa, Montreal and
Halifax) have facilities roughly the same size and all play a similar
role in the national transportation system .



Group /// - Sites processing or capable of annually handling
200,000 enplanedl deplaned (EID) passengers : These sites have a
minimum level of airfield and terminal facilities that in most cases is
adequate to handle volumes of up .to a million passengers . The facili-
ties and operations of airports in this group, and their cost behaviour,
are generally similar.

Group IV - Remaining Transport Canada airports: These facilities are
generally small and provide limited services . They have been further
subdivided to segregate, in Group IVb, those airports that might be
considered "outliers" because of remoteness and/or because the pri-
mary orientation may not be toward serving scheduled commercial
carriers .

Groups III and IV are referred to as Federally Dependent Airports (FDAs) .
Fourteen of the airports in Group III used to be accounted for as
MFAs; therefore, more detailed data are available for these ex-MFAs .
Excluded from these airport groupings were the hundreds of commu-
nity airports located across Canada . Because these airports are small,
do not provide scheduled services, and only limited financial data is
available for them, these sites were not included in this study . These
airports, however, are an essential link to many small communities .

Direct operating costs, excluding depreciation, were gathered for
each site. The cost allocation methodology and data sources and
detail varied by airport group. For MFAs, total direct operating costs
and operating costs by profit centre were available ; this allowed easy
removal of costs that were not to be attributed to users . Costs asso-
ciated with state and military aircraft, as estimated by Transport
Canada, were removed from site operating expenses. Also, emer-
gency response service (ERS) costs were attributed strictly to the
commercial passenger services and not to other users, such a s
the Department of National Defence and general aviation .

Costs associated with concession/groundside facilities and industrial
areas were available from detailed costing studies that were per-

formed in 1988-89, which allocated a portion of site costs to each of



these profit centres . For the 14 ex-MFAs, total direct operating costs

and costs associated with . concession/groundside facilities and

industrial areas were available for 1987-88 from Transport Canada's

Financial Projection System, which also allocated a portion of site
costs to each of these areas or profit centres .

The direct total operating costs and industrial costs for the remaining

FDAs were extracted from Transport Canada's Statement of Revenue
and Expenses . Because the financial data recorded for the FDA sites

were minimal, a proxy of 10% was used to remove costs associated

with concession/groundside facilities. It was further assumed that

the industrial profit centre was operated on a break-even basis, and
as such, expenses should equal revenue generated . Data were avail-
able on industrial rentals, which then served as a proxy for the costs

associated with this area .

The Transport Canada allocation of corporate overhead to operating

sites was not adopted . No overhead costs were allocated to the
eight IVIFA sites, as they may be considered self-sufficient . These

sites have a full complement of management and administrative

functions and do not rely on headquarters for support . Therefore,

all departmental overhead costs were allocated among the directly
managed sites on the basis of direct airfield and terminal operating

and maintenance costs .

Airfield costs have been allocated to commercial aviation traffic and
to general aviation traffiC25 (other than for-hire transportation) at

each airport on the basis of aircraft weight. At congested sites such
as the Toronto (Pearson) and Vancouver airports, a movement-ba .sed

allocation might be argued to be superior, because each movement
imposes approximately the same time demands on the facilities and

services capacity. A movement-based allocation, however, woul d

be difficult to defend for uncongested airports, since this method
assumes that each movement causes the same amount of "wear and

tear" on airport assets, regardless of size . A weight base also may be

argued to be related to willingness to pay (and to "Ramsey" pricing26)
and is a more widely accepted and defensible practice for fee setting .



Terminal costs have been measured in relation to the number of
passengers enplaned and deplaned . Terminal costs were allocated
solely to commercial aviation with the assumption that general
aviation makes only minimal use of the terminal building .

Capital infrastructure was included in the cost base on a current
replacement value basis (escalated historical CoSt) .27 As a cross
check, the replacement cost based on facility size, for terminal and
runway assets, and current construction costs were calculated for a
number of sites .

The replacement value was then divided by the 30-year average life
of assets on an airport site to determine the annual allocation of past
capital investment (depreciation) . For ANS assets a 20-year life was
used. The opportunity cost of capital component was calculate d
by multiplying capital replacement value by 50% to get average
depreciated value, and then by a real interest rate of 10% .

For the airport system, four basic cost groups were used :

1 . Total Commercial Airfield Costs = Commercial Airfield Operations
and Maintenance (O&M) Costs + Commercial Airfield Overhead
Costs + Commercial Airfield Capital Costs ;

2. Total Commercial Terminal Costs = Commercial Terminal O&M
Costs + Commercial Terminal Overhead Costs + Commercial
Terminal Capital Costs ;

3 . Total General Aviation (ga) Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) Costs
ga .IFR Airfield O&M Costs + ga IFR Airfield Overhead Costs +
ga IFR Airfield Capital Costs ; and

4. Total ga visual flight rules (VFR) Costs = ga VFR Airfield O&M Costs
+ ga VFR Airfield Overhead Costs + ga VFR Airfield Capital Costs .

Terminal costs were allocated to the commercial users on the basis
of enplaned passengers, and airfield costs at each airport were allo-
cated to commercial users, ga IFR users, and ga VFR users on the
basis of their respective weight landed.



A summary of the cost allocation procedure is shown in Table 3(2)-5 .
Included here are all operations expenses and revenues, net of
expenses and revenues attributable to activities that take place on

the airport . property but do not directly relate to the services Transport

Canada provides to the airline and other aviation users of the facilities .

Exclusions include industrial developments on the airport property,

parking, and retail and refreshment concessions .

5.4.2 Air Navigation Services Cost Allocatio n

Air navigation costs include the cost of air traffic control, flight service
stations, and the provision of radio navigation aids . The cost of ANS

was divided between local ANS costs and enroute ANS costs. Local

ANS costs are the costs of services provided at each airport (for a

50 km radius) while enroute costs are the costs of services provided

while an aircraft is between airports .

Operating costs for both local and enroute facilities were derived

from data provided by Transport Canada . The data were available

in a form that separated local from enroute services and isolated
domestic and international enroute services . The international

services (polar and oceanic) are near full cost recovery . Thus, both

revenues and expenses were excluded from the calculations, leaving
a reasonably accurate picture of the costs and revenues of domestic

enroute services. These data were also available from Part III of the

1989-90 Estimates,28 although the detail required to allocate costs to

international enroute services for area control centres and flight ser-

vice stations was not available . As with the airport costing exercise,

these accounts represent only direct operating costs and exclude

depreciation .

Overhead costs were extracted from Transport Canada's Proposed

New Cost Recovery Policy. Phase I/ Discussion Paper (TP 10041) .

For ease of allocation, overhead comprised ANS regulation costs,

ANS safety costs, ANS branch overhead, and an allocated share of

Transport Canada's corporate overhead .
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Similar to airport capital assets, the value used in the cost base
was replacement cost . The replacement value was determined by
reviewing the current asset base and known major capital expendi-
tures (such as the current programs of radar modernization and
microwave landing systems), and estimating what it would cost to
replace these navigation aids. The replacement cost for local and

enroute facilities was divided by a factor of 20, which represents the

average number of years in the life of ANS capital assets . A cost of

capital component was calculated using an interest rate of 10% .

For ANS, as for airports, four cost groups were used:

1 . Total Local Commercial and General Aviation (ga) IFIR Costs =
Local Commercial and ga IFIR O&M + Local Commercial and ga IFIR

Overhead + Local Commercial and ga IFIR Capital Costs ;

2. Total Local Flight Service Station (FSS) Costs = Local FSS O&M +
Local FSS Overhead + Local FSS Capital Costs ;

3. Total Enroute Commercial and ga IFR Costs = Enroute Commercial

and ga IFIR O&M + Enroute Commercial and ga IFR Overhead +
Enroute Commercial and ga IFR Capital Costs ; and

4. Total enroute VFR Costs = Enroute VFR O&M + Enroute VFR

Overhead + Enroute VFR Capital Costs .

Local air navigation services costs were therefore allocated:

$ millions (1991 )

Local Enroute

Commercial 137 344

General Aviation IFR 16 15
General Aviation VFR 118 75

Local costs were allocated to users based on each user's tower arrivals

and FSS arrivals . Enroute costs were allocated to users on the basi s
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of domestic total kilometres flown by each group. The resulting cost

functions are:

Commercial = $42 .54/movement + $0 .15/km

ga IFR = $41 .16/movement + $0 .15/km

ga VFR = $82.69/movement + $1 .01/km

Alternatively, the cost attributed to commercial aviation can be allo-
cated on the basis of passengers and passenger-kilometres . To do this, it
was first necessary to divide the total among domestic and international

services. Cost attributable to overflights that do not land in Canada

has already been excluded . For the balance that takeoff and/or land
in Canada, to allocate the attributed $137 million local air navigation
services cost, enplanements plus deplanements are estimated as :

Domestic 24 million x 2 x 1 .2 stages - 58 million E/D
Canadian international carriers 13 million E/D
Foreign carriers (assume) 15 million E/D

86 million E/D

This amounts to $1 .60 per passenger per takeoff or landing (1/2 stage) .

Enroute costs attributable to commercial aviation of $344 million
may be allocated on the basis of airplane-kilometres under Canadian
enroute control, estimated from data on movements and assumptions
as to controlled flight length . Itinerant movements in 1990 (Statistics

Canada Catalogue No . 51-206, Table 7.1) for commercial carriers are :

Movements Distance

Domestic 3,387,000 800 kilometres

Trans-border 256,000 300 kilometres under
Canadian control

Other international 64,000 1 000 kilometres under
Canadian control



With the domestic operation accounting for 2 .71 billion of a total
of 2.85 billion airplane-kilometres, or a share of 95%, enroute costs
attributable to commercial domestic operations are $327 million .
Allocating over 25 billion domestic passenger-kilometres gives a
unit cost of 1 .40/pass-km .

5.4.3 Air Infrastructure Cost (Excluding Land Occupancy)

The final product was the set of cost functions that estimate the unit
costs of airport and aviation infrastructure in Canada . By applying the
commercial carrier cost model, it was possible to calculate an average
cost per passenger from any origin to any destination in Canada .

To calculate the average infrastructure costs applicable to a typical
trip, the airport cost function and the corresponding air navigation
cost function are used . As an example, consider a trip to Saskatoon
from Halifax of approximately 3 500 km, in a B-727 or A320 aircraft
with 136 seats, operating at a (system-average) load factor of 0.675,
via one intermediate stop (change of flights) at Toronto . The trip
thus has two stages, which means two takeoffs and two landings
at three airports .

The attributed commercial airlines' costs at Saskatoon, Toronto and
Halifax from Table 30-5 give a per pass enger airport cost of :

Halifax $ 7
Toronto (two movements) $12
Saskatoon $1 0

$29

Total navigation costs would be :

$6.40 + 3 500 km at 1 .40 = $5529
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Not including cost attributable to investment in land, total costs per

passenger of air infrastructure services are estimated at $84 . Including

$20 for the opportunity cost of land in use at the airports, total infra-
structure cost becomes $104 per passenger (use of unrounde d

intermediate data would yield $105) .

5.4.4 Cost of Land Used for Airports

One can only speculate about the extent and type of development
that would take place if the airports were removed from their current

sites. Unique mixes of types of use are likely at each of the sites .

An attempt to estimate the opportunity costs of airport land is described

in Annex 2 to these Notes . For the nine major airports, potential values

as farmland, or in industrial, commercial or residential development

are considered .

The areas of land occupied by these airports are very large, and in

a number of cases are in locations that would be advantageous for
development if the airports were abandoned (or relocated). The areas

concerned, however, are so large that they would add substantially
to the land available, and could probably only be sold for develop-
ment at prices below those currently attained for equivalent land .

Indications of potential values of the land at these airports is
provided in Table 3(2)-6, based on the following assumptions

(described further in Annex 2) :

• The sites at Edmonton, Mirabel and Halifax airports are valued as
farmland .

• At Calgary, Winnipeg and Ottawa airports, the sites are valued at

25% of the current price for light industrial land .

• For Vancouver and Dorval airports, the available land is valued

at 50% of the current price for light industrial land .

• For Toronto (Pearson) airport, the site area is valued at 50% of

the current price for residential land .
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Table 3(21-6
Oppouuwy Com oF LAND AT NuoR Avon, 799 1

Airport
Estimated land values

millions )

Vancouver 500
Calgary 200

Edmonton 8
Winnipeg 130

Toronto (Pearson) 750
Ottawa 440

Montreal (Dorval) 400
Montreal (Mirabel) 1 0

Halifax 1

Total (rounded) 2,500

The value of those nine major airports is therefore estimated at about
$2.5 billion. For the 20 next most important airports, it is assumed
that the average value per hectare is half that of these nine airports,
excluding Pearson and Vancouver . Their total value would be about
$400 million. For all remaining airports, the value of the land is
assumed to be negligible .

The total capital value estimated therefore is about $2 .9 billion. At

a real rate of return of 10%, the annual cost is $290 million per year.

Averaged over a total of about 63 million enplaned/deplaned (E/D)
passengers at all airports in 1988, the total land value would then

amount to $4 .60 per passenger. For the illustrative system-wide costs

in 1991, this is rounded up to $5 per E/D passenger, or $10 per stage.
Averaged over the representative air trip (1 .6 stages) of 1 478 km, it

amounts to 1 .080/pass-km (rounded to 1 0/pass-km for system average) .

5.5 RAIL

The Royal Commission's intercity railway carrier costing is described
in Volume 4 of this report .30 The cost of infrastructure services is
shown but there was no cost analysis beyond acceptance of the pric e
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VIA Rail pays the freight railways for track use . Infrastructure payments,

including some station rents and incentive payments, which amount

to 2.90/pass-km, represent only a relatively small proportion o f

VIA Rail's costs - about 7%. On the per passenger-kilometre basis,
however, they are somewhat higher than the estimate of car infra-
structure costs and much higher than the estimate of bus costs .

Rail track costs are also discussed in the Notes to Chapter 6 in this

volume, but without focus on the costing methodology .

The charges VIA Rail pays for track use are closer to being based
on a marginal cost concept than on the fully allocated average cost
concept used in costing infrastructure for all the other means of
passenger transportation .

Payments by VIA Rail to the freight railway track owners for track

use and other related services, such as dispatching, signals and
communications, are negotiated among the parties - including the

Minister of Transport's representative . Should agreement not be

reached, however, the fall-back position is long-term avoidable
cost as defined by regulations administered and interpreted by the

National Transportation Agency . The relationship between CN and

CP charges to VIA Rail, and the additional cost that the passenger
operation actually imposes on the freight railways, have formed

the topic of review by the Canadian Transport Commission an d

the National Transportation Agency (most recently, the NTA! s

1988 VIA Rail Costing Review), and a variety of studies by, and for,

interested parties including the provincial governments .

The applicable regulations (essentially, the CTC's Costing Order,
R-6313) in effect interpret avoidable cost in this case as being long-
run variable cost, with respect to track use, including the variable
portions of maintenance expense and of capital-related costs -

depreciation and cost of capital . Capital-related costs are based on
depreciated original cost, historical asset lives, the cost of capital



for CP computed in nominal dollars, and an estimated relationship
between track maintenance operating expenditures and gross tonnage.
As already noted, this differs from the estimate of allocated total
cost, with capital treated on a replacement value basis, that was
used for the other modes .

It may be of interest to observe that, for rail freight, infrastructure
costs generally and the cost of the capital invested in the track
infrastructure are much more important relative to total costs than

they are for passenger transportation . The 1989 balance sheets for

CN and CID31 show a combined "ways and structures" property

investment of over $10 billion at original cost (over $8 billion of it
track and roadway), with accumulated depreciation of approximately

$3 billion. At a nominal cost of capital of 15% (10% real plus 5% infla-
tion), $7 billion of invested capital represents an annual cost of

invested capital of over $1 billion. This equals 20% of 1989 gross
freight revenues .

Allocating a pro rata share of this rough estimate of an infrastructure
capital charge using the industry rule of thumb - 1 pass-km = one
freight tonne-krn - would only suggest an $11 million allocation to
passenger costs - the equivalent of 0 .40/pass-km - in 1989. This
may be viewed as an indication of the maximum understatement of
passenger rail infrastructure costs relative to costs for other modes,
as VIA Rail payments would, in principle, already include a capital
charge related to a portion of the capital implicitly allocated to it on
this pro rata basis .

5.6 FERRY

The infrastructure provided for marine ferries not included in vehicle/

carrier cost estimates comprises the navigation services and regula-
tory activities provided by Transport Canada . The amounts of these

services provided for the ferries cannot be distinguished readily, a sI



the services are provided jointly for all shipping . Analyses published

as part of the development of Transport Canada's cost-recovery
policy do not yet provide an allocation of costs to each type of user,
but do distinguish attributable costs in 1990-91 for a number of

prograMS .32 Programs assumed to be used (or provided) in part for
ferries are the following (costs include allowances for depreciation
and costs of capital) :

Total costs, 1990-91
$ millions

Vessel traffic services 17.46

Short-range navigation aids 272.98
Safety and public communication 14-53
Ship safety 32.66
Emergencies 25.05

Tota1 362.70

It is reasonable for illustrative purposes, and in the absence of
information on the use of these services by ferries, to allocate the

services among various types of commercial shipping according to
ship-kilometres travelled in Canadian waters . Using Transport Canada's

estimate that ferries account for 11 .84%, the amount of the total cost

thus attributable to ferries is $42 .94 million .

This amount is then distributed between freight and passenger ferry

traffic as are the other ferry cost items, according to automobile-
equivalent-unit kilometres. The passenger portion is estimated as

$35 .4 million .

Averaging this cost over the total (non-com mercia 1) passenger-

kilometres in 1990 produces a (rounded) 4 .50/pass-km . When

inflated to 1991 dollars, this amounts to 4.70/pass-km, which

appears in Table 3.1 of Volume 1 .



6. ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE COSTS

6.1 EMISSIONS OF AIR POLLUTANTS AND GREENHOUSE GASES

Derivations of costs of emissions are described in the Notes to
Chapter 7 in this volume. System-wide averages estimated there (in
Table 7(2)-7) are the following (in 1991 prices) :

Costs
Means of Travel (0/pass-km )

Bus 0.246
Car 0.577
Train 0.642
Airplane 0.921
Ferry 1 .972

6.2 NOISE

While noise can be an important component of nuisance from all
modes, its effects are localized, and greatest in residential locations

exposed to high traffic volumes . Most of the noise from intercity
passenger travel by road vehicles, trains and ferries is generated
away from areas of dense habitation, but airplane noise is a very
substantial nuisance close to major airports .

Derivation of an estimate of the cost of airplane noise is also briefly
described in the Notes to Chapter 7 in this volume . Valued at $1 .00 per
passenger-trip system-wide, this noise cost becomes 0 .070/pass-km
over the representative trip of 1 478 km . This is included in the system-
average environmental cost for airplane travel in Table 3-1 of
Volume 1 and Table 3(2)-l .

No costs are included for noise in any of the other modes, partly
because research has not provided comparable estimates for intercity



travel by the other modes, and partly because it is expected that
such costs would be very small in relation to the other cost estimates

and their ranges of uncertainty .

7. AmDENT COSTS

The derivation of costs of damage in accidents is described in the

Notes to Chapter 8 in this volume . Minimum losses per victim are

estimated, from research on road accidents, as $330,000 per fatality

and $10,000 per person injured, in 1990 prices . The alternative value

of the losses per fatality, adopted recently by Transport Canada after'

researching individual willingness to pay for risk reductions, amounts

to $1 .5 million, in 1991 prices. That value has been adopted in the

costing by mode that follows, together with $10,000 per person

injured, where relevant .3 3

7 .1 CAR ACCIDENT COST S

The value for the social losses in all road accidents based on the
Transport Canada values per casualty, together with estimates of
other property damage losses, is estimated in Chapter 8 at about

$14 billion, in 1991 prices .

To be compatible with the estimates of infrastructure costs, an esti-
mate is needed of the amount of these losses that takes place on the
paved provincial highway system . National road accident statistics

show that some 65% of deaths and 30% of injuries were on roads

with speed limits greater than 60 km/h. Those injuries and property

damage accidents occurring on highways, however, are likely to be
much more severe than the average (occurring at higher average
speeds), and therefore to cost substantially more than the average .

The statistics also fail to show what proportion of highway accidents
involves passenger vehicles . Strictly, deductions should be made

for the losses attributable to non-passenger vehicles . The most

important other group of vehicles is heavy trucks, because of their



over-involvement in severe casualties . Available statistics show them
to be involved in about 3% of all accidents, and about 9% of deaths .
But no information is available to determine responsibility for those
accidents and casualties .

The simple assumption is made that 55% of the total accident damage
cost is on highways and attributable to passenger vehicles, or a
total of about $7.7 billion per year. Given its uncertainty, this figure is
rounded to $8 billion . Averaged then across 21.0 billion total passenger
kilometres by these vehicles, this would amount to about 3 .80/pass-km .
This figure appears in Table 3-1 of Volume 1 as the "total accident"
cost for car travel .

Of this total amount, there is a proportion of health care costs for
road accident victims that is not recovered from motor vehicle insurers,
but borne instead by others . This is estimated in the Notes to
Chapter 8 in this volume as about $300 million in total in 1990 . Using
the earlier assumption, 55% or $165 million of this would be attributed
to highway passenger traffic . Averaging this over 210 billion passen-
ger kilometres and inflating gives 0 .0820/pass-km in 1991 prices,
which appears (suitably rounded) in the relevant cell in Table 3- 1
of Volume 1 .

The remainder of the 3 .80/pass-km in losses is user borne, or
3.70/pass-km in the rounded figures of Table 3-1 .

It should be noted that these estimates may conceal a large element
of non-monetary cost, which is borne by the victims of accidents
without compensation . (Monetary costs include loss of earnings as
a result of death or injury.) Of the amounts estimated earlier to be
borne by users, the largest part is borne in costs of accident insurance
and the deductible amounts of damage claims paid personally by
vehicle owners . However, being based on "willingness to pay," the
estimates include a large portion that would represent non-monetary
damage in accidents- remembering that monetary damage losses
sum to only about $9.5 billion in 1991 prices. The other $4.5 billion



can be characterized as representing .instead the emotional losses .

If 55% of these occur in highway accidents, they amount to about
$2.5 billion . These losses are probably not compensated fully, if at

all, by those responsible for the accidents, or their insurance compa-
nies . The amount concerned is unknown, as the extent of compensa-
tion from insurance companies or directly from responsible owners/
drivers is not recorded .3 4

It should be further noted that some part of those emotional losses
are actually borne by non-users of motor vehicles - essentially

pedestrians and bicyclists - in highway accidents (it being assumed
that their monetary losses are compensated from insurance and health
care systems) . As these groups constitute about 15% of all road acci-

dent fatalities, they might account for 15% of the total emotional

losses. The amount might be substantial compared with many of the
component costs borne by non-users in Table 3-1 . If total emotional

losses were as great as $2 .5 billion, and if 15% of that was borne by-
non-users of motor vehicles it would be close to $400 million . The

amount is more likely some fraction of this . Any estimate would be
entirely conjectural, however, so this cost has not been distinguished

in the tables, and remains within the estimate of user-borne accident
costs .

7.2 BUS ACCIDENT COST S

The fatality rate in passenger operations is estimated in the Notes to

Chapter 8 in this volume, from the (very sparse) information avail-

able on intercity bus accidents from Transport Canada, as 2 .0 per

billion passenger-kilometres. If Transport Canada's guidance of

$1 .5 million per death avoided is applied to these, a total of $3 million

per billion passe nge r-ki I om etres, or 0 .30/pass-km is obtained .

The accident statistics also show that the ratio of injured victims to

fatalities was about 38 (265 injured versus 7 killed in the sample of

jurisdictions and years considered). Applying Transport Canada's

cost of $10,000 per injured victim, the ratio of injury cost to fatality



cost would be 0 .20 . Adding the injury cost to the fatality cost produces
a combined cost of 0 .360/pass-km .

Finally, an approximate allowance for property damage .can be made,
in the absence of statistics on the incidence of property damage acci-
dents involving intercity buses, from the observation that the total
costs estimated for property damage in road accidents amounts to
about two thirds of the total costs of injuries . Adding this proportion
would bring the system-average bus accident costs up to 0 .40/pass-km .

Of this cost, some small amount would be borne by non-users, for
similar reasons as for car accident costs . The amounts would proba-
bly be similar in proportion - about 2% of accident costs, or in this
case only 0 .0080/pass-km . The relevant cell in Table 3-1 therefore

shows 0.00/pass-km .

7 .3 AIRPLANE ACCIDENT COST S

For levels 1 and 2 carriers, the average fatality rate over the decade to

1990 is estimated in the Notes to Chapter 8 in this volume as 0.13 deaths

per billion passenger-kilometres . At $1 .5 million per fatality, that
amounts to only 0.01950/pass-km .

The uncertainty of the fatality rate is underlined, however, by the fact
that if the Nationair crash at Jeddah in 1991 is included the decade's
fatality rate would change to 0.60 per billion passenger-kilometres ,
in which case, the cost would be about 0 .090/pass-km .

The cost-of injuries and property damage should be added to these
costs . In air crashes, injuries are not numerous enough compared
with fatalities to make much difference to the estimated cost . No
estimates of the extent and costs of property damage in passenger
aircraft accidents in Canada are available, but the price of passenger-
carrying airplanes suggests that it could be significant . On the other
hand, the average cost is unlikely to be as much as that estimated fo r
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the victims; at Transport Canada's value of $1 .5 million per person,
even the most expensive modern airplane is worth less than its

passengers .

In summary, it is concluded that the true cost of airplane accidents
is unlikely to exceed 0 .10/pass-km, which is the value used in the
illustration .

As with bus accident costs, the amount of these air accident costs
borne by non-users is expected to be so small that the relevant cell
of Table 3-1 appears as 0.00/pass-km .

7 .4 TRAIN ACCIDENT COSTS

The estimates in the Notes to Chapter 8 in this volume show the rate
of all fatalities involving passenger trains over the decade to 1990 as
13.8 per billion passe nge r-ki I ometres. The great majority of these deaths
were to motor vehicle users at grade crossings or people walking on
the rail lines (including suicides) . The question arises whether their
costs should be attributed as a social cost of rail transport . In nearly
all such cases, the railway is not legally at fault ; though the deaths
would clearly not have occurred in the absence of the trains . This
issue is not resolved here, but for the illustrative costs, none of the
costs of these other victims has been attributed to the train .

Deaths to passengers and rail employees in passenger operations,
which are therefore assumed to be attributable to train travel,
occurred at a rate of 1 . 16 per billion passe nger-kilometres over the
decade. Valued at Transport Canada's average of $1 .5 million, the

cost of these deaths amounts to 0 .170/pass-km, in 1991 prices . To
this should be added the costs of those passengers and employees
injured in these accidents .

In the absence of details of the numbers injured in passenger opera-
tions during the decade, some indication of the long-term relationship
between numbers killed and injured can be gairied from the statistics
for all main-line railway accidents, which show a ratio of 27 injured



for each death (976 injured compared with 36 killed over the decade) .
Using Transport Canada's road accident costs of $10,000 per average
injured victim, this would add $270,000, or 18%, to each $1 .5 million in
costs of fatalities . This would raise the estimated system-average
accident cost to 0 .200 per pass-km .

The amount borne by non-users is again not zero, but expected to be
so small that the relevant cell of Table 3-1 appears as 0 .00/pass-km .

7.5 FERRY ACCIDENT COSTS

The fatality rate in ferry operations is estimated in the Notes to
Chapter 8 in this volume as 0.5 deaths per billion passenger-kilometres .
It is assumed that injuries are insignificant compared with deaths ,
as most deaths are by drowning (and given the differences in the
average costs per victim injured and killed) .

Valued at Transport Canada's cost of $1 .5 million per person killed,
the accident costs amount to 0.0750/pass-km, which is quoted in
Table 3-1 as 0.10/pass-km . Once again, the non-user portion i s
not zero, but negligible in Table 3-1 .

&VEHICLEXARRIER WNSTS AND SPECIALTRANSPORTATIONTAxEs/FEE S

8.1 CAR

As described in Volume 1 of this report, the term "car" is used as a
shorthand reference for all private passenger vehicle use, most of
which is in passenger cars, but with a significant proportion being in
light trucks (30 billion passenger-kilometres, of a total on the "highway"
system of 210 billion, or about 14%). Light trucks are mostly pickup
trucks and passenger vans - defined as under 10,000 lb . (4 550 kg)
laden weight, but nearly all under 6,000 lb. (2 725 kg) laden . Their
cost characteristics are somewhat different from those of passenger
cars; therefore, it is necessary to-estimate costs for an average vehicle,
blending costs for cars and light trucks in proportion to their use .
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A report for the Royal Commission provided estimates of the costs of

vehicle ownership and operation separately for cars and light trucks .

Of these costs, insurance costs are included within user-borne accident

costs, and vehicle licence costs and fuel taxes are included as special

taxes/fees . Vehicle/carrier costs consist of the remaining costs of

vehicle ownership and use. Costs for maintenance, depreciation and

cost of capital are shown in Table 3(2)-7 .35 Estimates summarized in

this table were provided for 1990 and are inflated to 1991 prices in

the final column . The combined average figures weight the use of

cars and light trucks by their total passe nger-ki I o metres .

%1630-7
Ana UiwT Coo: CARS Am WAT Aums

S/vah per year 0/veh-krn 0/pass-krn 0/pass-k m
f 1990) f 1990) 11990) (1991 1

Car e
Maintenance 409 2 .3 1 .3 1 .4
Depreciation 1,230 7 .0 3 .9 4 . 1
Cost of capital 1,020 5 .8 3 .2 3 .4

Light trucks
Maintenance 409 2 .3 1 .5 1 .6
Depreciation and cost

of capital 2,030 11 .3 7 .5 7 .9

Average passenger vehicl e
Maintenance 409 2 .3 1 .3 1 .4
Depreciation and cost

of capital 1 2,210 1
12.6 1 7 .2

1
7 . 5

The cost of fuel is estimated for mid-1991 from a national average
price (weighted by sales) of 550/L of gasoline, together with approxi-
mate average highway fuel consumption of 9 L/100 krn for cars and
12 L/100 km for light trucks, together with average highway car
occupancy of 1 .8 passengers and light truck occupancy of 1 .5 pas-
sengers. The cost for cars is 55/000/9) = 4.950/veh-km, and 4.95/1 .8
2.750/pass-km, and for light trucks 55/(100/12) = 6.60/veh-km, and
6.6/1 .5 = 4.40/pass-km. Combined in proportion to passe nge r-ki Iometres
driven, the blended average "car" fuel cost is 2 .950/pass-km .

11M



From this cost of fuel, the amount paid as special tax is deducted,
and then appears as part of the "special tax/fee" item in the system

average cost table instead of as a "vehicle/carrier" cost component .
The relevant amount of tax is defined to be the amounts of provincial
and federal taxes on gasoline in excess of the normal amounts of
sales taxes charged in the jurisdictions concerned . The calculatio n
is documented in Table 30-8.

The federal excise tax of 8.50/L is included as part of the special charge
for use of transport, but not the federal GST. Quebec's defined pro-
vincial excise tax is included without adjustment . In all other provinces,
a motive fuel tax is charged instead of the normal provincial sales
tax. Subtracting the amount that could have been charged as provin-
ciai sales tax leaves the component of the special charge for use of
transport . The total of these charges averaged 17.80/L in 1991, when
weighted by fuel use by province . Using the assumption of 9 L/100 km
for cars, this special tax is therefore 1 .60/veh-km, or 0 .890/pass-km .
For light trucks using 12 LJkm it is 2 .14g/veh-km or 1 .420/pass-km .
The blended average for car is 0 .950/pass-km . When combined with
licence fees, which average 0.220/pass-km (see subsection 5 .1 .4) ,
the total special transportation tax/fee for cars is thus rounded to
1 .20/pass-km .

It is estimated that the net amount of fuel cost to be included in
vehicle/carrier cost is, therefore, 2 .95-0.95 = 2.00/pass-km . Total
vehicle/carrier cost is the sum of the amounts estimated earlier
for maintenance, depreciation and cost of capital, and fuel, or
1 .4+7 .5+2.0 = 10.90/pass-km (rounded) at 1991 prices .
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8.2 INTERCITY BUS

To generate the system-average costs of intercity passenger bus in
Table 3-1 and the illustrative route examples of Tables 3-2, 3-3, 3-4 and
3-5, a simple method based on published data36 was used .

($ millions)

For classes 1 and 2 :

Taking operating expenses minus 316 .4
bus depreciation expense - 14.4
equals : 302 . 0

Attributing an estimated 75% to intercity x 75%

passenger unit toll services gives: 227

Adding approximate average replacement-value-

based depreciation and cost of capital ($32,000
multiplied by 1,273 buses )

equals the total for classes 1 and 2

For total activity :

Prorating for the intercity unit toll services of

operators other then classes 1 and 2 (an additional

273 million pass-km or 8.3%) results in :

Allowing for a reduction in the level of activity
from 1989 to 1991, in line with the long-term trend

(2 years at -2.9%) provides :

+ 41

268

290

274

Inflating 1989 dollars to 1991 dollars

(2 years at 4.5%) gives a final total of : 299

This figure, $299 million, is the total to be found under users i n
Table 3-1(b) . Divided by the estimate of 3.3 billion passe nger-ki lometres,
it implies a system-average users cost of 90/pass-krn .

The special tax/fee for bus travel consists of fuel tax and vehicle
licence fees. Fuel use is estimated by Royal Commission staff to



average 0.405 L/bus-km, or 0.019 L/pass-km with average occupancy
of 45%. Federal and provincial special taxes on diesel fuel, in excess
of normal sales taxes, averaged 13.10/L in 1991 . The average fuel tax
was therefore 0.250/pass-km .

Provincial vehicle licence fees for intercity buses average about $500
per year'37 or less than $0.5 million in total for about 1,000 buses
engaged in intercity scheduled services in Canada . Averaged over
160 000 km per bus per year, the fee is less than 0 .60/veh-km and at
45% occupancy is therefore 0 .0150/pass-km. Adding together fuel
tax and licence fees gives a rounded average of 0 .30/pass-km .

In considering the possible relaxation of economic regulation of the
intercity bus industry (discussed in Chapter 13 of Volume 1), it was
desirable to assess the importance of cross subsidization across
different route types under the current regulatory regime . For this
purpose, a much more detailed study of intercity bus carrier costing
was undertaken ; this study by Lake et al . is included in Volume 4 of
this report .38

Two cost formulas were developed to reflect the differences between

the major, large-scale carriers and the small-scale, often remote car-
riers . These formulas were based on cost and statistical data made
available to Royal Commission staff on a confidential basis by various
bus operators. For the study of cross subsidization within the inter-
city scheduled bus industry, the formulas were applied to a sample
of actual routes, and the results examined as reported in Lake et al .

This method introduced output units into the costing, which allowed
the cost characteristics of different types of routes to be captured .
The usual measure used by the bus industry for cost analysis is the
bus-mile.39 However, for the analysis of cross subsidization, cost cat-
egories were attributed according to a notion of the relationship to
bus-miles : using bus hours to reflect the different time to distance
ratios of some services, and a per-passenger element to reflect costs

that are variable with the volume of traffic (number of passengers)



but not with distance travelled . For most cost categories, there was
insufficient consistency among the accounting definitions used by
the various carriers to justify basing an estimate on averages . Rather,
cost components from different sources were blended to achieve
unit costs that appeared to represent a typical or normal level of cost .

Replacement value based depreciation and cost of capital charges

for buses were included in the bus-hour cost :

Cost of new bus (1989-1990) $260,000
Average life 10 years
Cost of 5-year-old bus $100,000
End of life salvage $20,000

Depreciation straight line
Real cost of capital 10%

This results in an ownership cost per year for a new bus (assumed for
the large-scale operations) of $38,000, and for a five-year-old second-
hand bus (assumed for the small-scale operations) of $22,000 . The
unit cost reflecting bus time was calculated per scheduled bus hour.
This made calculation of the cost for specific services easier, because
the cost includes an idle or utilization factor. Analysis indicated that
there are between three and a half and five buses owned for every
one actually moving and carrying passengers on scheduled service
at an average point in time . Overall, it was estimated that, for every
hour that a bus is moving with passengers, it has spent or will spend
more than three and a half hours in terminals, in a garage, or available
for service. This factor was calculated using bus inventory, bus
mileage and an estimate of average schedule speed of 40 or 50 mph
(65 to 80 km/h). It only provided a rough approximation, but data
required to make more dependable estimates were not available .

The calculated cost per passenger included a cost for terminals that
represents terminal charges or rent (based on data from carriers
that rent terminals) . Some carriers own all of the terminals they use,
some do not own any. Most of the large carriers own some terminals



and pay charges or rent for the shared or exclusive use of others . The
owners of at least one major carrier own a terminal that is treated as
a separate profit centre, charging the bus operation for its use .

The data were combined in an effort to present a reasonable approx-
imation of the industry cost structure without disclosing data for any
single contributor. It proved impossible to mask fully the costs of
one or more of the large carriers; thus, only the qualitative conclusions,
and not the specific cost estimates have been included in the study .
The estimates could be used without endangering confidentiality,
however, to develop differentials by which costs calculated for types
of routes - used in the sample route tables of Chapters 3 and 1 8
of Volume 1 - differed from the system-average costs and fares
outlined at the start of this section and presented in Table 3-1 of
Volume 1 .

8.3 AIRPLANE

The unit-cost development was based on an analysis of system data
designed to allow some recognition of factors that contribute to
differences in costs of different types of flights .

The analysis, however, does not consider network size or configura-
tion, or a number of other reasons why marginal cost, or the cost of

domestic services isolated from international operations, might
depart markedly from the unit-cost estimates .

The estimates are based on 1989 data and a 1989 industry; in the

case of the Level 1 carriers some modifications were made as later

data became available . It may be noted that several of the carriers

included in the data for independent jet carriers were, as of 1991, no

longer operating . Developing an estimate of total air carrier costs for
domestic services from the costs for a typical domestic air journey,
however, avoids any biases that this might have created .



The air service costing was based on data provided by Statistics
Canada, supplemented with information provided by airlines. These
were allocated according to operational relationships, making use
of a number of earlier studies .40 This process benefited from the
comments of Air Canada, Canadian Airlines International an d
the Air Transport Association of Canada .

The airlines' cost data do not separate freight from passenger opera-
tions. To the extent that passenger seats and (belly) freight capacity
are jointly produced, separation for the present analysis was arbitrary .
Because the purpose of the exercise was to develop passenger costs,
and because freight carried by carriers represented approximately
10% of revenue, costs for Level 1 were reduced by 5%, presuming
that one half of the freight was carried in belly space . Freight was
not considered for carriers other than Level 1 .

Air services available to passengers in Canada vary from single-
engine charter float-planes to trans-Atlantic and trans-Pacific direct
flights in B-747 aircraft with more than 450 seats . Scheduled carriers,
Levels 1 to 3, account for 97% of Canadian carrier costs . The costing
was performed separately for the Level 1 carriers (Air Canada and
Canadian Airlines International), a sample of independent jet carriers
(Nationair, Quebecair, Sounclair, Worldways, Canada 3000, Execair,
Holiclair and Vacationair) and a sample of turboprop connectors or
commuter carriers (Air Alliance, City Express, Ontario Express ,
Air Atlantic and Air Ontario) .

Instead of the more conventional, strictly time-based approach,
expense data were adjusted to remove aircraft depreciation expense
and rentals, supplemented by a replacement value aircraft capital
recovery charge at an interest rate of 10%, and attributed to four
output units :

- seat-kilometres;

* seat-stages ;



• passenger (same airplane) flights ; and

• passenger trips .

The cost allocation for-the Level 1 carriers for 1991 (1989 data adjusted

to 1991 cost levels) is shown in Table 3(2)-9 on the following page . The

table is based on costs of all passenger services, international and

domestic . Treatment of the other carrier categories is briefer. -

Although recent years have seen considerable fluctuation, an
average load factor of 67 .5% was taken - from Air Canada and

Canadian Airlines International (PWA Corporation) annual reports -
as representative of sustainable performance in this regard . Revenue

passenger-kilometre, seat-kilometre, passenger-flight, revenue-
passenger and other intermediate output units such as average
stage,41 flight and trip lengths (as estimated from Statistics Canada
data, data provided by the airlines and airlines' annual reportS42)

allowed estimates of the necessary output units .

Unfortunately, the data did not always appear consistent . This impre-

cision, however, was not greater than that of the overall costing
exercise and should not compromise the results . The uncertainty

included average flight length and passenger-trip length ; Statistics

Canada counts flight coupons and hence overestimates trips where
there are changes of planes. Estimates of an average 1 .15 aircraft

stages per flight and 1 .16 flights per passenger trip43 were base d

on data from Statistics Canada Catalogue No . 51-206, Table 2.3 and

airline data ; the Statistics Canada's Canadian Travel Survey 44

reported the 23 million passengers handled .

Flight-crew costs are allocated on the basis of flying hours . The liter-
ature (cited earlier) included regressions of Canadian airlines' turbo-

jet flight time against distance . The regression selected (Moloney, 1985)

was the most comprehensive . Flight-time estimates were calculated

as a constant of 0 .4006 hours per stage plus 0.0020 hours per mile . It

is further noted that crew costs vary with aircraft type ; smaller airplanes

(that typically operate on shorter stages) generally have higher crew
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costs per seat-stage and seat-kilometre. The analysis did not allow
for this .

Fuel was attributed to flight hours, with a small allowance for taxiing .
Cabin-crew costs were allocated on the basis of flying hours plu s
40 minutes per stage. Maintenance cost and the physical wear of a
turbojet airplane are attributed partially to cycles (takeoff, pressuri-
zation, de-pressurization, landing) and partially to flying hours . A
figure of 40% attributable to cycles (Aviation Planning Associates,
1983) yields estimates of 44% attributable to seat-miles and 56% to
seat-stages.

Because most airplane accidents occur at takeoff or landing, insur-
a,nce, with landing fees, was attributed entirely to these activities . For
terminal costs, the only data found that matched the definition used
here were old (Bajwa and Shurson, 1981) . These were escalated
using an approximate construction cost index .

The cost aggregate termed "marketing" includes travel agents' com-
missions that are generally paid as a percentage of revenue. Using

this would introduce a further output unit ; however, at the basic level
(cost to the agent), passenger-trips would seem a reasonable variable .

General and administrative cost, presumably relating to corporate
administration, was allocated to all of the preceding items .

Computations for levels 2 and 3 are similar. To convert costs per
seat-mile into figures appropriate for comparisons, an average load
factor of 67 .5% was applied to the Level 1 data. For the connectors/

commuters it was estimated as 56%, and for the independent (charter)

jet carriers where load factor data were not available, 80% was

assumed . It is noted that, perhaps more than any other parameter,
the assumption of a uniform load factor distorts route and service

comparisons .



System-average costs are calculated by service type as shown in
Table 3(2)-10 .

Table 30-1 0
AiR CwER AvERAGE Uivrr Com ON 7997 Dam)

Passenger- Passenger- Passenger- Passenger-
kilometre stage flight tri p

M (S) M

Level 1 0 .0373 54 .15 22 .72 61 .7 3
Commuter 0 .0961 39 .50 8.73 17 .2 8
Charter jet 0 .0467 62 .81 10 .91 13 .9 7

As an example, the computed average per-passenger cost for a trip
from Saskatoon to Halifax (Level 1 carrier) with a change of airplanes
in Toronto would be :4 5

3 500 km
2 stages
2 flights
1 trip

at $ 0.0373 $130.55
at $54.15 108.30
at $22.72 45.44
at $61 .73 61.73

$346.02

8.3 .1 System-Average Domestic Air Trip, 199 1

Statistics Canada and the airlines do not keep cost and revenue data
for domestic travel . It would not be logical to attempt to keep accounts
under that structure ; domestic, Canada-United States and international
services are operated as an integrated network . The cost characteris-
tics of the different services are, however, quite different . The over-
seas international services with long average flight and stage lengths,
using larger aircraft, differ particularly. To estimate domestic-system-
average and system-total costs, a typical trip of 1 478 air kilometres
was defined as indicated by Statistics Canada's and other available
data. It is noted that these data on flight characteristics are for all
airlines (Levels 1 to 3) and for domestic services in isolation; how-
ever, the system -ave rag e-cost estimate is based on Level 1 carrier
cost factors .



Computed carrier cost 1 478 kilometres at $0.037 $55
1 .6 stages at $54 86
1 .4 flights at $23 32
1 trip at$62 62

$235

This yields an average cost of 15 .90/pass-km to which another
$20, or 1 .40/pass-km, Air Transportation Tax may be added - for a
total of 17.30/pass-km . The average ticket yield was, however, esti-
mated to be $222 for a trip of this length46 (150/pass-km), or $242
(16 .40/pass-km) with the Air Transportation Tax. These estimates
suggest that the airlines are operating at a loss of 0 .90/pass-km if
one includes a return on capital invested in aircraft .

While these estimation methods are not precise, in the short run it is
true that losses are being incurred . It is not, however, reasonable to
expect such a condition to persist for very long . To model a more
representative steady state condition, it was assumed that the differ-
ence will ultimately be made up through price increases averaging
approximately 6%.

Special tax/fee costs for air travel consist only of the applicable fuel
tax. Royal Commission staff estimate that average fuel consumption
for domestic air services is 0.103 L/pass-km . The special tax rate
applicable to aviation turbo fuel was 5 .80/L in 1991 . The averag e

tax was therefore 0 .60/pass-km .47

8.4 RAILWAY PASSENGER

For practical purposes, when one considers the cost of railway passen-
ger services in Canada, one may limit the consideration to VIA Rail .

VIA Rail accounts for 95% of the industry's passenger-kilometres ,
and the other carriers' unit costs are of the same general order as

VIA Rail's . As well, since VIA Rail is exclusively a passenger carrier,
no separation of freight from the passenger operations is required in
analyzing its data .,



The Royal Commission's intercity rail-carrier costing is described in
Volume 4 of this report .48 For the most part, the service costing was
based upon VIA Rail's 1990 year-end results . Data for 1989 were
available and were used in circumstances where the substantial
service rationalization that occurred in January 1990 would have
distorted the 1990 results, making them unrepresentative of the
longer term .

Overheads and indirect costs included : functional overheads, general
corporate overheads, shared facilities and operations, plus the cost of
capital on equipment and facilities . The costs used for the year 2000
status-quo costs of Chapter 18 are steady-state in the sense tha t
allowance has been made for improvements in the cost experience
of passenger rail .

System-total data for 1991, as shown in Table 3-1 of Volume 1, were
estimated from recently available 1991 VIA Rail data, plus escalated
1987 data for BC Rail, and the Algoma Central, Ontario Northland
and Quebec North Shore and Labrador Railways . Total Canadian
railway passenger revenues and costs, and VIA Rail's share, are :

$ million (1991 )

VIA Rail Other Tota I

Passengerrevenue 144 10 154
Operations subsidy 353 38 391
Depreciation and cost of capita149 62 included 62

Tota1 607

Special tax/fee costs for train travel consist of the fuel taxes paid that
would be in excess of the normal sales taxes . Average fuel consump-
tion was estimated by Royal Commission staff as 0 .043 L/pass-km .
Combined with the average special tax-rate on locomotive fuel of
9.50/L in 1991, the tax amounted to 0.40/pass-km .



8.5 FERRY

Cost estimates are based on a research report to the Royal Commis-
sion .50 The report provides cost, revenue and traffic records for the
three major ferry corporations : British Columbia Ferry Corporation,
Marine Atlantic Inc . and Northumberland Ferries Ltd ., which together

provide about 95% of Canada's total ferry passenger~kilometres . Esti-
mates of average costs and revenue per passenger-kilometre are devel-
oped for these three operations combined and used to represent all

domestic intercity ferries. Other intercity services included are the
Central Region Ferries in the Great Lakes (Tobermory to South Baymouth)
and St . Lawrence (Matane to Godbout ; Matane to Baie Comeau ;
Rivi6re du Loup to St. Sim6on ; Trois Pistoles to Les Escournins), and
the Atlantic region service from Souris to the Magdalen Islands . On

the other hand, limiting the focus to domestic services means that the
service by Marine Atlantic between Yarmouth and Bar Harbor is con-
sequently excluded, as are services such as Victoria to Seattle, Sidney
to Anacortes, Victoria to Port Angeles and Yarmouth to Portland .

Costs and revenues are for the fiscal year 1990-91, but are assumed
adequate to represent 1991 conditions and 1991 prices. Capital charges
were estimated including depreciation and a capital charge on the
remaining value of the assets, in a manner similar to that described
for air infrastructure . Costs and revenues were estimated per
passenger-vehicle-kilometre ; that is, vehicle-kilometres by passenger

vehicles, as opposed to trucks . These were distinguished by allocating

the costs between freight vehicles and passenger vehicles on the basis
of space used by the vehicles, measured in "a utomobi le-eq u iva lent"
units (an average heavy truck being about three automobile-
equivalents) . The resulting estimates are :5 1

Costs Revenues

($/passenger-vehicle-kilometre )

BC Ferries 0.91 0.76
Marine Atlantic 1 .98 0.85
Northumberland Ferries 2.28 1.01



8.5.1 Exclusion of Food Services and Other Merchandise Retailing

As for the other modes (in particular airports), costs and revenue s
a ttributable to commercial activities other than providing passenger
service, and not included in the ticket price, were subtracted from the
ferry data . This included cost and revenue related to catering services
and other sales of goods . The accounts provided for BC Ferries and
Marine Atlantic offer the relevant information (for the former, "cost
of food and goods sold" and "catering and other income" ; for the
latter, "vessel services revenues") . The calculation, in fact, deducts
revenue rather than costs, on the assumption that the revenue
recovers not only the costs of the materials concerned, but also an
appropriate proportion of crew and vessel costs . (This is a tenuous
assumption, which probably overstates the costs concerned and so
produces a slight underestimation of the remaining transportation
costs . )

The arithmetic of removing catering and other sales was :

For BC Ferries, to estimate them as a proportion of the "ships"
costs, and to deduct this proportion from the "vessels" costs per
passenger-vehicle-kilometre ;

For Marine Atlantic, to estimate them as a proportion of the "vessels"
expenses, and to deduct this proportion from the "vessels" costs
per passenger-vehicle-kilometre ; an d

For Northumberland Ferries, no information on such costs was
available and no deduction was made .52



8.5.2 Exclusion of Excess Vessel Costs Arising Through
Local Constructio n

Capital cost estimates, and thus total vessel costs, were modified to
remove the excess amount incurred through purchasing local con-
struction, as opposed to the lowest-cost (off-shore) alternative .
This modification of the estimates of costs is in accordance with the
Royal Commission's intention that costs incurred by government in
pursuit of non-transportation goals be charged to general revenues -
implying that those vessel costs arising from an intention to support
Canadian shipbuilders, beyond a level provided by standard import
tariffs, should not be included in the costs that users are asked

to pay.

The amounts of vessel costs concerned can be estimated only very

approximately. From a brief tabulation of some prices paid recently
for large ferries in Canada and overseas, it appears that the premium
for Canadian construction might be of the order of 50% to 100% of the

off-shore price .53 Some corroboration is provided by comparisons of

costs for other types of vessels ; for example, a price for construction
in Canada of a seaway-size bulk freighter is double that of one built

in Korea .54 To the off-shore prices must be added 25% duty, but the

differential remains substantial .

For illustrative purposes, it is assumed that the premium for local
construction amounts to 33% of the capital cost of the vessel . This

proportion is therefore deducted from the vessel capital costs included
in the accounts for Marine Atlantic and BC Ferries . The vessel costs

are not separately identified for Northumberland Ferries, so no such
deduction is made; but the effect of this omission on the system
average costs is negligible.



I

The resulting costs per passe nge r-ve h icle-ki lometre, amended for
both food services (cost and revenue) and local vessel construction
premiums, are :

Costs Revenues
($/passe nge r-veh icl e-ki lo met re )

BC Ferries 0.73 0.62
Marine Atlantic 1 .74 0.71
Northumberland Ferries 2.28 1.0 1

8.5.3 Estimation of Costs per Passenger-Kilometr e

The earlier cost and revenue estimates attempted to exclude all
elements relating to freight transportation . In estimating the costs
per ferry passenger-kilometre for comparison with the other modes,
it is necessary to distinguish the passengers on ferries who trave l
in passenger vehicles from the occupants of freight vehicles, who
are also described as passengers in the ferry statistics . Assumin g
1 .1 occupants per commercial vehicle, there were 637,000 passengers
in commercial vehicles, or 2 .8% of the total of some 22 .8 million pas-
sengers in 1990-91, for the three companies. Because the commer-
cial vehicle passengers are so small a proportion of total passengers,

the subsequent estimate of total passenger-kilometres is clearly not
very sensitive to the guessed number of occupants per commercial
vehicle.

For BC Ferries and Marine Atlantic, this procedure for estimating
"non-commercial passenger-kilometres" was applied to each of the
services, allowing overall estimates of 640 million passe nger-kilo metres
for BC Ferries and 135 million passenger-kilometres for Marine
Atlantic . For Northumberland Ferries, the amended estimate i s
12.07 million passe nge r-ki lo metres . Expressed alternatively as num-
bers of passengers per passenger-vehicle carried by the three com-
panies, the results are as shown in the second column of Table 30-111 .
The cost and revenue estimates in the previous tables can be divided



by these estimates of passengers per vehicle to give costs and
revenues per -non-commercial passenger-kilometre" in the final

two columns of Table 3(2)-l 1 .

Table 3120 1
Ana Foy UNiT Com mD Rmws

Passengers
per passenger- Costs Revenues

vehicle (S pass-lurnj (S pass-kirn )

BC Ferries 2 .59 0 .282 0 .23 9
Marine Atlantic 2 .43 0 .718 0 .29 2
Northumberland Ferries 2 .48 0 .921 0.40 8

Average 0 .366 0 - 25 0

The system-average vehicle/carrier cost estimate for ferries is there-

fore 36.60/pass-km, and the "user-borne" portion is 250/pass-km .

In the illustrative tables of Volume 1, Chapters 3 and 18, amounts
borne by vehicle users/carriers and passengers for accident costs
and special transportation taxes/fees are shown separately . In the case
of ferries, all of these costs are included in the estimated averages of
36.60/pass-km and 250/pass-km ; thus, they must be deducted to
show the remaining vehicle/carrier costs .

8.5.4 Estimation of Special Tax/Fee for Ferr y

As the first step in the calculation of special taxes, the amount of fuel
used in the ferry services must be estimated per passenger-kilometre .

Marine Atlantic provided data for the company's fuel purchases and

expenditures over a three-year period .55 Direct estimates of fue l

used by BC Ferries and Northumberland Ferries were not available ;

estimates based on their expenditures on fue156 in 1990, together

with an assumed average price of 26.50/L plus provincial tax, were

used. These estimates suggest a combined total fuel consumption

of about 195 million litres for the three ferry companies.



These estimates of consumption were then allocated between freight
and passenger vehicles for each company in the same manner as
were costs ; that is, according to proportions of auto-equivalent units
transported . Then the estimates of total (non-commercial) passenger-
kilometres for the three companies were used to calculate litres of
fuel consumed per passenger-kilometre. The resulting estimate is
0.191 L/pass-km .

The average special tax payable per litre for these ferry services was
then calculated. This involved a calculation analogous to that for the
special tax component of prices of gasoline used in cars, as discussed
earlier. Federal excise and provincial fuel taxes paid, by province, in
1991, on marine fuels are shown in Table 30-12. The amount of pro-
vincial tax that would have been payable had the normal sales tax
rate been applied to the price of marine fuel was then calculated -
also shown in Table 3(2)-12 . Finally those amounts were deducted
from the total of the federal excise and provincial taxes paid to
obtain the net amounts of special transportation tax paid .

TWO 3Z 72
SWAL TV Cauunow FERRY

(TAxEs N 199 IOIL oF wARRE FuEL)

Nfld . P.E .I . N.S. N .B . B .C.

Federal excise 4 .0 4.0 4.0 4 .0 4.0
Provincial tax 0 .0 0.0 1 .2 0 .0 3 .3 4
Tax at PST rate 3 .9 3 .3 3 .3 3 .6 1 . 5
Net special tax 0 .1 1 0 .7 1 .9 0 .4 1 6 .8

To estimate the amounts of fuel used in the east-coast services bought
in each province, it is simply assumed that half the fuel used in each
of the ferry services is purchased at each end of the trip . T he weighted
average tax rate paid on the Marine Atlantic services would the n
be 0.960/L, on Northumberland Ferries' services 0.550/L, and on the
BC Ferries' services, as shown in Table 3(2)-12, 5 .80/L .



Then, by multiplying these taxes by the estimated consumption per

passenger-kilometre, the average special fuel tax payment for all
the ferry services is estimated as 0 .870/pass-km . This is included in

the system-wide costs in Table 3.1, appearing as 0 .90/pass-km when

rounded.

The amount of this tax must be deducted from the vehicle/carrier
costs together with ferry accident costs, estimated at 0 .0750/pass-km .

Resulting user-borne vehicle/carrier costs are reduced from the
250/pass-km estimated earlier, to 24 .10/pass-km, while total

vehicle/carrier costs are reduced from 36.60/pass-km to 35 .70/pass-km.

9. COSTS FOR SAmPLE Roms

9.1 CAR

For simplicity, in these illustrations most of the costs of car use are
assumed to be constant per kilometre, regardless of route . In reality,

vehicle fuel consumption would differ among the routes, being deter-
mined by such factors as travel speed and the extent of congestion .
Vehicle maintenance and depreciation per kilometre would also vary

by those factors, and be influenced by the quality of the highway

pavement . Accident risks and, therefore, expected accident costs, are

also known to vary by route and traffic conditions . Nevertheless, i t

is assumed here that such variations are not important to the major
purpose of these estimates, which is to show the orders of difference

in costs by mode, and subsequently (in Chapter 18) to show the

future cost changes expected. Each of these classes of costs is there-
fore assumed to be the same per vehicle-kilometre on all of the

sample routes as the system-wide averages estimated earlier. Also

for simplicity, and in the absence of much information, average
vehicle occupancies are assumed constant for all sample routes, so
these categories of costs remain the same per passenger-kilometre

as the system-wide averages .



The exceptions are the highway infrastructure costs and the environ-
mental costs, which are assumed to vary by route, as described in
subsections 9.1 .1 and 9.1 .2 .

9.1 .1 Costs of Infrastructure

The estimates of highway construction and maintenance costs pre-
pared by Nix et al . and shown in Table 3(2)-3, earlier, differ substantially
by class of highway. Adding the cost of capital to those estimates,
and inflating to 1991 prices, produces the costs per vehicle-kilometre,
which appear in the second column of Table 3(2)-13(i) . The propor-
tions in which each class of highway are represented differ among
the sample routes, so the average infrastructure cost should also
differ by route. The proportions have been estimated only roughl y
by Royal Commission staff . The estimates made for the four sample
routes in Volume 1, Chapter 3 and also for the additional routes in
Chapter 18, are as shown in part (i) of Table 3(2)-13 .

Part (ii) of Table 3(2)-13 then shows the resulting estimates of costs
averaged over the highway types for each of the routes, expressed
as costs per vehicle-kilometre and per passenger-kilometre . It can be
seen that they differ substantially, being lowest for the all-expressway

route between Toronto and Montreal and greatest for the predominantly
low-density rural highway route between Winnipeg and Gillam .

The estimates of car infrastructure costs for the sample routes are
produced by adding the system-average cost of infrastructure con-
trol per passenger-kilometre from subsection 5 .1 .4., of 0.220/pass-km,
to the costs per passenger-kilometre in Table 30-13. In addition, for
the route from Toronto to Montreal an estimate of the highway land
cost of 0.30/pass-km, or $1 .60 per passenger-trip, is included . Land
costs are ignored on the other routes, as they are expected to be
much less important within the trip totals .
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9.1 .2 Environmental Costs

As well as differing because of trip lengths, costs of environmental
damage are expected to differ among the illustrative routes because
of the different distances travelled within the ozone non-attainment

areas (ONAs). In fact, because fuel consumption, and implicitly other
engine operating conditions, are assumed constant among the routes,
emissions are also constant per vehicle-kilometre . The cost for C02
(at 3.270/kg, as described in the Notes to Chapter 7 in this volume) is

therefore also constant per vehicle-kilometre for all routes, at about

0.730, or 0.410/pass-km .

The cost of emissions of NOx and VOCs, however, is assumed to be

$5/kg only within the ONAs, and only during summer . Otherwise the

cost is zero. The portion of each of the sample routes assumed to lie
within the ONAs is shown in Table 30-114, for the other modes as
well as for car travel . Emissions per vehicle-kilometre are assumed

constant during each trip; therefore, the proportion of trip-kilometres

within the ONAs represents the proportion of trip emissions within

those areas. The fraction of emissions that occur in summer is

assumed to be constant at 40% . That portion of the total NOx and

VOCs.emissions on each route in ONAs in summer is multiplied by

$5/kg to obtain the cost for each route .

A more comprehensive explanation of the derivation of the costs
on two of the sample routes, Toronto to Montreal and Saskatoon to

Halifax, forms part of the Notes to Chapter 7 in this volume .

9.2 BUS

9.2.1 Costs of Infrastructur e

The costs for highway construction and maintenance per bus-kilometre

estimated by Nix et al ., in Table 3(2)-3, also differ substantially by
class of highway, and therefore vary among the sample routes as the
types of highways represented differ . Distances by class of highway

are assumed to be as described for cars, shown in Table 3(2)-13(i) .
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The second column shows the costs per vehicle-kilometre for buses

by class of highway .

Part 00 of the same table show
'
s the weighted average cost per bus-

kilometre over each route . As for cars, the lowest cost per vehicle-

kilometre is incurred over the expressway route between Toronto
and Montreal, and the highest over the low-density rural highway
route between Winnipeg and Gillam .

The table then shows, in the next-to-last row, the Royal Commission
staff estimates of average bus occupancies over routes of these
types, and the last row shows the average cost per passenger-

kilometre by route, obtained by dividing the cost per vehicle-kilometre

by the occupancy on each route . .

9 .2.2 Environmental Costs

Emissions Of C02, NOx and VOCs from buses are assumed to be con-
stant per litre of fuel used, as described in the Notes to Chapter 7 in

this volume. They therefore vary per vehicle-kilometre by route only

to the extent that fuel use per vehicle-kilometre varies, and also vary

per passenger-kilometre to the extent that bus occupancies differ .

Fuel use per bus-kilometre is estimated by Royal Commission staff to

be constant at 40 L/100 bus-km on most of the sample routes . Occu-

pancies are assumed to vary by route as was shown in Table 30-11300 .

The resulting fuel use per passenger trip for buses is shown i n

Table 3(2)-15, which also includes fuel use in the other modes .

Emissions by route are obtained by converting the fuel use into

C02, NOx and VOCs emissions by the factors implicit in Table 7(2)-l

and 70-2, which appear later in this volume .

Then costs of the emissions by route are calculated as described

above for cars. Total trip emissions Of C02 are multiplied by the

assumed cost of 3 .270/kg . Emissions of NOx and VOCs are first

multiplied by the portion of trip-kilometres in the ONAs, also shown

in Table 30-15, and by 40% to represent summer; then remaining

emissions are multiplied by $5/kg .

1 .45
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9.3 TRAIN

9.3.1 Costs of Infrastructure

The infrastructure costs, as for the carrier costs, are taken from data

provided by VIA Rail and Transport Canada . Infrastructure costs are
presumed to be payments to the freight railways for the servic e

in question .

9.3.2 Environmental Costs

Emissions are assumed to be constant per unit of diesel fuel energy,
as shown in Table 7(2)-l in this volume . Estimated diesel-fuel use per

passenger-trip for each sample route is shown in Table 3(2)-15 . The

two are combined to give emissions Of C02, NO. and VOCs per

passenger-trip . Total C02 emissions are multiplied by a cost of 3.270/g .
Costs of NO,( and VOCs are calculated by applying the unit cost of

$5/kg to the portion of emissions released in the ONAs (from the

trip-kilometres in ONAs in Table 3(2)-15) in summer (40%) .

9.4 AIRPLANE

9.4.1 Costs of Infrastructure

The allocation of air infrastructure costs to individual sample routes
is illustrated in subsection 5.3.3 of this Chapter.

9 .4.2 Environmental Costs

Emissions are again assumed to be constant per unit of fuel energy
among the sample routes, at rates shown in Table 70-1 of this

volume. Estimates of fuel use per passenger-trip are provided in

Table 3(2)-15 . The two are combined to give emissions Of C02,
NO,, and VOCs per passenger-trip .

Total C02 emissions are multiplied by a cost of 3.270/g . Amounts

of NO. and VOCs occurring in the ONAs are calculated somewhat
differently for aircraft than for the other modes . Instead of using the



proportion of route-kilometres that lies within the ONAs, it is assumed
that the aircraft fuel used on the ground, climbing and descending at
airports within the ONAs contributes to low-level ozone, while fuel
used at cruising altitude does not . The relevant amount of fuel (for
aircraft of a Level 1 carrier) is estimated by Royal Commission staff to
be about 35 litres per passe nger-stage . The proportion this represents
of fuel used per passenger-trip by route is shown in Table 30-15. This
proportion of trip emissions, multiplied by 40% to represent summer,
is multiplied by $5/kg to obtain the NO),NOCs cost per passenger-trip .

9 .5 FERRY

No route-specific ferry costs are shown in Chapter 3, but 1991 costs
for ferry routes are included in Chapter 18 . The examples in Chapter 18
are of the two ferry routes between Nova Scotia and Newfoundland .
Costs per passe nger-ki lometre for infrastructure and accidents are
assumed to be the same as the system average .

9.5.1 Vehicle/Carrier Costs

Costs for the two routes are obtained from the research report that
provided the system-average CoStS.57 The same procedures described
earlier for the system-average costs were used to remove costs of
food services and excess vessel costs arising from local construc-
tion, and to estimate fuel costs and taxes in order to distinguis h
the special tax/fee for the routes .

9.5 .2 Environmental Costs

Emissions are again assumed to be constant per unit of fuel energy,
as shown in Table 70-1 . Fuel use on the two illustrative ferry routes
is assumed to be the same per ferry-kilometre, and per passenger-
kilometre, and therefore differs per passenger-trip only by route
length, as shown in Table 3(2)-15 . No costs for NOx and VOCs are
assessed on either of these routes, as their emissions are assumed
to occur entirely outside the ONAs .
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ANNEX 1 : OPPORTUNITY COST OFHIGHwAy LAN D

An attempt is made here to estimate the amount of land occupied by
the highway network, and its opportunity cost, in terms of value in

reasonable alternative use .

ROUTE-KILOMETRES BY PROVINC E

The lengths of highways are obtained from the annual statistical
publication of the Transportation Association of Canada .' The esti-

mated route-lengths by province are shown in Table 3(2)-Al, and

total 8 220 km of expressway and 129 016 km of paved rural highway.

AREA OF LAND DEDICATED TO HIGHWAYS

The width of land used for expressways varies substantially depending
on the nature of the terrain and surrounding land use, as well as the
number of lanes, widths of medians, shoulders, and so on . It is assumed

for simplicity that the average width of the right-of-way for conventional

four-lane rural expressways is 100 m. This is believed generous - lead-

ing again to a possible slight over-estimate of land use . For two-lane

rural highways, the standard width of right-of-way is 100 feet (30 .5 m).

A simple calculation then allows an estimate of the total area of land

taken by expressways as 82 000 hectares, and of that occupied by
rural highways as 393 000 hectares, for a total of 475 000 hectares .

Provincial estimates are also shown in Table 30-Al .

1 . In recent years, for example, Transportation Association of Canada, Highways in Canada :

1991 Report, (Ottawa : TAC, 1991), these figures have been presented only in "equivalent
two-lane kilometres," but estimates of the route-kilometres are possible by reference to

the publication for 1985, Roads and Transportation Association of Canada, Roadway

Infrastructure Study (Ottawa : RTAC, 1987) . For "paved rural roads" it is reasonable to
assume that two-lane kilometres are identical to route-kilometre, as the 1985 publication
showed the former to be less than 2% greater than the latter (and this assumption will
therefore produce a very slight over-estimate of land costs) . For expressways, the adjust-
ment is more important, as the difference between two-lane kilometre and route-kilometre
is shown by the 1985 publication to be large, and to differ substantially by province . The
particular assumption made here is that the average freeway is four lanes, with the excep-
tions of Quebec and Nova Scotia, for which the 1985 publication showed that the express-
ways had fewer lanes than the national average . It has been assumed for both provinces
that the 1985 highways still exist, and that all expressway-kilometres added since that
date have been of four-lane standard .
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OPPORTUNITY COST OF THE LAND

In attempting to identify this opportunity cost, it is tempting to look
at the market prices commanded by equivalent land close by. But
this is subject to a conceptual criticism : surrounding land use can be
substantially altered by the existence of the highway . In general, the
accessibility provided by the highway generates more surrounding
activity than otherwise, and raises the market value of the surrounding
land .

For the rural land used for highways in Canada, this concern is prob-
ably not of practical importance . One can probably simply look to the
use of the land prior to the highway being built, or consider wha t
the use would revert to if the highway were scrapped, and come to a
similar conclusion about the realistic opportunity costs . If there were

only local access (through the grid road system), the land would
probably be usable only for some form of agriculture or forestry, or
might not be suitable for either and remain unused . No information

is available to estimate which portions of Canadian highways would
revert to each of these purposes, nor are details available of actual
land prices by location, from which it might be possible to estimate
values of land used for specific highways . The average prices of
farmland by province, however, are available, and are shown in

Table 3(2)-Al .2 Such averages are province-wide, and might repre-
sent land on average that is even more remote from settlements
than the land used for highways . On the other hand, these prices are

for the portions of land that are usable for farming, when much of
the land on which highways are constructed would likely otherwise
be too poor for farming, and worth even less . These prices for farm-

land can be used as an indication of the alternative value of land used
for highways, in the expectation that they probably overestimat e

the true opportunity costs .

The complexity is greater for urban land occupied by highways.
Accessibility increases the value of the adjacent land . Therefore the

2 . Personal communication from Agriculture Division, Statistics Canada, February 1992 . '



opportunity cost of the highway land should not be represented by
the market value of adjacent land, but more reasonably by that of
equivalent land that does not have the accessibility advantage from
the highway. It could be difficult, if not impossible, to identify such
"equivalent land," without some other accessibility advantage . Again,
th

I
e logical test might be the value that the land could command if the

highway were entirely abandoned . It seems reasonable to assume
that the land would otherwise be served simply by local access streets,
and be usable for residential or commercial purposes comparable
with land similarly served in the community concerned .

For illustrative purposes, it is assumed that the alternative use would
be for residential purposes, with value equal to the average price of
land for new house construction for the entire cities concerned (there-
fore reflecting the total accessibility advantages gained from the
communities' transport connections, but with no premium from
direct proximity to any particular connection) .

Estimates of average new detach ed/se m i-d etached house prices in
1991 were obtained from Canada Mortgage and Housing Corpora-
tion (CMHQ .3 The appropriate national average of residential land
prices is elusive, as CMHC does not provide estimates of new house
prices for all of the communities on the national network . Instead,
one can only guess at the relevant price from the averages for those
larger communities that are provided . These show that the average
new house price in 1991 among the 25 largest metropolitan areas
was $197,000, of which approximately 30% is the land component,
or about $59,000 . Among the 52 largest communities, the value was
$149,000, and the land component4 at 30% amounted to approximately
$50,000 . These communities feature prominently in the primary high-
way network, but so do a much larger number of smaller communities .

3. In personal communications between Royal Commission staff and staff from Statistics
Division of CIVIHC, Feb . 27,1992 .

4. Information provided by Statistics Canada and CIVIHC by city suggests that the land
proportion of the total house price is surprisingly constant at nearly 30%, when total
prices ranged between $109,000 and $305,000 among the cities covered . As the informa-
tion is compiled from reports made by builders, it is possible that they are using a simple
rule-of-thumb of 30% in their responses .



Furthermore, those land values are for serviced land and for

detached houses . The average value for urban land occupied by
highways is probably therefore substantially lower . For illustration,

an average value is ass
.
umed of $30,000 for a lot of 4,000 square feet

(370 M2) . With five lots per acre (or, more than 12 per hectare),
allowing for services, this suggests values of unserviced land of

about $150,000 per acre, or $371,000 per hectare, in 1990 prices .

The area of urban land involved is not large as a proportion of total
land used for highways, but, as will become obvious in the examples
that follow, the precise amount and its value is crucial to the estimate'

of the total value of the land used . No record is available of the length

of the urban portions of the highway system; that is, those portions

that, in the costing scheme, are assumed to displace residential land
rather than farmland . It seems certain that the proportion cannot be

as much as 5% (1 km in 20, or 7 000 km of the entire 140 000 km of

primary highways being in urban areas), and more likely is close r

to 11% (1 km in 100, or 1 400 km in total) . A proportion of 1% of the

highway system will represent urban portions .

RESULTS OF ALTERNATIVE ESTIMATES

Alternative Value as Farmlan d

Table 3(2)-Al shows the value that the road network would have
if the only alternative use of the entire system was as farmland .

Using the average farmland prices provided by Statistics Canada, th e

82 200 hectares of expressways would be worth $111 million, and

the 393 000 hectares of 2-lane highway would be worth $470 million,
giving a total for the whole system of $581 million .



Alternative Rural Value as Farmland, Urban Value for Housing

Table 3(2)-Al also shows estimates for the opportunity costs of the
land if 99% of it is rural, usable for farming, and the other 1% is in
urban areas, usable for residential development . The essential
assumptions from above are :

• Expressway right-of-way width 100 metres

• Paved 2-lane highway right-of-way width 100 feet

• Proportion of all highways in urban areas 1%

• Average price of urban residential land pe r
unserviced hectare $370,000

The urban portions of the highway network have an estimated value
of $1 .8 billion. The total value of the urban and rural systems is now
estimated at $2 .4 billion . The importance of the assumptions about
the area and value of the urban portions can be appreciated, as the
rural part of the network, while 99% of the total length of the system,
has an alternative value at farmland prices of $570 million, only 24%
of the total value .

It is judged that this latter estimate, including urban land valued by
its potential alternative development, is more appropriate than valuing
the entire land as farmland . The estimate is therefore converted to
a cost per passenger-kilometre, as follows .

Estimated Opportunity Cost of Land per Passenger-Kilometr e

In order to compute these land costs per unit of traffic, the capital
value of the land is converted into an annual sum, using a real rate of
10% per year as the opportunity cost rate .

Land costs are then allocated between private passenger and other
vehicles according to the number of "passenger-ca r-eq u iva lent-
kilometres" they contribute annually. As noted earlier, this procedure
allocates some 70% of costs to cars/light trucks in passenger use .



Also as noted earlier, annual traffic on the highway network by cars

and light trucks in passenger use is estimated as 120 billion vehicle-

kilometres, and 210 billion passenger-kilometres .

The results of the computations are as follows :

Total capital cost of land $2,400 million
Annualized cost at 10% .$240 million per year

Annualized cost attributable to cars $170 million per year

Cost per passenger-kilometre $0 .0008

In conclusion, using the base-case assumptions, the total land value

is estimated as approximately $2 .4 billion, which, when annualized

at real interest rate of 10% in perpetuity produces a value of approxi-

mately 0 .080/pass-km . Given the uncertainty in this estimate, it is
incorporated in the highway infrastructure cost estimates, rounded

to 0 . 1 0/pass-km.



ANNEx 2:OPPORTUNITY COST OFAIRPoRT LAN D

The dimensions of the nine major federal airports, together with the
latest appraisals (by purpose) of the land available at each of the
sites, were made available by Transport Canada,' and are shown in
Table 3(2)-A2. The appraised values are for actual parcels of lan d
on the airport property available for the specified uses . Objective
appraisers (usually Public Works Canada) rate the property based on
its characteristics and comparisons with land used for similar purposes
in the immediate area .

Table 30-A2
Amuse VALuE OF LAND AT MAJOR FEDER4L Axpom, 1991, By Pow

Value appraised per square metre, by type of use

Size Light Light Commer- Heavy Heavy Agri-
industrial industrial cial industrial industrial cultura l

with with
air-side air-sid e
access access (S per

(hectares) (S) W (S) ($11 hectare )

Halifax 951 30 - 36 17 (870) 8
Mirabel 6,920 28-35 23-28 32-82 12-24 10-20 1,40 0
Dorval 1,668 75 45 100 - 25 -
Pearson 1,715 - 68-79 124 - 50 -
Ottawa 2,086 - 78-90 lOG-120 - 40 -
Winnipeg 1,5G4 35 - 40 - 30 -
Edmonton 2,800 21 - - 20 2,70 0
Calgary 1,839 43 - 50 - 38 -
Vancouver 2,800b - 86-109 - -

a . Appraised value not provided by Transport Canada, so instead the figure is the
average value for farmland in Nova Scotia estimated by Statistics Canada,
Agriculture Division .

b. 1 000 hectares assumed available for alternative development, to preserve wetland .

It can be seen that land for "commercial" purposes has the highest
value: this would be land with excellent access - probably on an
arterial road - with potential for development of shops, hotels, and
so on. It is therefore a very limited proportion of the land on an y

1 . Personal communication between Royal Commission staff and staff of Transport Canada
Airports Group, March 1992 .



airport site, and its appraised value is probably dependent on the traffic

attracted by the airport . As such, it is inappropriate as a measure of
the opportunity cost of the airport land, that is, value in alternative

-use if the airport were not there .

The light and heavy industrial land designated as "with air-side access"
is close enough, and on direct roadways to the air-side land, so that

it could be used for services for the airlines and aircraft . ("Light indus-

trial" use would include hangars, flight kitchens, fuelling, de-icing ;

"heavy industrial" use would be rare, including, for example, oil tank

farms.) Such land therefore has a premium value over industrial land

without air-side access, which can presumably be used only for the
same purposes as equivalent land outside of the airport . The appraised

value of this land without air-side access therefore gives an indication
of the value of the land in industrial use if the airport were not there .

The appraised values of land for agricultural use are clearly much

lower than values for the other purposes . Much airport land is appar-
ently usable for farming, and large parts of some airports are cur-

rently leased for it - particularly Edmonton, but with sizeable portions
also of Calgary and Winnipeg airports .

The appraised values do not include residential use as a current option,
but it should be considered in seeking the opportunity cost of the

land. Abandonment of the airports (or shifting them to more remote
locations) could make available large tracts of land close enough to
the centres of some cities that they would be attractive for residential

purposes . Even though some of the sites are surrounded by light

industrial or heavy-industrial activities, they are sufficiently large that
they could be developed as residential enclaves .

In fact, they could become very large residential developments .

Table 3(2)-A3 shows the number of houses that could be built on some
of the airports, if there were only about 12 houses to the hectare (five to

the acre) - which assumes only about half the available land would
be house-lots, with the rest used for services, institutions, and so on .

a
F,Tj 5 q;744,



About 20,000 houses could be built on the land area of each of
Dorval, Pearson or Calgary airports, about 25,000 on Ottawa's site, or
about 35,000 on that in Vancouver. Table 3(2)-A3 also shows the value
of this land at the average price estimated for the relevant cities (esti-
mated as described earlier for the value of highway land, assuming
serviced land accounts for 30% of new house prices, obtained from
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation) .

Table 30-A3
VALuE oF AiRpons iF DEvaopm FoR flEsiDENu UsE, 199 1

Number of houses at
12 per hectare (approx)

Value of residential lan d
(S per hectare) '

Dorval 20,000 300,000
Pearson 20,000 900,000
Ottawa 25,000 400,000
Calgary 22,000 500,000
Vancouver 32,000b 700,000

a . Based on estimated values per serviced lot provided for cities from Canada Mortgage
and Housing Corporation; reduced by $10,000 per lot as a rough allowance for
servicing .

b. Only 1 000 hectares assumed available for development.

If entirely used for residential development, the areas of Pearson and
Calgary airports would apparently be worth more than for light indus-
trial use, at about $1 .5 billion and $0.9 billion respectively. The sites
at Ottawa ($0 .8 billion), Vancouver ($0 .7 billion) and, in particular Dorval
($0 .5 billion) would, by these simplistic calculations, apparently be
worth less in residential than in light industrial use .

It should be noted also that these developments would be so large
that they would certainly affect the price of housing, and residential
land, even in the three largest cities . They might be impractically large,
depressing prices so much that the development would only be
viable if spread over many years . In cities of the size of Ottawa or
Calgary it would certainly not be viable to add so much housing in
the short term (25,000 houses would probably add 15% to 25% to the
total number existing in Ottawa) . Therefore it is probably unreason-
able to assume residential development as the opportunity use of
the entire area of any of the major federal airports .



For illustrative purposes, Table 3(2)-A4 shows the hypothetical value
of the area of each of the airports in possible alternative use . The
estimates are very rough, given the uncertainties in the estimated

average values per unit of land by p,urpose, and particularly the

reasoning on alternative uses . The reasoning is as follows :

• The sites at Halifax, Mirabel and Edmonton are sufficiently distant
from other centres of activity that the possibility of attracting

industrial or commercial activity to fill their sites is remote, and
farming seems the more reasonable option (and even that might

be optimistic for Halifax, or for the entire site of Mirabel) .

• For the other airports, it seems likely that some portion of the land
could find alternative light industrial use. For Ottawa, Winnipeg
and Calgary, the airport areas would add so much land to that
available for light industrial use within those cities that it would
be very unlikely that the whole area would be developed . There is

substantial land available of similar quality, at similar distances
from the city centres in each of those communities . It is assumed

that 25% of the areas of these airports could be sold at the current
price for light industrial land (or, more precisely, that at each of the

sites a value equivalent to the current price multiplied by 25% of

the surface area could be realized if an attempt to sell the entire
area was made) .

For Dorval and Vancouver it is assumed that land so accessible
to the city is in sufficient demand that most or all of their usable
surface could be turned to light industrial use . The amount of land
concerned would still be a significant addition to total light indus-
trial land available even in those regions, so it can be expected that
making these tracts available would lower the market price, to
some extent. To allow for the interaction of the amount available
and its price, it is assumed that the maximum value obtainable
from these sites is 50% of their surface area2 multiplied by the cur-

rent price - representing, for example, being able to find buyers for
50% of the area at current prices, or lowering the price by 50% in

selling the entire space immediately.

2 . It is also assumed that only 1 000 hectares of the Vancouver site would be available for
development, the remainder being conserved .

96Q6



For Pearson, it is assumed that the alternative use is residential,
and that a value equivalent to 50% of the current lot price could
be realized if the entire surface area was sold .

Table 3044
Oppouuwy Com oF UND AT NwR Avon, 199 1

Airport
Estimated land values

(S millions )

Halifax 1
Mirabel 1 0
Dorval 400

Pearson 750
Ottawa 440

Winnipeg 130
Edmonton 8

Calgary 200
Vancouver 500

Total (rounded) 2,500

Value of Land at Other Airport s

Transport Canada has also provided the surface areas of anothe r
87 airports (without any information on their appraised values) . The
land used for many minor airports has little opportunity cost, in that
equivalent unused land is available close to many of the cities and
towns concerned . On the other hand, similar land, close to the larger
centres, could be very valuable in alternative use . To represent the
possibilities, without any site-specific information, it has been assumed
for the 20 next-most-important airports, comprising "Class 111" in the
study for the Royal Commission of airport costing,3 that the average
value of the land at these sites is half the average for the seven
Class 11 major federal airports (that is, the nine airports in Table 3(2)-A4
except Pearson and Vancouver, which form Class 1) . From the above
analysis, the average value per hectare for those seven was $67,000.
The average assumed for the next 20 is therefore $33,500 per hectare .
Their total area is 12 319 hectares, so the total is $411 million . Added
to the median value of the nine major airports, the total then becomes
$2.9 billion .

3 . Sypher : Mueller International Inc ., Air Infrastructure Costing, a report prepared for the
Royal Commission on National Passenger Transportation, RR-04, August 1991 .



For all remaining airports, the value of the land is assumed to be
negligible (especially given the margin of error in the above estimate) .

Annualized Value of the Lan d

The total capital value estimated above is about $2.9 billion. Using
a real rate of 10% per year as the opportunity cost rate for capital
assets, this land cost is estimated at $290 million per year.

Land Value per Passenger-Trip, and Passenger-Kilornetr e

Averaged over a total of 62,813,444 enplaned/deplaned (E/D) passen-
gers at all airports in 1988, the total land value would then amount

to some $4 .60 per passenger. For the illustrative costs in 1991, this
is rounded up to $5 per E/D passenger, or $10 per stage. Averaged
over the representative air trip of 1 478 km with 1 .6 stages, it
amounts to 1 .080/pass-km, included in the system-wide average
costs as 10/pass-km .


